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INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, almost every developing country has under-
taken programmes of economic and industrial development. In this task, the
role of government has assumed speciai significance. The more extensive the
industrial, economic and social development aimed at, the more complex become
the tasks of the economic administrators charged with the formulation and
implementation of development programmes. That being the case, there is an
only too obvious dearth of adequately trained personnel in the developing
countries capable of carrying out the new planning and administrative functions.
Even afere foreign experts available to engage in a variety of these functions, the
problem would not be altogether resolved, since effective action often requires
an analysis of local circumstances which only national personnel, with adequate
educational background and training, can successfully undertake. It is thus
increasingly recognized that inadequate administrative and managerial capacity
is a significant obstacle to the achievement of the targets set by national develop-
ment plans in many developing countries.

Industrialization is increasingly regarded as one of the principal economic
activities needed to achieve and sustain a high level of development.
Consequently, it has been given special attention in almost every development
programme. Yet industry, perhaps more than any other sector in the economy
of developing countries, needs adequately trained personnel to plan, implement
and operate its many complex programmes and projects. The tasks that have
to be carried out by economic administrators in the industrial sector range
from the selection of prospective- lines of industrial development and the balan-
cing of inter-sectoral and inter-temporal dependencies of the various industrial
branches, to the designing of particular investment programmes and the evalua-
tion of the results achieved by such programmes. Thus government officials
are required to be economic and industrial planners and public sector entre-
preneurs in varying degrees at different stages in their careers in government
service. The complex tasks involved in the industrial development process
require a combination of skills in fields such as economics, accountancy,
statistics, law, public administration or engineering. Thus, while an economic
or industrial administrator may have had training in one such field, he is also
required to handle questions thatrdemand a better appreciation' of other
disciplines.

vii



A number of development training institutes, located mostly in advanced
or already fairly developed countries, have now come into existence. While most
of them offer courses in economic planning, development economics, and
selected areas of economic development, none offers comprehensive training
in inclu-trial development. This gap was evident from a survey conducted by
the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development in 1962, concerning
the area of coverage of the various training institutes. The replies made it clear
that the focus of- training was on problems of economic planning and that
industrial development was considered only incidentally. Such policies are far
from satisfactory having regard to the enormous need for educating and training
government officials in a large number of countries which have introduced or
are about to introducecomprehensive industrialization schemes.

Recognizing these needs, the Centre for Industrial Development has
been giving serious attention to the problem of training economic administrators
in order to accelerate the industrialization of the developing countries. Three
main areas were found to be of particular importance in this connexion: (a) the
establishment of an understanding of the process of industrialization and of
the institutional framework within which it takes place; (b) the definition of
the roles and functions of economic administrators dealing with various aspects
of industrial development policy and (c) the planning of organizational forms
and methods of operation of training programmes for such administrators,
bearing in mind the conclusions reached in considering the issues under (a)
and (b) above. It was felt that there was a need to examine these three main
aspects and their functional interrelationships objectively, in order to provide
the necessary background against which the requirements for further action
could be more clearly defined. The Centre for Industrial Development and
the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations, in co-operation with the
Development Centre of the Organization for Economic Co-cperation and
Development, organized the first Inter-regional Working Party on the Training
of Economic Administrators of Developing Countries in Industrial Development;
the Working Party met in Paris from 2 to 10 September 1965.

The present publication contains the report of the Working Party as well
as selected contributions by the organizers of and participants in the meeting.
It is hoped that it will arouse substantial interest in the subject and contribute
to the planning and implementation of effective training programmes to assist
the developing countries in building up their cadres of skilled and creative
economic administrators.

1 In accordance with GA Res.2152 (XI) the work of the Centre for Industrial
Development (CID) was taken over on 1 January 1967 by the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO).



PART I

REPORT OF THE INTER-REGIONAL WORKING PARTY ON THE
TRAINING OF ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATORS OF

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Te Working Party realized from the outset that it was confronted with
task. It was required in the first instance to understand and assess

process of industrialization which takes various forms. Secondly, it had to
xamine the. form of oiganization which a country adopts in order to foster

industrial growth. Thirdly, it had to identify the functions and levels of personnel
working within the organizational structure. Finally, the Working Party was
faced with the task of suggesting a practical programme of action which, by
providing training, would contribute to improving the calibre and efficiency of
industrial economic administrators.

The Working Party was fUlly aware of its inability to explore all aspects
of the problem sufficiently thoroughly. The time available to it to undertake
this study was somewhat limited ; moreover, tremendous efforts, a vast amount
of data and a large number of specialists would have been needed to deal with
the question. Nevertheless, it was felt that an approach to the problem was
possible at the meeting, and that that meeting should be considered as only
the first in a series.

The Working Party urges the United Nations and the Development Centre
of the Organization for Econumic Co-operation and Development to transmit
its recommendations to all interested national and regional bodies with a view
to their implementation, with due regard to local circumstances. In making
these recommendations, the Working Party is aware of the experience,
responsibility and courage displayed by the civil servants and public officials
concerned, who often work under difficult conditions. Most of them acquire
valuable experience on the job itself and appreciate the problems involved in
undertaking to promote industrial development in their countries. Suggestions
for the further training of such officials are based on a general estimation of
the magnitude of the problems involved, the background of the officials and
the time required to secure the earliest possible implementation of industrial
development programmes.

3
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4 REPORT OF THE INTER-REGIONAL WORKING PARTY

What is attempted here, therefore, is in the first place a presentation of
some salient features of these problems to the best of the Working Party's
ability. The sections which follow draw attention to certain aspects of the process
of industrial development. Secondly, an attempt will be made to indicate broadly
the various levels and functions of the economic administrator. Finally, some
guide-lines are offered to indicate the direction in which training programmes
might be formulated.

THE INDUSTRIALIZATION PROCESS

It is widely agreed that both the need for and the nature of training
programmes in industrial development are rooted in the process of industrializa-
tion itself, which involves a somewhat complex chain of activities. Hence the
Working Party considered it useful to review a wide range of activities involved
in the formulation and execution of industrial development programmes and
projects, as well as the skills and methods required for the adequate conduct of
such activities.

Industrialization is an integral part of the over-all process of development,
and al: problems related to it have therefore to be considered and resolved
within that wider framework. This fact must be borne in mind for effective
industrial development planning and implementation, particularly if existing
conflicts and imbalances between the various sectors of the national economy
are not to be rendered more acufe. It must be borne in mind constantly, not
only by policy-makers and planners, but also by all concerned with the establish-
ment and operation of programmes for the training of economic administrators
in charge of industrial development planning and implementation.

It is equally important to remember that industrialization is a continuous
chain movement, and that the strength of the chain will be equal to that of its
weakest link. Although it may be worth while to concentrate, temporarily, on
strengthening the weakest element of the chain, this should not entail excessive
concentration of effort but rather a balance of effort, with continuous attention
on the weakest link; this alone can lead to satisfactory results. In undertaking
such an effort, it should constantly be remembered that each element must be
related to those which come before and after. In order to ensure that the pro-
cess of industrialization, as well as the over-all development process functions
as smoothly as possible, it is most important to have a continuous flow of
information on what has been done to date, so that the necessary adjustments
may be made in the course of implementation through the "feedback system.

It is generally recognized that over-all development as well as industrial
development can be greatly facilitated by well-organized planning. Such planning,
however, must not be regarded as a static intellectual exercise, but as a dynamic
process covering both the preparatory planning and the implementation stages.
Action should not be postponed until the over-all, sectoral and project plans
are fully established; on the other hand, the impact of such action on the

V.
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economy as a whole must not be neglected. To postpone action would unduly
delay the developmental process of any developing country. Moreover, the
planner should realize that the value of a plan lies in its possibilities of execu-
tion. This implies that the planner should not isolate himself from those in
charge of execution, nor from those who make the decisions at the political
level. This essential requirement should be impressed upon participants in any
advanced and special training programme related to economic or industrial
development.

To ensure understanding between the various persons ur groups involved
in the total planning process, it is indispensable that they should have a
common language. This alone will make it possible to arrive at a truly co-
operative development effort in which the policy-maker, the planner (whether
on the national, regional or local level) and those in charge of execution, down
to the level of the operation of a specific private or public enterprise, will be
able to perform their own functions with a knowledge and understanding of
the functions performed by others. This means that any training programmes
aimed at more efficient industrial development should be oriented to the various
levels concerned (policy-makers, planners and executives). The programmes
offered to these groups must certainly differ according to the present and anticip-
ated social responsibilities of the groups concerned. What matters is that these
programmes or courses should have something in common so that there may
be better understanding between the various groups.

ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATORS IN THE
PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT

The problem of clarifying the meaning of the term "economic
admia:strator" is complicated by a number of factors. The diversities in functions
ranging over the entire process of industrial development at all levels make it
zlifficul, to identify the role and function of the economic administrator. There

in addition, the diversity of the administrative systems employed by the
developing countries to tackle problems of economic and industrial develop-
ment. Finally, there is the diversity in the terminology used to describe such
persons. They are referred to as civil servants, planners, managers, technicians,
etc. In effect, it was all these that the Working Party had to comprehend in
order to arrive at an identifiable classification. Its conclusion is that an industrial
economic administrator is every person who has responsibility for, or participates
in, devising and/or implementing policies directed towards industrial develop-.ment.

Emphasis must be placed on the need for distinguishing between the
formulation of a plan and its implementation. This distinction will make it
possible to identify functions as well as levels of persons undertaking these
functions. At the same time, it is recognized that the two functions are in effect
part of a single cycle. Another distinction to be made is between the general
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administrator and the technical administrator, although here again, it is clear
that these two categories cannot be divided into water-tight compartments; the
technical administrator in particular may well be called upon to assume the
role of general economic administrator if, in addition to his technical qualifica-
tions, he also possesses the necessary human qualities.

At the planning and policy-making level, the economic administrator is
defined as a senior official organizing and co-ordinating the work of experts,
with the aim of providing coherent arguments to be used as a basis for the
adoption of key decisions concerning structural changes in the national economy.
At the implementation level, the economic administrator is defined as a person
who gives shape and substance to policies adopted to foster industrialization.
He is required to translate targets into projects and to make sub-programmes
within the targets operational. Both categories, however, should possess a know-
ledge of the country and a feeling for the people and their attitudes.

Both in the papers presented to the meeting and in the discussion,
attention was drawn to one fact which has an important bearing on the
definition of functions and roles of top-level economic administrators and,
consequently, on the content and methods of training programmes. This is
that planning for industrialization in developing countries is still a process
concerning which no uniform and well-established body of knowledge exists.
Each country, with its own experience, resulting from its own industrialization
efforts, is in fact contributing to the accumulation of knowledge *that will hope-
fully lead to the development of an appropriate methodology of planning for
industrialization. This, however, basically affects the role which economic
administrators have to play and which cannot be reduced to administrative
work strictu senso. In addition to possessing general human qualities and the
ability to organize the work within their competence, economic administrators
have to be equipped with a sufficiently broad knowledge of economics and
problems related to industrialization. They must also display a capacity for the
imaginative and creative work needed in the search for methods and procedures
best suited to the fulfilment of specific tasks. Depending on the level of
responsibility at which the administrator functions, some skills will require
greater emphasis than others.

Reference was made and emphasis given in the discussion to the role
of middle-level economic administrators working in the various ministries and
organizations. These administrators play an essential part in preparing the
material, processing it and presenting it for policy elaboration and decision-
making. Training is most important for this category, as there is a deficiency
in both the quality and the numbers available. Quite comprehensive training
programmes can be devised for them, as they are able to devote longer periods
of time to training than are those at the top levels. Such programmes should
be designed to heighten their efficiency in their present functions and to prepare
them to assume greater responsibilities. Moreover, specialized functions exist
which should be given particular attention; for example, project preparation
and evaluation, legislation to promote industrial development, and industrial
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financing. Training in these areas should be given less on the basis of seniority
than on that of responsibility.

The middle-level administrator is best defined in terms of the qualifications
he should possess. He should first of all have the ability to administer, that is,
to organize his own work and that of others in such a way as to achieve the
highest possible degree of efficiency. This requires not only professional know-
ledge but also, and not least, the human qualities which make it possible for
him to communicate with all those concerned with the process of industrial
development. He should have a good knowledge of economic factors in order
to be able to pass judgement on the economic feasibility of a plan or project
and on its effects on the country's economy, and in order to be able to evaluate
the impact of policy decisions. Finally, such an administrator should be
imaginative and dynamic.

A capable, skilled supervisory staff at the industrial enterprise level is an
indispensable condition for the successful execution of industrial programmes,
assuming that the requirements for other technical staff and labour force are
also adequately met. This is particularly pertinent in view of the ever-increasing
influence of international competition in industry, which requires that greater
attention should be attached in developing countries to problems of production
costs, quality control, modernization, etc. The concept of managerial functions
at the enterprise level is relatively easy to define; consequently, the organization
of training activities and advisory services for management is an easier task to
deal with than others. There is a danger, however, that this important area
might be neglected. The Working Party wishes to stress once again the import-
ance of providing training and other facilities for raising managerial skills at
the enterprise level, and considers this an essential part of a broader policy
aimed at the forming of national cadres of economic and industrial
administrators.

NATURE AND CONTENT OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES

In connexion with the use of the word "training" as applied to economic
administratots, it should first of all be made clear that the questions discussed
below do not relate to "education" as provided through technical schools or
regular university programmes. Education is concerned with the development
of the qualifications of the individual, while training is concerned with the
development and improvement of the organization by enabling an individual to
perform better. The Working Party, while emphasizing training aspects, was
conscious of the need for the improvement-of educational standards generally.
Education and training are interrelated and the effectiveness of a person in a
given job is dependent on his educational level and on his degree of training.

The benefits of training are self-evicknt, but the difficulty is to make
it practical and acceptable so that it may serve a given need. Among the
problems to be resolved is that of the length of training, which is linked to that

15
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of the period of time persons can stay away from their jobs. Another problem is
that of designing suitable programmes to meet a given need. Other, very serious
problems are those of the availability of relevant teaching material on various
aspects of industrial development and of teaching personnel to use such
material.

Training programmes should be organized as far as possible in the
environment of the developing countries, that is, either in a specific country
or on a regional basis. The action of institutes located in developed countries
should be increasingly directed towards special subjects which are not included
in the training programmes organized in developing countries. Moreover, such
institutes should assist training and research institutes in the developing
countries to build up and improve their activities. The institutes in developed
countries should constantly keep in mind the conditions under which
participants in such programmes will have to use their newly acquired
knowledge, and such programmes should include practical work in the economic
administration of a given industrial sector of the developed countries.

Training of senior industrial economic administrators

The provision of training for senior industrial economic administrators
must be considered in terms of both time and organization, since it would
appear that such persons can absent themselves from their jobs for at most
seven to ten days. The selection of appropriate subjects, the organization of
all the material and the recruitment of high-level experts for such programmes
are matters requiring attention. Such efforts, on the other hand, are not un-
common in other areas. Refresher courses are regularly conducted for top busi-
ness executives by business management institutions. Moreover, the United
Nations and other international organizations make a practice of organizing
technical meetings of experts.

The Working Party noted with interest the initiative taken by the Develop-
ment Centre of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
in organizing, at the request of Governments of developing countries, part-
time seminars on the spot for high-level administrators and policy-makers. These
seminars last three weeks and aim, through a detailed discussion of problems
related to development strategy and administration, at creating a common
language and understanding in regard to these problems.

Consideration should be given to organizing short refresher courses in
selected subjects of industrial development. It should be possible through such
meetings to identify both administrative and technical problems within the
organizations to which participants belong and to discuss measures for dealing
with them, with the assistance of experts and with reference to the experiences
of other countries. The United Nations and other international organizations
should initiate, assist and organize short refresher courses of this type in the
developing countries. Thereafter, it should be possible for national organizations
to take over some of these responsibilities.

16 .
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The problems with which senior administrators are currently faced might
be taken up for discussion at such courses. These problems would vary from
the appraisal of industrial projects, or the procedures to be employed to
expedite implementation, to the financing of industrial development and foreign
aid. The general purpose would be to afford senior economic administrators an
opportunity to exchange views with their counterparts in other branches and to
evaluate problems involved in either the planning or the implementation of
industrial development. Finally, such courses would supply general administrators
with insights into the technical problems which would be submitted to them,
and on which they would have to give a final judgement.

Training of middle-level industrthl economic adminfrtrators

Economic development training institutes, whether intra-regional, regional
or national, have only in recent years incorporated in their programmes training
courses in industrial development planning and implementation. As mentioned
earlier, lack of teaching material has stood in the way of the smooth functioning
of existing industrial development training programmes, as well as of the
organization of new ones. But even more important are the difficulties
encountered in the recruitment of qualified instructors in the field of industrial
planning and implemeutation. These difficulties are augmented by the fact that
the industrialization process involves a wide range of subjects and specializations
and that it is difficult to find instructors who can cover all subjects. Many, if
not most, of the existing training institutes which offer courses in the field of
industrial development are geared to the training of middle-level industrial
economic administrators with several years of practical experience.

Since the industrial development effort requires an inter-disciplinary
approach involving various professions, the emphasis as far as middle-level
industrial economic administrators are concerned should be on providing them
with a common language. This means that technicians would acquire an
economic background and economists a technical background. Administrators
would thus achieve a view of the process of industrial development from the
planning to the implementation stages. In such a programme, the accent should
be on project level planning, the study of technical and economic aspects of
selected industries, policy measures to promote industrial development, and
the industrial aspects of regional planning. The Working Party feels that a
training programme of from three to four months' duration would be adequate
for industrial economic administrators at this level.

Training in specific aspects of industrial development

While well-rounded programmes would be useful in giving an awareness
of the industrialization process to middle-level officials, as indicated above, the
Working Party also recognizes the need for training programmes in specified
areas of industrial development. They might be referred to, for convenience, as
specialized training programmes. Specialized courses might be offered on such
subjects as market analysis, industrial project appraisal, financing of industrial

17
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development, planning of industrial complexes, regional industrial planning,
industrial manpower requirements, industrial policies and programming, regional
industrial integration, etc. Many of these subjects, which in effect form an
integral part of industrial planning and implementation, have been given more
attention in recent years. The United Nations and other international organiza-
tions have organized a number of conferences on some of these subjects, which
have resulted in considerable documentation. This documentation should be
made available to the largest possible extent, and could be used in regional
and national training programmes ; further material would in consequence be
produced on a national level.

Notwithstanding the efforts undertaken by some national and international
institutes and training programmes, it is generally felt that training, particularly
in project elaboration and project analysis, lags far behind the needs of the
developing countries. The implementation of any industrialization policy or
programme is inconceivable without the elaboration of specific projects, and
it is in this field that developing countries face the greatest difficulties. To
facilitate training in project elaboration and project analysis, as well as the
work of technical administrators dealing with these problems, some standardiza-
tion in the methods used for project formulation and evaluation, and investment
criteria in general, would be most useful.

Furthermore, in organizing training programmes, it is most desirable to
bring together government officials and executives and leaders of enterprises
and organizations, both private and public. As it is necessary to establish a
common language between them, it is useful that persons responsible for general
admiristration and those responsible for the preparation, execution and
implementation of projects within the framework of public and private enter-
prises should participate together in the same training programme. The particip-
ation of executives and leaders of enterprises is all the more important since
the absence or shortage of managerial talent often constitutes one of the most
serious obstacles to industrial development.

Ethting training fircilities

There has been a rapid increase in the number of training institutes and
programmes offered to persons from developing countries, both in the develop-
ing countries themselves and in highly industrialized countries. Most of the
programmes have concentrated on training in the field of macro-economics.
There is a deficiency in training for industrialization in general, and more
particularly with regard to 'specific sectors and at the level of the enterprise.
This does not mean that the number of existing institutes and programmes
should necessarily be increased. There is need, rather, for a revision of
programmes in the light of the training requirements which must be met in
developing countries if those countries are to succeed in elaborating and, still
more, implementing their industrial policies and programmes. Those responsible
for such training programmes should be constantly concerned to evaluate their
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programmes in the light of existing requirements. It is realized that such evalua-
don is difficult to achieve. Some effort should be made, however, to establish
procedures which would m .ke it easier to determine the utility of the
programmes offered, at the same time increasing their efficacy and ensuring
their constant adaptation. Studies centred on the critical evaluation of
implementation processes of development projects in specific countries should
be undertaken by national and regional development training and research
institutes, as one of the ways of meeting these needs.

The services which could usefully be rendered to existing institutes for
the more adequate training of economic administrators in industrial development
are twofold. First of all, there seems at present to be a general shortage of
adequate teaching material and documentation in the field of industrial develop-
ment. An important task could be fulfilled by certain institutions in both
developed and developing countries and by international agencies in promoting
the elaboration and wider circulation of such teaching material.

Secondly, assistance is needed in overcoming the shortage of qualified
teachers to conduct training programmes for industrial development. Here again
the institutes located in highly industrialized countries have a role to play, and
aid-supplying agencies should see to it that these institutes are able to fulfil
that role in the most efficient way..Such assistance by institutes in industrialized
countries would in any case benefit not only those located in the developing
countries or regions, but also the institutes themselves, since it would give
them an opportunity of still further increasing their knowledge of the practical
problems of the development process. For in any such' assistance in the area
of industrial development, it should not be overlooked that it is not enough
to supply specialists in a given field or a specific industry or industrial sector,
but that such specialists must also be aware of the ways and means of operating
in the environment of a given developing country. The number of experts
combining these two qualifications is still quite small, and although it may not
be possible to resolve all the problems related to this question, better organiza-
tion and co-ordination between the various agencies which might supply such
specialists could lead to an improvement in the present situation. These tasks
require full co-operation and co-ordination among international organizations, as
well as regional and national training insitutions, particularly in making
documentation and staff available to each other. Joint training programmes could
be undertaken to reduce costs and increase benefits.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Working Party

Recognizing the need to promote training programmes for general
administrators, as well as for technical administrators dealing with industrializa-
don in the developing countries, and with due regard to the efforts already
made

19
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Recommends that the United Nations, the Development Centre of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development and other inter-
nation:it organizations should :

(a) sponsor, at the most appropriate levels, short seminars or meetings for
senior administrators in the developing countries in development strategy
and administration, with due emphasis on problems of industrial develop-
ment;

(b) promote and undertake training programmes for the middle-level general
administrator on a national and regional basis ;

(c) initiate and organize training programmes for technical administrators
in specific or specialized subjects of industrialization, e.g. market analysis,
project preparation and evaluation, industrial financing ;

(d) provide adequate financial support through their technical assistance and
aid programmes, and make available to countries and institutes, for
training purposes, expert assistance and documentation and teaching
materials on industrialization ; in particular, the establishment of industry
studies and a manual for the elaboration and evaluation of projects is
considered an urgent matter ;

(e) increase their efforts towards helping development training institutes in
the less advanced countries ;

(f) give special assistance to those development training institutes in the
less advanced countries which can serve as intensive pilot projects for
testing and developing training material and approaches.
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EVALUATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR
ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATORS

by the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development

A significant number of specialized training institutes in economic plan-
ning and development have now come into existence.1 While most of them
offer courses in economic planning, development economics, and selected areas
of economic development, there is no comprehensive training in industrial
development.2 This gap was evident from a survey conducted by the United
Nations Centre for Industrial Development in 1962, concerning the area of
coverage by the various training institutes. The replies indicated that the focus
in training was on problems of economic planning and that industrial develop-
ment was considered in a marginal way.3 Recently, some efforts have been
made to 1111 this gap. The Institute of Social Studies at The Hague has started
a course in industrialization. The Economic Development Institute of the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development has conducted courses on
project appraisal which include, in great part, an appraisal of industrial develop-
ment projects.

An attempt will be made in this paper to analyse and evaluate basic
questions concerning training of government officials in industrial development.
These questions are:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Is there a need for training?
Who should be trained?
The areas in which the training is to be given.

1 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Catalogue of Economic
and Social Research Institutes, Paris, March 1965 (mimeographed).

2 The African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, Dal&r, recently
organized a course in industrial planning for senior government officials in Cairo.

3 "Preparation of teaching materials in economic and industrial development"
(E/C.5/54).
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A. The need for training

It is not necessary to submit arguments to prove that training in general
is necessary. After all, the desire to acquire knowledge and to use it for human
advancement is a basic motive of man, impelling him to obtain knowledge in a
number of ways. There is, indeed, no end to the learning process. As to training
in the context of the responsibilities entrusted to a government official, to en-
able him to play his due part in accelerating growth rates, this is essentially
a matter of clarifying the nature of the training rather than of arguing the case
for or against it. It is also a matter of emphasizing the urgency of obtaining
training in a particular way.

The need for and the natuie of training programmes in industrial develop-
ment are rooted in the industrialization process itself, which involves a complex
chain of activities, from planning for industrialization to the production of in-
numerable goods in industrial establishments. This process is one in which
the co-operation of many institutions and the combination of many disciplines
is vital. Moreover,.the integration and meshing should be such as to permit the
undertaking of the necessary tasks with a minimum of time and effort. The
vital element in the experience of the industrially advanced countries is this,
that not only has a basic system of institutions and disciplines been developed
over a long period of time, but that a linkage and pattern of relationships has
also been evolved, thus reducing the time and the costs involved in carrying
a given project to fruition. For most developing countries, this will remain
a worthy goal fut some time to come, but efforts will have to be made, and in
this task training will play a substantial role.

The role of training in this context is a dynamic one. It should not be
construed here as capable of resolving the twin problems mentioned above,
namely, the developr,ent of institutions and acquiring of basic disciplines on
the one hand, and their utilization through a network of inputs and integrated
relationships on the other. But it will accelerate the process by creating an
awareness of the entire problem, helping the participant to assess his role in
the complex chain of activity and enlarging his experience by facilitating
comparison with similar experiences elsewhere. In other words, the training
activity will provide him with an opportunity to come out of his groove, re-
examine his own tasks and acquire greater awareness and knowledge so that he
may effectively discharge his functions.

This places a 'special responsibility on the training programme itself. It
has to be short, so that the employer may be able to spare the employee from
the job ; it has to be suited to his special requirements; it has to be backed by
research and up-to-date data in order to provide the required knowledge and
experience in a short time. It has also to be dynamic in the sense that the same
course cannot be repeated, as is the piactice in universities, year after year. If
it is not to lose its catalytic qualities, periodic assessments and changes are
necessary.

23-
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If this is the goal of training of government officials dealing with the
industrialization process, then devising an adequate training programme is a
formidable problem. The .question, therefore, needs to be asked: who to train
and in what areas should he receive training? These questions are linked and
need to be clarified.

There is also a question of numbers. The formula for training may and
can beo found, but how many persons can benefit from it? The present
experience of several international training organizations indicates that it is both
a capital-intensive and a labour-intensive process. It is therefore a matter of both
financial resources and availability of qualified teaching personnel and teaching
ma terial.

It is also necessary to indicate how much of this effort should be under-
taken at the country level. It is interesting to note that much of this activity
is undertaken by a few international organizations and by training institutions
in the industrially advanced countries. What will be the role of these institutions
as expanded national efforts to train personnel locally get under way? The
answers to questions raised in the above paragraphs will, in all probability,
provide a basis for action for several years to come.

B. Training of economic and industrial administrators

As mentioned earlier, the crucial point in training is to ascertain who
should be trained. Is it then enough to describe this group as economic and
industrial administrators? While this is a useful term, as compared to the rather
commonplace word, "government officials", it is not enough to provide a
definite basis for drawing up training programmes. Moreover, it may even shift
emphasis from the main point, namely, training to assist officials to discharge
certain functions concerned with industrial development quickly and effectively.

It is difficult to differentiate persons from the organizations to which
they belong and organizations from the functions they are required to under-
take. They appear to be identical, and at the end of the line is the person who
does the job. But this is a simplified statement of the problem. Any ministry,
industrial development corporation, development bank, or any sections thereof
are staffed by innumerable individuals. Here, two or three broad functions may
be mentioned; namely, managerial tasks, specialists' functions and administrative
duties. They may be different in nature but they are not divided into water-
tight compartments, since there is interchange of functions. In countries such
as IrAdia, civil servants change functions in very radical fashion; for instance,
a financial adviser in the treasury becomes manager of a chemical factory. At a
lower level, this interchange of functions is considerable.

This only serves to show that each government administration is, in many
ways, tradition bound and that there are as many administrative patterns and

2+ N
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practices as there are governments. This state of affairs will inevitably introduce
certain arbitrary elements when we try to distinguish between functions and re-
late persons to functions. But it is possible to conceive of two approaches
which are general enough to be applicable everywhere and flexible enough
to be adapted to suit the specific requirements of the country. One approach
relates to the outlining of specific steps involved in the industrialization process ;
the other relates to the person involved in the process, who has had several
years in government service.

The latter may be described in a number of ways. They could be mid-
career officials or second-level decision-makers, or officials in charge of certain
functions, who act as managers in organizing and getting work done. Their
common trait will be that they have spent a number of years in government
service, most of that time preferably in handling development problems.

As a matter of fact, most of the training institutes cater to the ab.,ve-
mentioned groups. In this connexion, it is interesting to review the experience
of a training programme in industrial planning organized by the African Institute
of Planning and Development, Dakar. The letter on this subject to the African
governments indicated that the training programme was intended for mid-
career officials in ministries of industry and government organizations dealing
with industrial development. The response from the African countries was en-
couraging. A study of the list of those attending the course reveals a wide
variety of functions and disciplines brought to the course by the participants. 4

C. Analysis of the process of industrial development

Any attempt to specify steps involved in the process of industrialization
is bound to be a difficult, if not an impossible, task. In this paper, it is
approached at two levels namely tasks to be undertaken before industries are
established and tasks required after the industries start production. These two
aspects may broadly be described as the planning and implementation of
industrial development projects on the one hand, and the management and
operation of industrial establishments on the other. The State, in accelerating
the industrial development process, has in varying degrees undertaken both
aspects of work. But in almost every developing country which is seriously
engaged in planning, the role of government is basic to the planning and im-
plementing of industry projects. The government creates the climate in which
industries are established and operated, whatever the agency of management.
It has to devise appropriate policies and a sound institutional framework to
sustain rates of growth. In this area, economic and industrial administrators
have a vital role ro play. This can be expressed in the schematic presentation

4 See below, "United Nations training programme in industrial development and
planning for African government officials Appendix A" (page 121).
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below. This paper is primarily concerned with functiong mentioned
under item A.

A considerable body of information has developed as regards planning;
techniques have been evolved and special data collected to refine calculations
and projections. There has developed a vast body of knowledge on various
aspects of planning, including sectoral planning. Information on the latter and,
in particular, on planning for the industrial sector is not as voluminous, but
there is substantial interest, and a certain amount of material is available.
Recently, attention has been focused on project evaluation, particularly the
engineering and economic criteria of evaluation. Efforts are being made to
organize special working parties to build a body of knowledge and to harness
it for training purposes. 5 Courses on project evaluation are increasingly
introduced into existing programmes of training institutes.6

The field of project implementation has been characterized as belonging
to public administration. Public administration adherents refer to it as belonging
to specialized departments and ministries. Thus this field of work is not ex-
plored, although it is most crucial to the planning process. Much has been said
about the need for economic and industrial executives in government, but very
little attention has been given to this area as conpared to others.

It is hardly necessary to point out the significance and importance of
this area of work. In a study undertaken by the United Nations on planning
for the production of commercial fertilizers in a large South-East Asian country,
it is estimated that it takes approximately twenty-four months longer than is
normally necessary from the time a decision is made to establish the factory
to its actual establishment. Much of the time is wasted not so much in the
preparation of the project report, but in negotiations with contractors, evaluation
of bids, ordering of equipment and delays in construction. The report attributes
the delay to the decision-making processes in the ministries and the autonomous
public corporations. Similar situations can probably be cited in other countries.

The implementation stage involves a wide range of functions such as a
general assessment of the technical and economic aspects of a given project and
of the legislative framework within which industries are promoted, licensing
activities, foreign exchange and raw material allocations, etc. In addition, action
has very often to be initiated in the establishment of central or national facilities
fbr the promotion and overseeing of industrial development. The nature of the
activity involved in these functions varies with the degree of sophistication of

5 The United Nations Centre for Industrial Development organized an inter-regional
symposium on industrial project evaluation which was held in Prague from 11 to 29 0;tober
1965.

6 See Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Catalogue of
Economic and Sodal Research Institutes, Paris, March 1965.
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MACRO-PLANNING

MICRO-PLANNING

A
SECTORS (INDUSTRY)

PROJECTS

IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICIES AND PROJECTS

BLUEPRINTSERECTION OF PLANTS

OPERATION OF PLANTS

MANAGEMENT

TECHNICAL

the governmental machinery and of development efforts. Generalizations, there-
fore, are misleading in this area. But the question may and should be raised:
how can this "smorgasbord" of activities be covered in a training programme?

If the crucial consideration is the speeding up of the actual process of the
establishment of factories, the question is how economic and industrial
administrators can be helped through training to make quick and speedy deci-
sions at various administrative stages. To pinpoint any function or to equip
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them with any given technique is, as indicated above, a difficult task. Consider-
able thinking and study, therefore, are necessary to spell out the requirements
of training in this area, so that adequate training programmes may be devised.

D. Nature and content of training programmes

The foregoing discussion raises the basic question whether there should
be one general or several specialized training programmes. A single comprehen-
sive specialized training programme in industrial development, as adopted for
the course organized by the African Institute for Economic Development and
Planning in Cairo, can be undertaken to cover very broad areas of industrial
development in all its stages.7 On the other hand, specialized courses in project
evaluation, development financing and programming techniques can be organized
to suit special requirements. Such courses are, in fact, conducted by the various
training institutions. Mthough these courses are specialized, the officials who
attend them are not specialists, nor do they attend in order to become
specialists. Certain training facilities are available and they are taken advantage
of'. The problem of choice, as it exists in university courses, simply does not
exist in these training programmes, where 'all available facilities are utilized.
Since few courses are available in this field of industrial development to begin
with, and the choice of one as against another is academic, the structure of the
training programme is very often the choice of the training director, or of his
institution, based on his observations of the need for training.

It is interesting to note that most of these training courses are given
in the United States or Europe. There are a very few exceptions to this rule,
such as the United Arab Republic, Venezuela, etc., where special institutions
similar to those in the industrialized countries have been established. In several
other countries, ad hoc courses are organized, but seldom on a regular and
systematic basis.

It is difficult to understand why, if training programmes for economic
and industrial administrators are so useful, action is not taken in the developing
countries to put such programmes into effect. It is true that there qre perennial
problems of cost, staff and teaching materials. But the costs of organizing such
programmes in developing countries are considerably less than in the
industrialized countries, provided that there is plenty of teaching material and
adequate staff. These need to be developed over a period of time and a begin-
ning has to be made as soon as possible.

In regard to the nature and content of general courses on industrial
planning, special reference to the Cairo course may be made here. It was, in

7 See below, "United Nations training programme in industrial development and
planning for African government officials" (page 111).
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many ways, an experiment. Unlike other courses, not much prior planning
went into it except of a general nature. It rnight serve as a case study in
determining whether such a course could be repeated elsewhere, with certain
changes. First, it covered the entire process of industrial development. Secondly,
emphasis was placed on visits to factories and discussions before and after the
visits. Thirdly, neither the background nor the length of service of the particip-
ants was uniform. Lastly, the course was conducted with the aid of simultaneous
interpretation.

Details of this course may be found In the discussions which follow.
From the participants' point of view, it was satisfactory, since all were
practitioners, with very similar reactions. Hence the discussion that followed
was always interesting. In the case of other training programmes, for example,
the one organized in Caracas, Venezuela, by the Organization of American
States; it was evident that a project evaluation course alone was not sufficient.
A review of the entire area of implementation is needed if the exercise in project
evaluation is to have any significance. As a matter of fact, some of these
specialized courses make it a point to cover related work very briefly. A case
can perhaps be made for a general course such as the United Nations training
programme in industrial planning held in Cairo, but with rather more emphasis
on individual items.



ORGANIZATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES IN
INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION

by Yap Ige Han*

A. Background and training objectives

1.General background

Industrialization for developing countries implies the introduction, adapta-
tion and integration of teChnology as a non-traditional element in the
economic and social structure of the country. It is a deliberate effort to create
a new basis for the development of the talents and skills of the people and for
the utilization of the country's natural resources. It is, inevitably, an evolutionary
process requiring a balancing of reconstruction efforts in other sectors of the
economy. It is also introduced with the perspective that it will generate a
continuous chain of smaller and larger innovations which will give the economy
a dynamic viability, which is essential for the achievement of constantly improv-
ing standards of living.

Relatively little is substantively known about the methodologies needed
for developing and guiding the industrialization process of a country, although
many organizations and institutions have in the last decade or so been actively
engaged in a study of this subject. A body of empirical knowledge is, however,
taking shape and may constitute, at a later stage, the basis for a universally
acceptable theory on the methodologies and problems of industrialization. In
the absence of such a theoretical foundation, no training or educational effort
in this field can daim, for the time being, to be more than a selection from
the aforementioned empirical body of knowledge. Short-term post-graduate
training is therefore at present probably the most appropriate manner for
instruction in this field. With the emergence of new nations in all continents,
knowledge of industrialization is daily enriched by the experience gained
through the worldwide effort represented by industrialization. Such experience
may well crystallize, much sooner than expected, into a new body of know-
ledge, which will be of tremendous value to the developing countries in their
pursuit of higher standards of living through industrialization.

* Industrial Development Consultant.
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Distinct differences are discernible in the approach to industrialization in
various parts -of the world. In most Asian countries, for example, this approach
is strongly influenced by the comparatively high ratio of population to known
natural resources. Very severe trained manpower shortages are probably the
most serious obstacle to the industrialization of Africa's newly emerging nations.
In many Latin American countries, basic social reconstruction is a prerequisite
to fully successful industrialization. These are only a few of the divergent re-
quirements confronting industrial development administration in various
countries: and the divergence becomes still more apparent upon a closer analysis
of the industrial potentialities of each country and its stage of economic develop-
ment. This brief survey also shows that there can be no single answer to the
problem of the training of industrial economic administrators. A complex of
training opportunities is required, which, on the one hand, will provide general
basic instruction as well as instruction in various specialized areas and, on the
other, will facilitate the interchange of experience on the national, regional and
international levels. The contribution which on-the-job training and internal
courses can make should also be recognized.

2. Task of industrial economic administrators

The industrial economic administrators in developing countries are faced
with tasks which are generally more comprehensive than, and often very different
from, those of their counterparts in industrially advanced countries. Some
aspects of the difference have been illustrated in the background sketch in the
previous paragraphs. The difference is also evident from a comparison of the
prevailing institutional and physical infrastructures. Furthermore, in the develop-
ing countries a more directly active role and even an "cnircprencural" one
is expected of the industrial economic administrator. His duties will in general
relate to one or more of the following fields : formulation of national develop-
ment objectives in the industrial field; assessment and mobilization of industrial
resources; development of a suitable legal framework and industrial climate, and
planning and implementation of specific programmes and projects.

Four categories of industrial economic administrators may be
distinguished :

(a) general industrial economic administrators engaged in over-all
planning, guidance and co-ordinating activities on the national level;

(b) sectoral industrial economic administrators, responsible for sectoral
industrial development programmes within the framework of national develop-
ment policies ;

(c) regional industrial economic administrators engaged in regional
industrialization efforts, also within the national economic development frame-
work ;

(d) administrators specialized in functional aspects of industrial develop-
ment (e.g. ihdustrial financing, promotion of industrial exports, modernization
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of !ndustrial law, safety inspection, standardization, etc.); these specialized ad-
ministrators are often also engaged in developing the institutional framework
required for industrialization.

Within each category, obviously, a grading according to hierarchy and
seniority can be further recognized. The administrators directly in charge of
industrial enterprises government-owned or privately-owned constitute
another distinct category, but are generally considered as belonging more to the
group of enterprise-managers than of industrial economic administrators, who
are the subject of this paper. Between these two groups managers and
industrial economic administrators an interchange of functions may often
occur and a dose interrelationship may be recognized in the career patterns of
the two groups.

3. General training objectives

An inter-disciplinary approach characterizes the work of industrial
economic administrators, whose professional backgrounds may vary considerably
economics, engineering and technology, mathematics and pure sciences, ad-
ministrative sciences, humanities, etc. A clear, dispassionate understanding of
the contribution which each of these disciplines can make to industrialization
would constitute a first target for training programmes in industrial economic
administration. A focal point here is a common understanding of the nature
of industrial technology general technology rather than specific engineering
specialities and its role in the economic development process of a country
and its interplay with various economic and human factors. This also implies
the development of a common pragmatic outlook; a realization that all
industrialization efforts, whether functional, promotional, operational or of any
other nature, must ultimately come to fruition at the enterprise level, that is,
with the establishment of new industries and the expansion and qualitative
improvement of existing ones.

Another general objective of such training programmes would be to
provide basic knowledge of skills in the management and administration of
industrial programmes. Here a relationship has to be recognized with the
experience already gained in the course of a person's career. From the point
of view of training for industrial economic administration, it may be desirable
to distinguish three levels, in order of increasing authority. A first level consists
of operational positions, which are generally occupied by young graduates. Then
there is an intermediate h.vel of positions involving decision-making concerning
programmes or specific operations. The last level relates to decision-making
with a nationwide impact or international action of similar importance. Personal
competence and experience, as well as political and other environmental factors,
are predominant influences at the more senior decision-making levels, to which
training can make only a very limited direct contribution. Training is, however,
especially useful at an earlier stage, as a preliminary to the development of a
more or less lasting pattern of analytical thinking in connexion with decision-
making, a pattern which will have to mature through experience.
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The effective exchange of experiences is a third objective which can be
pursued in a training programme for industrial economic administrators. Such
exchange may relate to experience gained in the execution of specific
programmes, to special insights developed through research and experimentation,
to experience gained from projects undertaken in different institutional environ-
ments and/or to different professional views on particular subjects. Such
exchanges would contribute to a broadening of the perception and basic under-
standing of the persons concerned in regard to the manifold aspects of
industri alization.

4. Need fior training in industrial economic adminiaration

Three possible types of training courses would correspond to the career
pattern described above: a general basic course for young graduates, a career
development course for persons eligible for intermediate posts and an advanced
course for those still at intermediate level, but eligible for most senior functions.
The results expected from these courses are; developmc it of career officers
in the field of industrial economic administration; accelerated training of special-
ized programme administrators, and retraining in the field of industrial develop-
ment of officials from other sectors of government or from other occupations.

The needs for such training will vary from country to country and will
within each country vary with time. The situation may, in many countries,
further be influenced by the severe shortage of qualified candidates. Lack of
accurate data make detailed forecasting very difficult. Nevertheless, it would
be useful to derive some quantitative indication of these training needs, based
on United Nations endeavours to accelerate economic growth and industrializa-
tion in developing countries.

According to United Nations est:mates, industrial employment in the
developing countries by 1975 may total over 100 million persons. This will
correspondingly require several million managerial, engineering, technical and
other staff on the enterprise level. To stimulate and support this development
it can, in turn, be safely assumed that at least several of tens of thousands of
qualified persons will be required for various functions in the field of industrial
economic administration. These data, however crude, justify the development
of special training efforts in this field.

B. Content of training programmes

The content of a particular training programme in industrial economic
administration will have to be related to the specific training objectives pursued.
Such an analysis will determine the level, emphasis and extent of the treatment
of the various subjects.

Four major elements can, however, be generally distinguished and are
discussed in this section. These elements are: general industrial planning,
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industrial programmes, project planning and implementation and, fourthly,
industrial development administration and organization.

1. Industrial planning: gcweral

(a ) Development policy. Industrial planning must constitute a part of the
planning process for general economic development, and industrial economic
administrators must therefore be informed about and have an understanding of
this general planning process. That process is largely determined by the aims
of development policy on the one hand, and, on the other hand, by the scarcity
of some important factors of producti )n.

Among the aims of a development policy, raising the national income is
the most important. The target here is determined by two considerations: toraise the per capita income and thus reduce the gap in living standards between
rich and poor countries ; and to meet the challenge of the population explosion.
The position with regard to the latter has changed considerably during the lasttwo decades and presses for ambitious solutions. With a 4 per cent rise in
pef capita income, which is moderate in the light of the low absolute levels of
income in developing countries, and a rate of population growth of 3 per cent,a target of 7 per cent per annum is obtained. Although some variation is
conceivable, this figure will often constitute the figure to strive for.

Another aim must be the ':pansion of employment. With disguised un-
employment already widespread, the population explosion and urbanization
will probably add considerably to the problem of unemployment and deliberate
measures to reduce it must therefore be designed. There is some connexion
between the two aims : the higher the national growth rate aimed at, the higher
also will be the contribution to employment.

A third aim of development policy may be seen in a less unequal income
distribution between social groups and regions. In the early phases of develop-
ment this will not be an easy matter, since it will require sacrifices which
initially the country cannot easily afford.

Since essentially an economy's production is the outcome of the co-
operation of its factors of production land, labour and capital the attainment
of the aims of development policy will be handicapped by the scarcity of some
of these factors. Skilled and qualified labour as well as capital are usually in
short supply, while land and unskilled labour are not. For an open economy
that is, one maintaining trade relations with other countries we may add
foreign exchange as a scarce commodity, since this represents access to the
factors of production of other countries, especially those factors which are scarce
in the country considered.

The main problem of a developing country may thus be seen to be how
to obtain maximum results in terms of its aims with the restricted quantities
of scarce factors of production at its disposal.
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(b) The macm-phase of planning. A developing economy is a complex
phenomenon and the problem of how best to develop it involves a !arge number
of variables. The solution of this problem can hardly be reached in a single
process ; it is better to deal with it in a number of successive steps. It has
become customary to consider first the interactions between the main
characteristics of the economy, often described as its macro-economic aspects.
The economy is described by such aggregates as national income, total invest-
ments, total consumption, total imports and total exports, with possible sub-
divisions of investment and consumption into public and private sectors. To this
list might be added some "stock concepts" as distinct from the "flow concepts"
already enumerated; for instance, total capital or the size of the government
debt.

The general objective of the macro-phase of planning is to put before
the government alternatives with regard to the main aims and instruments of
development policy. Among the latter, the volume of investment and,
concomitantly, the education effort rank highly. Very crude ratios and time
lags taken from experience are used to show that a higher rate of growth, itself
desirable, requires a higher level of investment and hence leaves less for
consumption in the immediate future, a prospect which is unattractive. The
government must weigh the advantages and disadvantages connected with each
conceivable rate of growth and decide which one to choose. This decision
determines the rate of growth of the economy aimed at as a whole and
constitutes a most important datum for market analyses of all kinds and in all
branches. With increasing international co-operation among planning agencies,
and increasing action in this field by international agencies such as the United
Nations and its regional commissions, a network of interrelated figuies also
becomes available for expert market analysis.

The so-called capital output ratio is mainly used in this context, represent-
ing the ratio between total investments made in any country and the ensuing
increase in net output of that economy. For figures referring to one year as the
time unit used, the ratio is of the order of four.

The main lag involved is from the time an investment has been made
until its fruits become available; for a national economy as a whole, a lag of
three years may be a fair estimate. Both figures show considerable variations,
however, depending to some extent on the sectoral composition of the economy.

(c ) The sector phase of development planning. The next step in development
planning is to break down the increase in national product into sectoral figures.
This clearly involves a choice of th e. sectors to be developed, and therefore
requires a series of what are often called pre-project studies. The problem is
best viewed in the light of the concepts of national as against international
sectors. By definition, the products of the former cannot be imported or ex-
ported, their transportation costs being prohibitive. Important examples are
construction, the operation of buildings, electricity, transportation, government
and private services, retail trade and part of wholesale trade and education. In
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total, they represent one half of the national product. The relevance of the
concept is that national sectors must be expanded pari palm with the home
demand (determined largely by the growth of national income), whereas such
a necessity does not exist for international sectors. There, the relative advantages
in international competition are the criterion. -The sectors which do best in
international competition are the ones which will rr -.ke the best contribution to
the national product.

Here, a long-term view should be taken ; that is, the well-known fact
should be taken into account that every industry, in its early years of develop-
ment, has its "childhood diseases" and will attain a better level of efficiency only
after some five years have elapsed. This development should be estimated,
which is not easy.

Countries characterized by capital scarcity should concentrate as much
as possible on labour intensive industries; this will at the same time contribute
to the aim of the creation of employment. This choice may imply a preference
for industries producing finished products whether consumer or investment
goods since these as a rule use more labour than industries processing natural
products. There is a fundamental dilemma here: the relative abundance of
natural products in developing countries seems to constitute an argument in
favour of such processing industries exporting their products; whereas industries
producing finished products are usually import-replacing industries. Other factors
to be considered are transportation costs, the possibility of protecting the market
for import-replacing industries and the size of such a market in relation to the
optimum size of an enterprise. With so many contrasting effects, only careful
calculation can lead to a correct decision.

If the balance of payments shows a serious deficit, with imports exceeding
exports, then there is a disproportion between the national and international
sectors, to the disadvantage of the latter. Expansion of the production of inter-
national goods is then called for, the criie(ia being the contribution which such
expansion can make to the rectification of the balance of payments. This contri-
bution can be described as the gross output value of international (or tradable)
goods minus the necessary input of international goods, direct and indirect.

To the extent that some national goods are also scarce e.g. electricity
the expansion of any international sector cannot be effected in isolation, but
has to be undertaken concomitantly with an expansion of some national sectors.
The semi-input-output method is available to estimate the necessary complement-
ary expansion of national sectors.

(d) Role of regional targetr. The choice of sectors may be influenced by
the presence of development targets for the various regions ofa country which
formerly depended on its own potentialities to contribute to the national
product. There is at present a tendency to assist less promising regions in their
development, particularly if for cultural reasons the migration of their population
to mere promising regions is difficult. Such a policy may imply the choice of
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second-best sectors, if the latter can be operated in the less promising regions.In most countries there is not yet a systematic regional policy; but somepressure is exerted to arrive at one. A beginning can be made by the collectionof data on the actual situation in the various regions on the possibilities ofcreating incentives for migration and on the potentialities (even if oniy second-best) of the various regions. Some methods for a more iystematic allocation ofinvestments to sectors and regions simultaneously have recently been elaborated.Some simple examples will be inserted.

(e) Functions of project appraisal. The next step and a very importantone in development planning consists of the appraisal of single projects. Forthe practical implementation of any development policy this step is a necessity;the natural unit for the execution of investment plans is the single project.Only big projects, however, can be dealt with individually. Investments madeby thousands of farmers may have to be lumped together into "quasi-projects";and so may the reactions to be expected from some central measures saythe subvention of the use of fertilizer.

The appraisal of individual projects first of all is needed in casepermissions have to be granted, for instance for allocations of foreign exchangeor to put up a building, or to apply for tax facilities.

The appraisal of projects also constitutes a source of information in addi-tion to the sector analyses so far discussed. While on the one hand projectsmay be seen as a means of "filling up" a sector expansion programme theymay, on the other hand, be a check on the preliminary information of thepre-project studies and contribute to new insights on the question in whichdirection a country's economy has to move.

The same project may appear in a different light to the private investorand to the nation's planners. Some projects may be attractive to the privateinvestor and unattractive to the nation as a whole, because of repercussions onother enterprises or even industries. Thus, a railway project through a rivervalley may be attractive in itself but fatal to the shipping industry. While aproject will be carried out by a private firm only if it promises profit, thecriterion to be used by the government must be based on the aims of develop-ment and the scarcities of the factors of production involved as set out in (a)above. A clear distinction between the two ways of appraising a project shouldbe made.

2. Industrial progrmnmes

(a ) cmation of the industrial development climate. As industry is a new andnon-traditional sector in the structure of developing countries, systematic andpersistent efforts have to be made to develop a general climate conducive toindustrialization. This should preferably be recognized as a separate programme,involving, in the first place, a modernization of the igal and fiscal structures,i.e., the creation of new industrial laws commensurate vith long-term national
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development aims, and in many deve oping countries also revision of outdated
industrial laws and regulations inhei!ted from pre-independence days. In this
legal modernization process, a simplification of administrative government proce-
dures is very often a major target..

Secondly, there must be clear recognition of the connexion between the
tasks of enterprise management and of general administration at the government
level. The necessity for such harmonization has been discussed above. Too
often, an atmosphere of grave mutual suspicion and distrust prevails among
all parties concerned, indicating that a more rational redistribution of initiatives
is needed.

The industrial development climate is, thirdly, related to a consistent
long-term policy of stiniulating the achievement of key development targets
established under the general industrialization plan. International aspects may
play an important role in the determination of such a long-term policy of
encouragement to industry, particularly as industrial know-how, and also capital
investments from foreign countries, are generally needed.

Personal leadership characteristics on the part of industrial economic
administrators sincerity, dedication and competence, for example are of
course decisive factors in the creation of a favourable industrial climate. Good
training can be invaluable in this respect.

(b) Etploration of resources and infiastructure development. Knowledge of the
available natural resources is a basic prerequisite to all planning of industrial
projects. It is a continuous process of reviewing known deposits, assessment
of their possibilities, guiding their rate of utilization and exploring new
resources. It involves also the development of infrastructure facilities, such as
power, transport, etc., in a manner most conducive to the country's industrial
and economic growth. This infrastructure development is in most cases also a
prerequisite for the utilization of natural deposits, as they are very often found
in relatively barren and less inhabited areas. Co-ordination is further required
with external resources available to the country. A country with abundant hydro-
electric power can, for example, consider the possibility of developing a basic
aluminium industry, provided that supplies of bauxite can be ensured from
nearby countries on a long-term, low-cost basis, and that it is in a position
to market its refinery products.

Natural resources are coming increasingly to be regarded as national
property, in whose exploration and utilization government should take at least
a guiding interest. To an even greater extent, infrastructure development is
recognized as a public responsibility. In all such development, heavy capital
expenditures are involved. It should also be related to a sound industrial loca-
tion policy, through which a balanced regional dispersion of industries can be
s ti mu 1 ated.

(c ) Mining and conservation of resources. Guiding the utilization of mineral
resources in accordance with national industrial development policies means
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for many newly independent countries a basic departure from their previous
economic structure and trade relations. It involves a change towards a larger
utilization of mineral resources by locally based industries. As the external
economies of many developing countries rely heavily on earnings from sales
of raw materials, such a change-over should preferably be a gradual one. Mineral
deposits, however rich, are limited in quantity. Except when natural accretion
is possible (e.g. salt fields), the utilization of natural deposits inevitably involves
their depletion after a number of years. It is therefore necessary to establish
desired utilization rates and conservation policies. In connexion with the latter,
the possibilities for up-grading the utilization process and recovery of waste
should be taken into consideration. This calls for the adoption of modern,
often highly mechanized processes. Notwithstanding unemployment problems
in developing countries, such mechanization may also be desirable from a social
point of view, as mining has often to be undertaken under conditions which
are humanly undesirable.

(d) Role of heavy indushy. Heavy industry has a triple function: to contri-
bute to the further processing of a country's minerals and other basic materials
into semi-finished products and intermediate goods ; to strengthen the industrial
structure by ensuring an adequate supply of such semi-finished products from
imported raw materials, and to produce capital equipment (machinery, plant
installations, ships and other heavy transport equipment).

Development of heavy industry requires a relatively large input of factors
of productiun, which in developing countries are usually very scarce. A
premature or over-extensive involvement in heavy industry may cause
unnecessary burdens on the whole economy. Careful consideration is therefore
needed of the feasibility and size of projects, and of their expected overall contri-
bution to the national economy.

Technologically and financially, the development of heavy industry
generally requires substantial foreign assistance. To facilitate the diffusion of
know-how, the United Nations and its affiliated organizations have made some
comparative technical economical studies of selected heavy industry processes,
such as steel making, fertilizers, petrochemicals, etc. For financial assistance,
bilateral as well as multilateral facilities are available, as well as those of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

(e) Role of light inelushy. Light industry is predeminantly oriented to-
wards consumer goods. It can play an important part in the transition from
an agricultural to an industrial economy by processing agricultural raw materials,
e.g. fruit-canning, vegetable preservation, edible oil processing, etc. It can also
contribute to a better utilization of agricultural raw materials and by-products,
such as strawboard manufacture, fibre processing, etc. These industries make
a higher economic yield possible in the agricultural products sector.

Textiles and apparel products are another sector of light industry geared
to the primary needs of a developing economy. Its relationship to the agri-
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cultural products sector is recognizable, although synthttic materials have been
increasingly utilized in recent decades.

Durable consumer goods of metals, plastics, or other materials are
another group of products fabricated in light industry enterprises. The process
involves a combination of component manufacture, sub-assembly and final
assembly. As industrialization progresses, a further specialization of the industrial
structure according to these three processes is recognizable.

Light industry also contributes to the development of various industrial
services, such as printing, repair and maintenance, etc., which acquire a clearly
industrial character as higher levels of technological advancement are reached.

From this sketch of the fianctions which it can perform in the national
economy, it is clear that light industry can serve as a catalyst for industrializa-
tion and as a training ground for industrial leadership. No strict rules have to
be observed regarding economy of scale, and industrialization may be initiated
under the most elementary conditions. Moreover, there can be substantial
adaptability to a country's labour situation, and capital investment requirements
may be reduced to a minimum.

3. Project planning and implementation

) Fonnulation of projects. For the realization of the objectives pursued
by the above-mentioned industrial development programmes, specific projects
will have to be formulated, designed and executed. This is a process of which
industrial economic administrators should have intimate first-hand knowledge
and experience.

The first step in the formulation stage is the selection of the project. It
requires a specific initiative and a reconnaissance of the scope to be covered
by the project in the context of the various industrial development programmes
(see section 2 above). This preliminary appraisal should result in a tentative
outline, including a description of the terms of reference on which a feasibility
study can be based.

The feasibility study aims at determining whether a project can be
implemented and the best possible or alternative courses of action. To this
end, a comprehensive and detailed analysis of all relevant aspects is necessary.

For industrial projects, an analysis of the market situation will constitute
a basic element in the feasibility study. In developing countries, it also often
involves a detailed appraisal of external trade factors, such as export promotion
and import substitution.

Choice of technology, adaptation of products and processes to locally
prevailing conditions and availability of upplies of material are specific elements
which in developing countries require special consideration in the analysis of
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technological factors. Foreign exchange limitations also make it often imperative
to distinguish in the specifications of plant equipment between locally available
and imported machinery. Maintenance requirements are also of critical import-
ance.

The feasibility study must also involve a detailed appraisal of the
personnel financing and organizational aspects. As we mentioned above, when
heavy capital investments are required, plant size and scale of operations are
the most critical factors, closely related with marketing and technological aspects.
The feasibility study should further determine plant location, or the suitability
of given locations. A detailed outline for project implementation, or alternative
courses of action, should also be included.

From a financial point of view apart from the domestic and foreign
currency components the feasibility study has to result in detailed estimates
of capital budgets required, expected returns and a cash flow forecast.

(b) Detail planning and inolementation. The feasibility study will have re-
vealed a number of basic technical data regarding suitability of materials,
possible technological processes, specifications of product programmes and other
factors in an evaluation of the merits of a project. After a decision on
implementation has been reached, further detail planning and project engineering
is necessary.

This detail planning and project engineering includes a detailed selection
and specification of equipment; design of plant lay-out and buildings, and pro-
vision of required utility services. It further involves the inviting of tenders,
screcning of offers and planning and supervision of plant construction by
contractors and sub-contractor, as well as training of key personnel and assist-
ance in the I..unching of production. Parallel with these technical steps, there
must be a detailed scheduling of investments and expenditures.

(c) Provision for future project apansion. Possibilities for future expansion
should be incorporated in the over-all plan and design of the project, indicating
the longer-term perspectives and potential of the project. In many respects,
these provisions affect the immediate decisions at hand, such as acquisition of
land site, utility services, etc.

Factors which are imponderable at the moment of the feasibility study
very often decisively influence the project. It is therefore desirable to design
the project in such a manner that a start can be made with the part from which
direct tangible benefits can be expected, while recognizing and kceping a watch-
ful eye on the potential for future project expansion. This applies, for example,
to the petroleum industry, where, in addition to the possible immediate demand
for oil products, the possibilities should also be considered which modern
petrochemistry offers for a future expansion of the heavy as well as light
industry sectors.
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4. Wu/stud administration and organization

(a ) General organization of industrial development effort'. The major objective
of organization is to create appropriate relationships facilitating effective co-
operative action by all persons, institutions, agencies and bodies involved in
the industrialization process. In this connexion, four major functions have pre-
viously been distinguished in the field of industrial economic administration.
Organization includes the determination of specific functions and responsibilities
and the establishment of procedures for communication and co-ordination. A

and clearly recognizable pattern of organization is desirable and will
facilitate the fostering of a favourable industrial climate.

A country's size and level of industrial advancement will largely determine
the degree of centralization and decentralization to be adopted. Such decisions*
are also dependent upon the national structure of public functions and the
degree of government init:ative in the development and undertaking of industrial
operations. In all circumstances, however, it is desirable to separate general
administrative functions from the executive management functions of the
industrial enterprises themselves. The latter should, therefore, whether they
are under State or private ownership, have an economically justified perform-
ance. At the same time, the general administrative apparatus should,
economically, also be in proportion to the total industrial complex.

(b) Introduction and development of industrial technology. Technologically, the
industrial development administrator is faced with the choice of establishing the
most suitable technology, its adaptation, the training of specialists who can
utilize and further expand such technological know-how and the stimulation
of technological research. If the administrator has an economic background,
close co-operation with technologically oriented colleagues is necessary. The
problem also has important economic and social dimensions to which various
references have already been made.

The utilization of natural gas, which is available in many developing
countries, may serve as a further illustration. Depending upon the chemical
composition, size of deposit, market requirements and other factors, natural
gas resources can be utilized as fuel for domestic and industrial purposes or
as basic materials for nitrogenous fertilizer production. The importance of
relationship with other sectors, such as energy supply and agricultural develop-
ment, is clearly recognizable. The basic strategy for the development of natural
gas therefore often involves an evaluation of technological, economic and social
aspects at the highest administrative levels.

(c ) Training and personnel development. An acute shortage of trained and
experienced personnel is exPerienced in practically all developing countries.
In certain countries, a considerable number of educated persons are available,
but lacking, however, the qualification, motivation, training and/or experience
to make them useful for the industrialization process. In many countries, general
education must be considered simultaneously with, or preferably preceding
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industrial training. Industrial economic administrators are therefore faced with
a basic task in the field of training and personnel development, namely, the
provision in the shorter as well as in the longer term of qualified personnel
at all levels in adequate numbers and at the right time. Nothing short of a
total manpower development programme to which a very high priority is
given nationally as well as in the context of international assistance
programmes can resolve this acute problem.

(d) Development of industrial distribution and marketing stmctures. Industrializa-
tion leads to the creation of an intricate network of production units, which
cannot function properly without a corresponding development in distribution
and marketing structures. The efficacy of the manufacturing and distribution
structure as a whole is in turn dependent upon the development of transport
and other sectors of the infrastructure. Excessive transport costs often impede
expansion of sales and .consequently production increases. An equally important
factor is the modernization of commercial concepts. For industrialization, the
traditional commercial principle of large profits on single products must give
way to the modern concept of multiple small returns on a large number of
similar industrial products. Only through such a diffusion of the results of
industrial technology for the benefit of all can industrialization succeed.

A similar change-over is required in many other traditional commercial
practices. For instance, the aim should be a reduction of stocks and promotion
of an optimum flow of goods from manufacturing unit to customer rather than
hoarding and speculation on scarcity. Some traditional concepts of solidity and
quality also require change, as exemplified in the introduction of "throw-away-
after-use" containers and other disposable articles. This example also shows
that the public at large, as well as the commercial and industrial cirdes, must
be involved in the process of change, which will develop at an ever-increasing
rate once industrialization has been launched.

(e ) Development of industrial financing and credit facilities.-;§cardty of capital
both domestic and foreign is a most serious obstacle to the industrialization
of developing countries. Much attention has already been devoted to the
possibilities of raising capital by the mobilization of domestic savings and by
appropriate fiscal and other Public measures, etc. To overcome the scarcity of
foreign exchange, a number of bilateral, multilateral and international aid
measures have been developed. These efforts are aimed at developing within
a given country the institutional financial framework which will support the
needs of industrialization in a manner departing from traditional practices. In
this connexion, the concept of long-term industrial financing is the most import-
ant. It relates to the institution of credit facilities for periods which are
a multiple of the duration for commercial credit. Reasonable interest rates are
further required which do not make the use of such long-term credits
prohibitive. Another factor is the development of the security market in
countries with a free or mixed economy to which industrial enterprises can turn
for risk-bearing and other forms of long-term capital.
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( f) Functional co-ordination of industrial development efforts. Technological,
manpower, marketing and financial development are important tools through
which industrial economic administrators can stimulate as well as co-ordinate
and guide the industrialization process. A number of sub-areas can be further
distinguished, such as stimulation of quality, regulation of cost factors and
prices, promotion of safety and productivity, legislative recognition of industrial
ownership and patent rights, etc. In industrially advanced countries, all these
factors have become a part of the accepted environment of industrial institutions.
In developing countries, their gradual fostering, sometimes preceding, some-
times following the progress of industrialization itself, constitutes another major
task for industrial economic administrators, who must guide such development
in the light of the organizational relationships of the moment, and with a view
to achieving the best practical and tangible results from industrialization for the
economic advancement of the country as a whole.

C Development and training facilities

1. Possible courses of action

To meet the requirements of developing countries for trained personnel
in the field of industrial economic administration, several courses of action may
be pursued. In the first place, greater emphasis may be placed than hitherto on
the establishment of training programmes within industrial development
organizations themselves. Such internal training may help to relieve the shortage
of trained personnel and to promote long-term personnel development.

The possibility should further be considered of strengthening and
improving the various course activities offered by training institutes at the
national, regional and international levels. In many instances, training in
industrial economic administration is currently undertaken as a major field with-
in the context of a general economic development course. Certain other courses
are of a specialized nature, e.g. applaisal of industrial projects. A number of
enterprise .management courses also include general industrial development.
Such courses can be useful if they set the right training standards. As they are
differently oriented, the desired depth in disciplinary thinking on industrializa-
tion is usually not achieved. The institution of new training programmes fully
specialized in industrialization should therefore also be considered. For these
industrialization courses, the description of general training objectives and of
contents of training programmes mentioned above may serve as a possible
outline.

2. Internal training programmes at industrial development organizations

Internal training programmes can contribute directly to meeting the train-
ing needs of many industrial development organizadoas. The following training
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aims could be pursued; on-the-job training in specific tasks ; counterpart train-
ing by foreign experts temporarily assisting the organization; induction-training
of new officers; introduction of new knowledge and techniques and other types
of refresher training. Such internal training programmes are applicable to large

as well as to smaller organizations. Training methods, programmes and duration
have to be adapted to the specific conditions of the organization concerned.
At a large organization, such training may take the form of regular courses,
conducted on a full-time or part-time basis. For smaller organizations, a part-
time programme with emphasis on on-the-job training is probably preferable.

The responsibility for on-the-job training lies mostly with the immediate
superiors of the persons concerned. It involves a careful assignment of tasks,
explanation of specific task know-how, correction and guidance during the
execution. By providing the trainee with a sufficient variety of tasks, the pro-
gramme will give him an opportunity to acquire the necessary knowledge and
experience for his job. Individual abilities, educational background and
experience will, of course, be additional factors in determining the duration
and success of the training.

A similar method is applicable to on-the-job training by foreign experts
for training their counterparts. Such counterpart training has long been regarded
as an essential element in the tasks of foreign experts assigned to developing
countries under various international assistance programmes. It has met with
varying degrees of success, and a more systematic and aggressive approach to
this subject would be desirable.

Internal training programmes may also aim at induction-training of new
officers, in order to inform such officers of the basic concepts and policies of the
organization and to give them an over-all picture of its activities. Such pro-
grammes may also include training in certain skills, techniques and procedures
which are.of special importance to the organization.

Industry's progress is based on a continuous process of innovation, which
should be of concern not only to enterprise-level managers and research workers,
but also to industrial economic administrators. The study of new developments
is therefore an essential element in the approach of the industrial economic
administrator to his task. In this respect, internal training activities can be of
great help.

For the development of internal training programmes along one or more
of the above lines, the availability of a good master scheme and an effective
programme leader are essential prerequisites. In large organizations, the function
of the training officer may be recognized as a separate function. Very often, itwill constitute a part-time responsibility for a senior officer. At institutionssupported by a team of foreign experts, this will be a major responsibility of
the team-leader, .no will have to co-ordinate the counterpart training of all
his experts in the most effective manner. In this connexion, it may be noted
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that several hundreds of United Nations experts I are active in the industrial
field and constitute an important manpower potential for initiating internal
training programmes at key institutes in various coungies all over the world.

3.Training al the national and intra-regional levels

In various developing countries, conscientious efforts are already made
in training industrial economic administrators. Such training at present takes
a predominant place as a specialized study within the framework of a wide
economic development training programme. Courses of a more specialized
nature, such as project appraisal, are also undertaken. Furthermore, the United
Nations recently completed a first training course in industrial planning for
African government officials (Cairo, February-May 1965). At the headquarters of
the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East, regional economic and social programming courses
are undertaken in which industrial development is included as a major subject.
These courses belong to the category of basic and career development courses
for persons at the junior and intermediate levels as described above. The
gradual establishment of such training courses would be desirable in all
countries with a large population and in sub-regions covering a group of (prefer-
ably neighbouring) countries with a common language and with an industrial
employment of some one million persons or more.

Circumstances within the countries or sub-regions concerned will
determine whether industrial development training should be undertaken in a
comprehensive manner within a special industrial development training organiza-
tion, offering, in addition to basic and career development courses, various
specialized courses, for instance, on certain branches of industry, small industry
development and other related fields, or as an activity affiliated with a general
economic development training institute, or again as a programme of
complementary courses offered by various institutions in the area concerned.

Important contributions can and are being made by various international
assistance programmes in establishing national and inter-regional training
institutes. Nevertheless, to meet the existing need, still greater efforts are
needed. Such expanded efforts should aim at strengthening and improving
existing training facilities, in particular at raising their practical efficacy. The
establishment of sound curriculum standards, the supply of worth-while teaching
materials and the development of a good faculty arc key areas to which inter-
national assistance programmes can contribute. The need for quantitative expan-
sion has been shown above. It constitutes a second major objective for inter-
iational assistance in this field. It may, however, be desirable to establish train-
ing institutes on a permanent basis only when adequate standards can be

1 According to the reports of the fifth session of the United Nations Committee for
Industrial Development, 230 experts were engaged in 1964 in the industrial field under the
various United Nations technical assistance programmes, excluding Special Fund projects.
(See Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Thirv-ninth Session, Supplement No. 6, para.
125 ).
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ensured. To meet the pressing needs for trained personnel, various temporary
measures might be considered, such as training on an ad h9c basis.

4 . Inter-regional training

The following specific training objectives can be recognized in this area :
refresher training (orientation on new development) and study .of advanced
techniques, e.g. market study and inter-industry analysis, and preferably also
actual experience in the application of these techniques. Such practical applica-
tion during the period of training cannot generally be aimed at developing
complete proficiency in these techniques. A detailed involvement by the trainee
in their application is, however, in many respects valuable from a training point
of view and indispensable in determining the correct manner of analysis, evalua-
tion and insight into the problems under study.

Inter-regional training should preferably be aimed at persons at the inter-
mediate and advanced levels. This would include the career development and
advanced courses mentioned above as well as the organization of various short
seminars and participation in research projects. A great variety of opportunities
are already being offerrd in the industrially advanced countries and useful contri-
butions are made. It should, however, be recognized that this is a relatively
new field, requiring much further development. In certain instances, nostalgic
memories of bygone eras still dominate the basic philosophy of the course
programmes. Shortage of competent teaching staff is another basic difficulty.
In this connexion, it should be recognized that effective instruction requires
both expert knowledge in a specialized field of learning and a profound under-
standing of the conditions and development problems in the newly emerging
nations. New methods of instruction and new approaches to training
programmes are another field for possible improvements. It is in this connexion
most encouraging that these methodological aspects have the attention of the
United Nations, its specialized agencies and other international organizations.
For practical reasons, there is a generally growing recognition that inter-regional
training for persons from developing countries should be limited to fairly short
periods of not more than a few months. Costs for inter-regional training are
estimated to be 50 per cent higher, or even more, than for intra-regional train-
ing. A good knowledge of the home country's requirements and a sufficiently
senior position ate needed if full benefit is to be obtained from such training.
This in turn implies that only much needed personnel can qualify, posing further
limitations on the duration of inter-regional training.

5. Methodology and general training standards

Specialized industrial development courses require a more thorough study
of the subject than can normally be undertaken in a more general course.
Three types (if industrial development courses have already been described
above: a general basic course for young graduates, a career development course
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for persons eligible to interined;ate posts and an advanced course for persons
still at the intermediate level but eligible for the most senior functions.

The basic course is irtended for graduates in the 22 to 30 year age group
who have completed at least three to four years' academic education. The re-
quired duration is between eighteen months and two years, and includes pre-
liminary instruction to develop the required inter-disciplinary approach; for
instance, several months' technological training for non-engineers and similar
economic basic requirements, to be included during the early part of the training.
It may also be extended in stages throughout the whole course. The total
duration of the practical work must be at least six to nine months. The basic
course should further give trainees a general insight into the various subjects
described in section B, and proficiency in one ,of the major fields. This may
be achieved, for example, by devoting the latter part of the course to the
specialized study of subjects in which course participants can "major-. In view
of tl-.e intensity and duration of this basic training, participants who have
successfully completed such courses might be given a recognized certificate of
professional qualification.

For career development courses to prepare officers in the 28 to 35 year
age group for intermediate positions, the training may be of shorter duration;
say five to eight months. These courses should basically aim at developing full
proficiency in major fields of specialization, e.g. general industrial planning on
the national and regional levels, certain industrial :..ector programmes or
functional specializations such as financing, industrial manpower developrwnt,
etc. Practical field training should, in this type of training, be related to the
analysis of complex problems and a broadening of specific career experiences.

Advanced courses preparing candidates for the hight executive posts
should aim at -de-spedalizing" participants, ,n contrast to the career develop-
ment courses which provide specialized training. -De-specialization" can be
achieved by confronting the participants with a selected cross-section of
experiences from al major fields as described in section B. Such courses aim
further at providing detailed insights into decision-making processes at high
levels. The programme should also provide for a detailed study of development
strategies and international industrial relations and for personality development
to prepare participants for leadership responsibilities at zop-level positions. A
duration of eight to twelve weeks is generally considered necessary to create
a lasting training impact. Such advanced training is generally limited to selected
candidates in the 32 to 40 year age group, possessing high personality,
professional and administrative qualifications, and who have adequate experience
and a record of notable accomplishment.
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Some selected industrial development training courses by the United Nations
and its affiliated organizations

1. General

A considerable number of short-term seminars in the industrial field
have been undertaken by the United Nations and its spedalized agencies since,
and even preceding, the establishment of the United Nations Committee for
Industrial Development in 1961. These seminars deal with general subjects,
as at a two weeks' seminar on industrial development programming in the
Latin American region, as well as with a variety of more specialized subjects,
such as industrial estates, fertilizer production, iron and steel industry, food
canning, industrial standardization, employment problems related to automation
and advanced technology, etc. The United Nations also offers fellowships for
individual studies, for partidpation in various in-service training programmes
or in courses sponsoled by various institutions. Efforts have further been made
to provide more basic and longer-term training facilities, which will be especially
considered in more detail. These training activities comprise regional efforts,
such as the special training course for African government officials in industrial
planning, and the study of industrial problems within the context of economic
development courses organized under the auspices of the regional economic
commissions for Latin America and for Asia and the Far East. Furthermore, the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development sponsors a course on
industrial project evaluation.

2. Traio;ng course for 'V ion overnment qfficials in industrial plaiming'

(a ) Orgara;::-...n. Training course organized by the United Nations
Centre for Industria! Devclopmer.t. in co-operation with the African Institute
for Economic Development and I'linning (IDEP) in Dakar, Senegal and the
Institute of Nationa! Planning in Cairo, United Arab Republic. The United
Arab Republic prov;ied host facilities for this course, which took place from
1 February to 15 May 19C5.

(b) Purpose and participants. The course was designed to assist officials in
the ministries and semi-government organizations of the African countries in
dealing with various lspects of planning for, and implementation of. industrial
development p:ojerts.

(c) Courre programme. The programme was in three parts. The introduc-
tory part was devoted to problems dealing with economic planning, growth
problems and selected disdplines which might be needed to prepare trainees
to participate fully in, and to benefit from the course. The main part of the
programme was concerned with industrial programming and, in particular, with
problems of proje,. C.zmulation, appraisal and implementation. Attention was
given to the institutional tiamework in which industrial development projects
ate promoted and implemented. While finanring of projects was dealt with in

a See page 111.
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general, attention was given, in particular, to foreign assistance and sources of
aid. The third part dealt with problems of African industrial development of
interest to the participants, such as country studies, regional integration and
co-ordination, planning of industrial complexes. and work of the Economic
Commission for Africa. This programme was supplemented by field visits to
various industrial and economic development projects and to industrial
complexes in the United Arab Republic.

3. Latin American training course On economic and social planning

(a ) Oqanization. The course is organized annually for eight months
(April to November) by the Instituto Latino-americano de Planificación Econô-
mica y Social, United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, Santia-
go, Chile.

(b) PlaPise and participants. Basic training is offered in the field of
economic and soc;al planning for participants sponsored by the governments
of countries in the Latin American region.

(c ) General course programme. The course is in two parts of four motths
each. The first part is common to all panic:pants and covers the following
subjects: economic analysis, national accounting, economic development,
planning and programming techniques, preparation and evaluation of projects,
development policy, organization and administration and other related subjects.
The second part covers seven specialized study options, respectively for general
programming, programming in the public sector, national budgeting, industrial
programming, transport development, manpower development and agricultural
devel opment.

(d) Outline of tbc specialized option on industrial programming. This study
option is especially designed to meet the training need's of economists, engineers
and other groups of professional personnel interested in the development of
the manufacturing industry. The study programme comprises the following
groups of subjects: general problems of industrialization (60 hours), economics
of the industrial enterprise (25 hours), linear programming (30 hours), study
of specific industries (90 hours ) and seminar on the application of industrial
projections.

4. Asian training course on development policies and problems

(a) Organization. The course is organized annually for six months
(February to July) by the Asian Insdtute for Economic Development and
Planning, United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East,
Bangkok, Thailand.

(b) Putpose and participants. The general training course is offered in the
field of economic development and planning for participants sponsored by the
governments of countries in the Asian and Far Eastern region.
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(c ) Outline of study programme in the industrial field. In the context of the
aforementioned general course, a seminar is held on industrial development
covering the following subjects: general objectives of industrial development,
choice of alternative investments, industrial programming, role of small-scale
industry, project appraisal, industrial financing and a discussion with reference
to problems specifically pertaining to the Asian and Far Eastern region. Field
visits and a syndicated exercise in problems of industrial development are also
incorporated as part of this specialized study programme.

5. Industrial project etubratiou course

(a ) Organization. The course was organized from March to June 1965
(12 weeks) by the Economic Development Institute, International Bank for
Reconstruction and DevelopmeRt, Washington, D.C., United States of America.
It was also conducted on a regional basis (India, 1964) and in Spanish (with
special emphasis on problems of Latin America).

(b) Purpose and partiopants. The courses are conducted for government
officials whose work is directly related to the formulation and evaluation of
development projects.

( 1 Course programme. The main topics covered include; definition of the
industry sector and its internal structure; main elements of industrial projects,
defined in terms of input and output, with the concept of value added; import-
ance of accounting and financial analysis and the differences betweea privaie
or enterprise accounting and social or economic accounting; cost analysis, use
of break-even charts, and economies of scale; analysis of the market, and role
of transport and distribution costs; relationship between planning and projects,
and eng,ineering, costing and execution of projects selected as desirable; develop-
ment of industrial capital markets and role of development banks; evaluation
of organization and management, and development of an industrial labour force;
problem of protecting new industries; analysis of infrastructure projects closely
relatcd to industrial growth (e.g. power); and development of various support-
ing institutions such as industrial estates, productivity centres and technological
institutes.

Syndicate exercises are used at appropriate points during the course.
These are case studies, presented in the form of problems requiring decisions
that combine the necessity for technical analysis, sound analysis of policy issues,
responsible assessment of intangible factors, and ability effectively to present
a particular point of view.

Each course has two major field trips of approximately one week each.
One of these is to New York City, to visit major financial institutions and
United Nations Headquarters. The second is to a major industrial centre,
usually in the mid-western region of the United States or in Canada. A few
short half-day trips are made to industrial plants each within reach of Washing-
ton.
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APPENDIX B

Estimated industrial employment (million persons )

Region RAO /977 burrare

Afri(.a 4.5 7 2.5
Asia 53.0 76 43.0
1.atin America 10.0 20 10.0

Tot3l (developing countries) 47.5 105 55.5

The above estimates were included in the reports of the thirty-seventh
session of the United Nations Economic and Social Council and are based on
the United Nations Statistical Yearbook, the ILO Yearbook of Labour Statistics, and
other official data. The data relate to salaried employees and wage-earners only.
In the African region, South Africa has been excluded, in the Asian region,
the Asian Republics of the USSR and Japan. The 1975 projection is based
on an aggregate manpower requirements approach, assuming the following
annual growth rates : Africa (3.1 per cent), Asia (5.7 per cent) and Latin
America (4.7 per cent).

Costs of training of higher personnel

The data below are based partly on reports of the United Nations and
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development and partly on
hitherto unpublished documents prepared by the author for the United Nations
Centre for Industrial Developm,mt.

(a) National training. Costs for education and training of engineers at
national universities in developing countries are expected to amount in 1970
to the following:

Recurring costs per student SUS 600 to 1,600 per year
Capital costs per student place SUS 4 ,000 to 10,000 -

These estimates assume a five-year duration of the university studies and ex-
clude living and other personal expenditures. It is noted that some estimates,
notably in the Asian region, quote lower cost figures, but may relate to different
academic curriculum standards.

(b) Regional training. The costs for six months' regional training are
currently estimated as follows (in SUS):

Ri ei,,,, 7 idal Travel Allatinna

Africa 2,400-2.900 400 500.1.000 1,500
Asia and EAr East 2,1 50-2,650 400 250- 750 1,500
Latin America 2.500-3"10 500 500 1.000 1.500

53
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In the above estimate, the salary which the fellow may continue to receive at
home is not included. Allowances are based on board and hostel facilities as
offered in good university or training centres.

(c) Inter-regional training. Individual costs for six months' inter-
continental training in Western Europe and North America may be roughly
estimated as follows (in $US):

Place ,1 training Mitd nition
(eechaling (direct and

trar.el) indirect)

A //. mtnliet

Western Europe 2,5 50-2,800 750-1 ,000 1 ,800
Nmth Anwrio 2,900-4,400 1,500-2,000 2,4(8)

Salaries of fellows are not included. A sum of SUS 1,000 to SUS 1,200 may
be assumed as the average cost for inter-continental travel.
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In the preparation of this paper, use has further been made of various
other sources of documentation. Two objectives were specifically pursued in
this connexion. In the first place, the aim was to assess training needs in the
field of industrial economic administration. Reports on regional industrial pro.
gress were therefore examined and supplemented by further study of national
industrial development plans of selected countries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America (several countries per region). Secondly, a brief review was made of the
training facilities offered by the United Nations, its regional commissions and
specialized agencies, by multilateral organizations, by bilateral governmental
and private organizations, and by a number of institutes offering industrial or
economic development training courses.



REVIEW OF PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE TRAINING OF
ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATORS IN THE FIELD OF

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

by Francois ran Hoek*

In accordance with the provisional agenda for the meeting of the inter-
regional working party on the training of economic administrators of the
developing countries in industrial development, the object of this paper is, first,
to describe the training courses at present available for economic administrators
specifically responsible for organizing industrial development in the developing
countries. The ways in which these courses can be adapted to the real needs
of these :countries will also be discussed. Lastly, the author was asked to outline
a training programme that would best suit the needs and responsibilities of
these administrators.

The first step is to define the scope of this paper so as to narrow down
the field of study and avoid unnecessary duplication with other papers compiled
for the same meeting. This will be extremely difficult however, first, because,
in order to remove any possible ambiguity, the term "economic administrator
in industrial development" must be defined and second, because, before suggest-
ing an appropriate training programme, we have to touch on the various
problems which must be taken into account. This will be the subject of the
second part of the paper.

With regard to the definition of the term "economic administrator in
industrial development", it should not be assumed that it embraces everybody
directly or indirectly concerned with industrial development in the public or
private sectors. This paper will be limited to the ectr.omic and technical govern-
ment staff who take a direct part in working out and implementing industrial
development plans and programmes, and the senior officials who run the
administrative machine. Attention will be concentrated on the officials of govern-
ment institutions responsible for working out and implementing industrial
development programmes And the executives of specialized national institutions,
such as development banks.

Head of the Training Division, Development Centre of the Organization for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development.
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This restrictive definition in no way implies an underestimation of the
bottleneck created in developing countries by the lack of skilled personnel
for new or expanding industries. A great deal remiiins to be done in organizing
training for the staff required for the starting up and expansion of the various
industrial units large, medium-sized or small. We feel, however, that this
problem, important as it is, does not fall within the terms of reference of the
discussion as a whole or of this paper in particular.

Last, before going any further, it appears necessary to define the meaning
of the word "training", as opposed to education, which it completes, but cannot
replace.

Industrial development training facilities available at present

Bearing in mind the definition of the economic administrator in industrial
development given above, no sound, well-balanced training coursc. so far
as we know, has yet been specifically designed for existing or prospective
government economic administrators responsible for industrial development
in developing countries. A more detailed analysis of the various training facilities
will, hou,ver, show that there are', in fact, four types of programmes or couises
connected in one way or another with industrial development. These will now
be briefly described, with certain examples.

First, there is a wide range of programmes differing in content, but all
entirely devoted to industrial development. They are primarily, but not exclusive-
ly, intended for business executives. The emphasis is on the development of the
industrial firm and the programme itself is aimed at helping to overcome the
difficulty of filling management posts. Generally speaking, these courses consist
of lectures and theoretical studies, visits and work in firms. Examples are: the
course of the Centre d'études industrielles (Industrial Study Centre) of Geneva;
the training courses organized by the Istituto per la Ricostruzione Industriale
of Rome, or the course organized at Delft by the Research Institute for Manage-
ment Science, although the latter mainly deals with the development of medium-
sized and small firms. These courses do not aim at teaching techniques, but
at developing the qualities and attitudes required for he smooth running of a
firm. Although this type of programme may be very useful in training executives
from the private and public industrial sectors of the developing countries, it
does not seem suitable for the economic administrators specifically responsible
for industrial development in these countries.

This category of courses, entirely devoted to industrial development, in-
cludes although it was conceived for a different purpose the four-month
course which the Institute of Social Studies of The Hague intends to open
in Sepvember 1965. This course ;.s intended, by all accounts, for those wishing
to specialize in industrial planning and to concentrate more specifically on work-
ing out industrial projects. Its working principle is that all economic planning
in a developing country will remain a dead letter in the absence of properly
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thought-out industrial projects. Part of the course is, however, devoted to the
relationship between industrial projects and over-all or sectoral planning. Part
B of this paper will show to what extent a course of this type can substantially
contribute to the training of government economic administrators in industrial
development.

The second category of training courses in industrial development could
also include programmes entirely devoted to a spedfic aspect of industrial
development and intended only for government officials, for example, the special
four-month course on the assessment of industrial development projects run
by the Economic Development Institute. Because of the very nature of the
institJte which is a branch of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) the emphasis is on industrial development and the
role of development financing institutions, and prominence is given to the pre-
paration and assessment of development projects. In the same category and
desiped for the same purpose are other more or less similar courses likewise
often organized in the first stages with the aid of the Economic Developmept
Institute of the IBRD in a number of regional institutes in Asia or Latin
America.

Though very similar to the previous category, we should like to indude
in the third category the training courses for government offidals organized
on an irregular basis and not institutionalized, which are devoted to a specific
aspect of industrial development. An example of this is the course on industrial
programming held from February to May 1965 in Cairo, which was organized
by the Institute of National Planning in conjunction with the Economic Commis-
sion for Africa (ECA), the ECA Institute of Development and Planning Studies
and the Industrial Development Centre of the United Nations.

Lastly, courses on industrial development in general, or on certain
problems arising from it, are a more or less important aspect of training pro-
grammes in economic development. The various courses include, between them,
a considerable number of subjects having some connexion with industrial
development, such as the history of industrial development in industrialized
01 developing countries, the theory of location, the financing of industrial
development, inter-industrial relations, the role of State enterprises, etc.

Sonw programmes in this category, however, have spedalized branches
or, by virtue of the nature of the institute itself, pay partiadar attention to the
development of industry, as, for example, the general six-month course of the
Economic Development Institute for all types of government executives, or
the industrial planning section, which is part of the cight-month course offered
by the Institut international de recherches et de formation en vue du develop-
pement harmonise (IRFED) (Research and Training Insitute for Harmonious
Development), in Paris.

In short, certain facilities for industrial development training exist both
in industrialized and in developing countries. They all, generally speaking, aim
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at training nationais from developing countries, and .all, whatever form they
take (groundirg or refresher courses ), and whatever angle they concentrate on
(development of the firm, planning, etc.) go a long way towards satisfying
definite and specific needs felt in most, if not all, developing countries. It would,
however, be difficult to state with conviction that they entirely meet the training
needs of government economic administrators whose specific task is to organize
industrial development in their countries.

A. Basic problems

This condusion lelds us to ask what type of programme would in fact
best meet the needs of governments of dcvdoping countries? As stated in the
Introduction, this question can be answered only after referring to a certain
number of basic considerations that affect training programmes. First and fore-
most is the principle, widely accepted in theory though not sufficiently
emphasized in practice and in training courses, that an industrial training pro-
gramme cannot be planned in isolation, without due regard for the develop-
ment needs and potentialities of other sectors of the economy. As P.S. Lokana-
than very rightly said, when speaking in particular of the developing countries
in Asia, "... agriculture may be the most strategic factor of growth and
industrialization may be very much conditioned by the growth of agriculture".I
Allowing for differences in proportion, this rule does not apply to the Asian
countries alone. If it is true that agriculture and agricultural development
condition industiialization, this may also be said of the development of the
economic and social services.

The second basic consideration which must be borne in mind by the
economic administrator in industrial development is the importance of political
options which are often based on criteria that are not purely economic or
technical. The question then arises of how to reconcile the various aims and
options dictated by politics with those of the industrial development plan. Too
little attention ts perhaps paid to this problem in the few training courses at
precenc available. Yet there is no lack of examples of such conflicts of aim:
how to ensure both full employment and higher incomes; how to raise in-
comes while retaining the principle of equality; how to develop industry on a
national scale while ensuring a certain balance between regions.

It is not the intention of this paper to dwell on the many complex
problems of industrial development which govern.nent economic administrators
must bear in mind when performing their duties. In addition to the two
problems mentioned, which it is enough to indicate without further elaboration,
there are a certain number of others. First, as regards the technical working
out of industrial development plans, reference may be made to the many diffi-
culties resulting from lack of basic data and an adequate system of national

1 P.S. Lokanathan, "Elements ofa Programme for Industrial Development ", in Training
P.ogrammtn in Economic Develqmtent, OECD, Paris (196 3).
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accounts and input-output tables. Many difficuldes also arise at the level of
administrative procedures and conception.

Government officials who oreanize industrial development must at least
be conscious of these difficulties. Bu; if they are to do their job properly, they
must also be endowed with certain human qualities, practised judgement and
considerable shrewdness. This combination of qualities of a non-technical
nature, which may be described as "state of mind", is of vital importance and
can hardly be acquired in a training course. What is needed is a strong dose
of common sense, the Oft of leadership coupled with a broad outlook on the
economic and social position of the country, plus the desire and ability to
assume responsibility. Let it not be forgotten that administrators in developing
countries are often obliged to make "cv ante" decisions without being in full
possession of the facts and figures which are such a help to their colleagues
in industrialized countries.

B. A u'ell-adapted trainiag programme

In the light of these considerations, what should be the characteristics
of a training programme aimed at giving government economic administrators
a better preparation for th,Ar industrial development duties? It seems to us
advisable to begin by distinguishing the specific egaining needs of those attend-
ing the course. First, there are the governmentleconomic administrators who,
after being graduated from a university, have acquired several years' experience
and hold responsible government positions. Experience has shown that this
category of senior officials cannot spare four, six or twelve months to meet
the requirements of a complete training course. What is needed here is a short
but concentrated refresher course which will include practical study of the trials
and errors of other countries, not necessarily the most industrializeo. In our
opinion, insufficient attention is given to the valuable experience of countries
still only moderately industrialized. Perpaps the Industrial Development Centre
and the regional institutes of the United Nations could help to make the ex-
perience of these countries more widely known by making certain objective
sample studies, and promote the exchange of ideas and experience among
administrators of developing countries in various regions of the world.

The second category of trainees will be the younger people whose task
is to assist the senior officials in the immediate future and eventually to take
their place. This category is larger and it is easier for them to absent them-
selves from their jobs to complete their training. Assuming that they have a
university education, there is no point in giving them, for one or even two
years, a little more university education. What they really need is to perfect
their knowledge of certain fundamental principles and issues by means of a
training system that will indude special courses, practical work and observation.
The latter is frequently absent from training programmes offered to officials
from developing countries. Yet experience has shown that active and well-guided
participation in the everyday work of a well-run industrial development institute
does much more than merely supplement the course followed. Thanks to these
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visits, which even the best courses canaot replace, the participant becomes aware
of the practical difficulties and obstacles that he will frequently encounter when
he comes to put theory into prac"ce. Here again, we feel that greater co-opera-
tion between the developing countrk, would be more than welcome.

Although the specific needs of these two categories, and the means of
satisfying them, are not the same, all training programmes of this type will
be directed towards the same goal: namely, completing the student's technical
knowledge and acquaintaing him with all the methods and techniques employed,
preferably with success, in other countries, not necessarily the more
industrialized. It seems hardly necessary to stress that to observe and study
the experience of others does not mean copying it. Indeed, the political,
economic and social problems of industrial development are so specific to each
developing country that one often wonders whether at least a part of every
training course should not take place in the country itself, or bring out these
differences clearly. That is why, if these courses are given an institutional frame-
work that will at least reflect the main economic and social characteristics of
the countries participating, their effectiveness will be substantially increased.

Where training has to be given at a distance from the real practical condi-
tions of industrial development, we think it essential that the following remarks,
at least, should be noted. First, a certain number of orientation courses should
be given either in the country itself, or on a regional basis. At the same time,
there should be a detailed and precise definition of the type of training pro-
gramme that would best suit the aptitude, preferences and future responsibilities
of the participant. There should also be some kind of follow-up after the trainee
has returned home. In this context, it would be profitable to envisage, on a
short-term regional basis, meetings of former trainees, who could exchange
their recent experience and keep in touch with current theoretical developments
and recent experience in other areas. It is certain that, under the auspices of
the United Nations, the Industrial Development Centre and the regional
institutes could be instrumental in organizing preliminary orientation courses,
a training programme and periodic meetings. They should also examine the
various ways of facilitating and promoting the transfer to their colleagues and
associates of knowledge acquired by former trainees in order to increase the
snowball effect of these courses.

In conclusion, we should like to touch briefly upon the subjects which
we feel ought to be included in a training programme for government economic
administrators concerned with industrial development in the developing
countries. These subjects could be dealt with in the orientation course, in the
training course itself, or during the visits and practical work. Senior officials
with several years experience should be able to refresh and broaden their know-
ledge of the subjects in question. But for the category of young administrators
defined above, a minimum of at least one year would, we feel, be necessary.
All trainees, however, need a certain amount of time, 'if only to obtain a general
picture of the varied and complex probleme of industrial development. The
following list is intended only as a reminder, inadequate though it may be
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as yet, to the organizers of the training courses. It makes no reference to the
problem of state of mind, as described in part A, since it appears difficult,
if not impossible to inculcate these qualities by imam of a training course.
Rut tutors should keer this in mind during the whole period of specialized
training.

Subjects considered particularly useful in a training course for government
economic administrators responsible for industrial development in a

developing country (not in order of priority):

Sociology of industrial development ;
Obstacles to industrial development in developing countries ;

Agriculture and industiy: economic growth relations;
Political options, choice and decision;
Programming the needs fin- intermediate executives and vocat:onal training

problems ;
Industrial development institutions ;
Cassification of industries;
Industrial programmes and projects ;
Micro-analysis and macro-analysis ;
Industrialization and regional development ;
Urban concentration, polarization, manpower migration problems;
Industrialization and integrated development;
Past history of industrialization;
Role and function of foreign aid in national industrialization.

GZ



ADMINISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMES IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

11, lso Furfia lo*

The present stud,: was prepared on the basis of my persone: experience
as an administrator of programmes of industrial (levelopment in mv country
(Brazil), first as a member of the board of directors of the National Devel(p-
ment Bank and, for more than five years, as executive head of the superintend-
ency inr the development of the north-east (Sudene). I intend to discuss the
functims of the economic administrator dealing with problems of industrial
development and to submit some suggestions on the training needs for this
type of executive personnel. Attention will be focused on problems raised by the
implementation of programmes of industrialization in a really under-developed
area, i.e., areas with per capita incomes of around $100, or where modern
industry is practically nonexistent. The.: group of developing countries with an
advanced process of industrialization, such as Chile, Mexico or the central
southern area of Brazil, present particular problem's that will not be considered
here. The conclusions submitted concern the administration of industrial pro-
grammes in countries such as Bolivia, Ecuador or the north-eastern arca of
Brazil.

Although it must be acknowledged that there is a basic feed-back cycle
common to all levels of the industrial development process, and that the viability
of the objectives of a programme has to be verified by comparing the partial
results obtained with those obiectives in a continuous process, for practical
purposes it is very important to draw a clear distinction between the formula-
tion and scheduling of a programme and its implementation. The reason for
introducing this clearly defined distinction is that, during the first phase, con-
cerned with formulation and scheduling, it is easier to rely on skilled personnel
hired temporarily out of the area or supplied by agencies spedalized in technical
assistance. On the other hand, those responsible for implementing the pro-
gramme must have a thorough knowledge of the country and be familiar with
the cultural patterns and aware of the role of the leading elements in the
community. As the two kinds of skills very rarely can be found together in
developing countries, it seems advisable to emphasize the difference between

Visiting Professor of Economics, Yale University.
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the formulation phase. when technical requirements are most needed, and the
implementation phase.. when knowledge of the social reality is more essential.

It !nay be imp( ;rtant .1) differentiate from the beginning between the
industrial programme a!: such. and the over-all plan of development of which
the former is part. As before, this distinction is aiincd at restricting the compe-
tence required of per,sonnel responsible for carrying out an industrial pro-
gramme, thus allowing for the recruitment of such personnel in a backward area
or country.

l'here is a broad measure of agreement that industrial programming must
be iniegr,.red in the frame of an over-all plan of development. Let us therefore
assume that an over-all plan has been formulated and that one of the basic
objectives of such a plan is to increase investment in the industrial sector. To
back the policy of industrialization, a broad programme of investments is drawn
up including : (a) a survey of the natural resources to be carried out in
successive phases, so that practical results may be expected in the short as well
as in the long run; (b) a progressive improvement of the human factor, cover-
ing basic as weil as professional levels, and aiming at achieving results in the
short and in the long run, and (c ) an enlargement of the infrastructure of basic
industrial services aimed at creating external economies in the industrial sector.
Industrialization policy thus covers four different areas: natural resources, human
resources, infrastructure, and manufacturing productive capacity. The first areas
also interlock with the programme of agricultural development which, on the
other hand, is connected with the industrial pres,,r!ramme through the supply
of inputs for several industries and outputs for the population working in the
industrial sector. Finally, the two sectors producing goods are indirectly
connected through external transactions, since a part of the production has to
be exported and a part of the agricultural and industrial inputs has to be im-
potted. A dynamic approach to this complex system of inter-industry relation.s
is essential to any technique of planning. Nevertheless, the administration of an
industrial programme may be carried out uncler the cupervision of personnel
with a limited knowledge of most of the technical aspects of such problems.

Co-ordination of the industrial programme and subsidiary programmes
aimed at improving the quality of factors of production and at enlarging the
infrastructure of industrial services has to be secured at the highest executive
level in the development agency. The best way to achieve co-operation among
departments covering different fields :s to have a joint staff of specialists advis-
ing the executive head of the development agency. A general staff of this kind
can be responsible for checking the congruence of the different programmes
during the implementation phase, and opening the way for the adoption of an
interdisciplinary approach in the decision-making process. As a member of the
highest board under the executive head of the development agency, the head
of the industrial department has access to all relevant information about the
implementation of the connected programmes. However, his responsibility is
limited to the implementation of the industrial i.rogramme; which has to be
minutely detailed. This limitation of responsibility is required if the programme
is to be carried out under the supervision of locally recruited personnel.
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As already noted, the general directives of an over-all development plan
represent the starting point for the formulation of an industrial programme.
Ilowever, to spell out such a programme is a task of no small complexity.
The over-all plan includes the basic pohtical definitions that have to be incurpo-
Lued in the industrial programme. Thus, the nature and scope of governmental
action in the field of organization and administration of production of goods
and services i.s a matter of substantive definition pertaining to the politLal
sphere. The kim's of instruments that the administrator of the industrial pro-
gramme can use are equally a matter of political decision. The nature of
fiscal stimuli, the scope of the financial support, the kind of technical assistance
and other tools at the hand of the administrator of a programme, are matters
of political decision and have been established beforehand in a somewhat
inflexible manner. However, .A these structural parameters represent only the
general framework of the industrial programme, wl!ich has to be drawn up on
the basis of a detailed survey of the existing industrial structure and has to dis-
play a set of quantitative production targets. Thi.s integrated set of targets gives
unity to the complex activity of the deNrtment responsible for the implementa-
tion of the industrial programme.

The most complex problems relating to the allocation of resources have
to be dealt with during the phase of the formulation and scheduling of the
industrial programme. Such preblems concern the time horizon to be adopted,
the criteria to be used in the selection of specific projects, concerning the shape
of production functions (input-tat rout-relations ), the amount of imported inputs
allowed, the pattern of- the iinai d -;land most des:red, and so on. All the basic
decisions concerning these complex ptoblems have to be made during the phase
of formulation of the programme, tA., that its implementation could be carried
out under the supervision of pers:Alliel without advanced technical training.
Highly complex technical operations are involved in detailing the industrial
programme, and it is for this that the most skilled personnel must be recruited.
International technical assistance can yield very fruitful results during this phase.
However, the programme is not really ready for implementation until it is un-
folded in a set of operational sub-programmes, each one comprising a set of
tasks detailed in such a way that its execution can be carried out under the
supervision of persons with limited experience and skills.

Thus, although theoretically there is no real distinction between planning
and implementation, for practical purposes it is convenient to draw a clear line
between the two. First comes the formulation of the over-all plan, which
includes the main directives of the development policy in the industrial field
and defines the institutional parameters of the execution of that policy. Second
comes the formulation of the industrial programme, which comprises the design
of a set of quantitative production targets, the statement of the economic criteria
to be followed in the allocation of scarce resources, and the itemization of the
programme into detailed sub-programmes, with clear indication of all the main
steps to be taken by the administrative authorities. The third phase.consists
of the implementation of these operational sub-programmes, including checking
the results obtained. There is little doubt that a basic feed-back cycle is common
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to the three phases. However, meaningful problem of administration arises
only in connexion with the third phase. By emphasizing the role of the feed-
back cycle, the need for a neat division of tasks, which is a sine qua nfm for a
better utilization of the human resources available in the developing areas, may
be overshadowed. Experience has fully detnonstrated that it is always possible
to gather a highly skilled group of experts to help in drafting an over-all plan,
including an industrial programme detailed down to the level of the operational
sub-programmes and specific projects. Nevertheless, the implementation of such
a programme most frequently fails as a result of' the inadequacy of the local
team responsible for it. Unless a team of administrators is prepared to over-
come the difficulties of the initial administrative phase, the possibilities of the
success of a development plan are bound to be extremely scanty. As this team
has to be formed with locally recruited personnel, no matter how limited the
supply, it is of utmost importance that the execution of the programme be
itemized in a set of clearly defined tasks.

To specify in detail all the steps to be Laken to implement an industrial
programme it is necessary, in the first place, to divide it into a set
of' operational sub-programmes. It is generally acknowledged by those with
experience in the implementation of industrial programmes that most of the
work can be divided and itemized, so that the supervision of' its execution can
become largely a matter of routine. Once the programme is translated into a
set of clear-cut tasks, the training of the personnel needed to supervise
implementation becomes much simpler.

Let us assume that, in a given area, an over-all plan has been drawn up
setting as one of the basic objecOves an absolute and relative increase in
industrial investment. To fulfil the targets of thc industrial programme, the
following lines of action are established: (a) to improve labour and capital
productivity in the textile industry; (b) to start edible oil industry based on
local raw material; (c) to set up a cement indw;try, and (d) to expand the small
metallurgical industry.

Once the basic lines of action havv been set out, the next step is to
translate each item into an operational programme. In regard to the first one,
desiped to improve productivity in the textile industry which is a traditional
business in the area the preliminary step, Iv; usual, is to take inventory of the
industry, by means of a survey of all the plants from the economic, technical
and financial points of view. This survey can be made by a small team of three
experts (a textile engineer, an industrial economist and an accountant), staying
from three to five days in each plant. It has to be carefully planned so that all
data collected may be eas4 checked and related .o the industry as a whole. On
the basis of the preliminary survey, a general programme will be established
aimed at improving the productivity of the industry as a whole. The programme
does not need to include many details at this stage. Reference will be made
to the approximate amount of investment required to modernize the industry,
to existent plants with limited economic viability, to specific lines of production
that have to be expanded, to the location of new plants, to the techniques to
be chosen in case of modelnization and to other points of a general character.
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Assuming that the textile industry is privately owned, the second step has to
bc a clear indication of all the benefits (tax rebates, liberal credit policies, low
interest rates, preferential exchange rates) thot the development agency is
making available to industrialists interested in following the directives of the
programme. However, the efficiency of such an indirect approach is bound to be
limited in the case of a tradii ionally settled industry. To break down initial
resistance, it may be necess;lry to prepare a detailed document to guide
industrialists in all the steps they are required to take. This document has to
be drafted in very simple form and must include minutes of each document
that the industrialist is expected to draft himself, especially of the applications
that he will be required to submit to the development agency. Furthermore,
this document must guide industrialists in all phases of preparation of an
industrial project aimed at modernizing or expanding :In old plant, as well
as at setting up a completely new onc.

The main obstacle to overcome in the implementation of an industrial
programme arises from tlic lack of initiative of actual or potential entrepreneurs
in responding to the incentives offered by the development agency. Behind
this reluctance is frequently to be found the suspicion that an industrial project
on the lines required by the development agency is something too complicated,
even beyond the understanding ot an ordinary person. Since the industrialist
is inclined to think that the expansion of his business entails an increase in
his risks, it is quite obvious that, to induce him to act, it is necessary, in the
first place, to overcome that suspicion. On the other hand, the high costs
charged by firms specializing in preparing industrial projects is enough to deter
most industrialists with limited resources. The best way to overcome such diffi-
culties is to induce industrialists to prepare industrial projects themselves, with
the co-operation of the personnel of their own plants. This is possible only
if the guiding document prepared by the development agency is sufficiently
explicit. Such a document has to include all the tables which the industrialist
must fill in to produce an adequate description of the technical characteristics
of the plant and of the economic and financial situation of the firm. In the
tables relating to the productive process, reference must be made to all units
used in measuring the relevant input and output. Filling in such tables is a
highly educative task for the ordinary industrialist in ,a developing country. It
helps him to understand the exact economic and financial situation of his firm
and makes it easier to grasp the relationship between the branch in which he
is operating and the economic system as a whole.

The preparation of preliminary projects by industrialists may become
easier and present an even higher educative yalue if the development agency
holds seminars on the subject, with industrialists attending. Such seminars are
basically intended to elucidate questions which industrialists raise in connexion
with filling in the tables of the document prepared by the development agency.
It is assumed that the document has been distributed to industrialists some
time before, and that they have already started preparing their own projects.
Two or three months after such distribution, they are invited to attend a par:-
time seminar, whose ostensible objective is to help improve the document.
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A team of s'pecialists of the developint:nt agency prepare a theoretical project
during the seminar and the discussion is opened in connexion with each table
that has to be filkd, so that the industrialists may raise specific questions and
elucidate their doubts. ft may be advisable to include visits to some plants, so
that the discussion of certain specific problems may have practical significance.

With a few exceptions, the projects prepared by the industrialists are only
preliminary documents. However, in preparing them, they gain an insight into
their own situation that will facilitate the work of the experts of the develop-
ment agency responsible for appraising the projects. On the other hand, very
abundant first-hand material on the situation of the industry will be made avail-
able to the staff of the development agency, on the basis of which it will not
be difficult to complete the projects. The additional costs incurred by the
development agency in preparing definitive projects will be partially compensated
by the economies brought about during the phase of project appraisal and by
the more effective control secured during the implementation phase.

In any programme aimed at improving productivity, modernization of
equipment must be supplemented by efforts to improve the quality of the staff,
particularly of skilled workers. Only the development agency can do anything
really effective in this field in the short run. Very intensive full-time courses
over a span of three to four months can be organized by the development
agency for groups of twenty to thirty skilled workers. The firms are invited to
release the workers, paying their wages during the period of training. The
development agency could supplement the wage if the worker is required to
incur additional expenses. If all classes are carefully prepared beforehand and
modern material is used, such courses can be very fruitful. The presence of a
group of workers informed of the modernization programme and conscious of
the advantage that it can entail for themselves and for workers in general may
be essential to the success of the programme as a whole. It has to be made
dear to industrialists that workers receiving additional training through tne
development agency have to share in the greater returns yielded through their
efficiency and that labour in general is expected to benefit from the investment
brought about as a part of the development programme.

The preliminary survey of textile plants, the elaboration of a document
to be used by industrialists in the preparation of their projects, as well as the
technical material for the seminars on the preparation of projects and courses
for skilled workers, have to be carried out as part of the detailing of the
operational sub-programmes. Technical assistance from specialized agencies can
be fully utilized in the course of this action. Furthermore, the personnel that
will carry out the programme have to be trained during this phase. Thus the
technical assistance personnel helping in the preparation of operational sub-
programmes can be utilized in the special training programmes aimed at form-
ing the local staff responsible for the future implementation of the industrial
programme.

Let us now look at the other items of.the industrialization programme.
The second is concerned with the setting up of an edible-oil industry based
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on domestically produced raw materials. It is a new industry aimed at substitut-
ing imports and improving the diet of the population. The initial survey in this
case includes a study of the sources of raw materials and of the possibility of
expanding such sources. On the basis of such studies and of an analysis of the
actual and potential markets for the final products, preliminary projects could
be prepared and made available to industrialists and other persons potentially
interested. In this particular case, the development agency has to promote the
idea of the new industry publicizing basic information on the economic and
technical characteristics of the industry, and stressing the relative importance
of the fiscal, financial and monetary incentives. Taking into account that the
produc'ers of the raw material are potentially interested in the new business,
a seminar could be held with the attendance of representatives of such a group
covering more specific aspects of the problem and approaching the analysis
of a specific project. Particular reference must be made to the positive effects
brought about by the expansion of the new industry on the raw material market,
where production can also be the object of particular incendves.

The third item in the programme is the establishment of a cement
intlus t y. In contrast to the previous case, where no problem of scale of produc-
tion was raised, so that great decentralization and a muldplidty of plants w.:s
possible, this part of the programme does not allow for more than one or two
plants of sizable proporttons. Even preliminary studies require the disbursement
ot considerable funds and the investment might be beyond the capability of
local industrialists. Some finance must be mobilized from abroad, requiring
government guarantee. For these and other reasons, responsibility for setting
up the new industry remains in the hands of the development agency, which
may retain control of the administration of the new industry or judge it prefer-
able to transfer it to some private group in a subsequent phase. Even the
general decision on the setting up of the new industry requires preliminary
studies on the actual and potential market, availability of the main raw material,
and dimension and location of plant. However, once these basic points are
settled, the development agency may deem it convenient to contract a consultant
firm for the preparation of the viability study that will be submitted to the
international financial agencies. The engineering project and the construction
of the plant may also be the subject of contracts. However, the subsequent
administration of the plant must remain in the hands of a local team, which
has to be adequately trained during the construction period. The best approach
to this problem is through the incorporation of a new firm under the control
of the development agr.a.:y-A-ich serves as a holding institution. All decisions
connected with the setting up of the new industry have to be made at the level
of the new corporation, whose Main responsibility is to make up the team that
will manage the new enterprise. Part of the training of key personnel may be
obtained abroad, through prolonged visits to similar plants arranged under the
echnical Assistance programme.

The final item of the programme concerns the expansion of the small
metallurgical industry. In developing countries, repair shops dealing with motor-
ized vehicles, and machines in general, occasionally start producing simple metal
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goods, including tools, particularly when the regular supply stream is
discontinued, as during a war. Such manufacture plays an important role in the
training of skilled workers and brings together a number of persons endowed
with initiative and inventive capacity. It is not easy, however, to tap this
potential source of entrepreneurial capacity. Experience demonstrates that
nothing is more difficult than to induce people who handle small, independent
workshops to gather in an enterprise involving joint risks. Nevertheless, the
general plan may call for a strong effort in this direction, since the development
of a local production of mechanical tools to be used in agriculture, building and
other activities is of the utmost importance. If the demand for certain items of
production is stabilized in advance through some form of price guarantee, hold-
ing for a period of three to five years, a group of small producers _may
be induced to adopt a scheme of division of labour and even join in some
common undertaking financed by the development agency.

The four hypothetical sub-programmes to which we have referred cover
the most typical elements of an industrial programme drawn up foi a really
underdeveloped area. The first involves a traditional group of manufacturing
industries developed in the past as a result of particular circumstances, but
which have failed to retain their original dynamism. The second involves
problems connected with the establishment of a new branch of industry relying
on existing entrepreneurial capacity. The third relates to the establishment of
a new branch of industry as an undertaking in the public sector. The fourth is
illustrative of the endeavour to transform a craft experience into an organized
manufacturing industry in a sector where the technical skill is a factor of great
importance. The four cases are widely different. However, in all of them the
planning phase can be extended so as to include the detailing of operational
sub-programmes. This helps to make of the implementation phase a sequence
of tasks that can be carried out as routine work. For purposes of target design-
ing and cost accounting, an operational sub-programme must be conceived as
a unit. From an administrative point of view, however, this need not be the
case. The administrative structure of the industrial section in a development
agency is a function of many factors, such as dimension of the programme,
scope of the agency that may or may not have financial responsibilities, etc.
In any event, the operational sub-programme is a device which, independently
of the'constraints imposed by the administrative structure, may help to centralize
around a single purpose a great number of operations cairied out by persons
working in different administrative units. It may be advisable, during certain
stages of the execution of a sub-programme, to bring all functions under unified
command, by constituting an ad hoc group of persons from different sectors, or
it may seem convenient to place full responsibility for supervision on one of the
administrative sections, for some time. All these points have to be dearly
indicated in the schedule guiding the implementation of the operational sub-
programme.

To the extent that the industrial programme can be itemized in
operational sub-programmes, the functions of the econotnic administrator will
become simpler. Personnel prepared to perform such functions can be trained
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over a period of four to six months under the supervision of highly qualified
experts. Such personnel must have a basic professional training as economists
or engineers. The course referred to here has the limited objective of familiar-
izing future administrators with the broad aspects of the process of economic
development and the basic principles of the technique of general and industrial
planning.

In formulating a training programme for economic administrators, it must
be borne in mind that the object is to broaden the view of the economist or
engineer, and by no means to teach him professional skills. The professional
must be helped to concentrate on the more relevant aspects of the development
problem, and particularly to take account of basic points in handling specific
problems submitted to him.

A course of some 600 hours of conferences and seminars would include
240 hours allocated to complementary training in the use of basic tools, such as
systems of national accounting and input-output analysis (80 hours); statistics
for the use of economist (80 hours) and technique of programme-budgeting
applied to economic planning. For the substantive part of the course, the follow-
ing disciplines are suggested: (a) introduction to the theory of economic
development (80 hours); (b) introduction to the technique of economic planning
(80 hours); (c) analysis of the industrial sector and industrial planning (100
hours); (d), the economY of the industrial enterprise (100 hours).

To be really effective, such a course has to be carefully planned, and all
the reading material selected and prepared beforehand. Co-ordination among
disciplines requires rigorous planning of classes and seminars, which can be
achieved only if the general supervisor has a thorough knowledge of the fields
of development and economic planning. The experience of the last ten years
has demonstrated that this type of course can be easily organized with the help
of experts recruited through the specialized agencies of the United Nations.

The present paper has ranged over a wide field but has sought to focus
attention on the practical importance of a clear-cut distinction between planning
and implementation. The experiefice gained in the last fifteen years makes it
only too obvious that it is much easier to prepare a highly sophisticated plan
than to implement even a mediocre one. On the other hand, even the very
elaborate exercises prepared for developing countries and labelled "development
plans" fail to include instructions on how to get things done, leaving a wide
gap between general schedules and the specific decisions which the administrator
is expected to make when he embarks on implementation. Since it is much
easier to gather a highly skilled group of persons for a limited period of time
to help a country in drawing up a plan than to form a permanent staff of a
high technical level in such a country, the need for a reconsideration of the
nature of planning tasks has been emphasized; such reconsideration would in-
clude the preparation of detailed operational sub-programmes, even to the draft-
ing of time-schedules on the lines of the technique of programme-budgeting.
This would simplify the task of the administrator of an industrial programme
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and make it possible to rely on locally recruited economists and engineers who
have satisfactorily completed four to six months' courses on development and
planning.

The success of a development policy depends very much indeed on the
co-operation of persons prepared to use advanced economic techniques and to
understand a complex social reality. In a developing country or backward area,
the best way to make the most of these two scarce qualities is to extend the
scope of the planning phase, so that the technical responsibility of the
administrator, who must have a thorough knowledge of the social reality, may
be channelled through to the specific areas concerned.

A



CONCEPT AND FUNCTION OF ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATORS IN
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

by Rkbard S. Thorn*

Any wonderment as to what characterizes an industrial economic
administrator is justified since, to the b-st of my knowledge, this is the first
meeting ever devoted to the study of the concept, function, and training of such
persons. One of the contributions that this Working Party will make is to deter-
mine whether an industrial economic administiator is a sufficiently different type
of public official to warrant study and training or whether he is merely the
traditional public servant under a new name.

To investigate the nature of this possibly new species of public official,
two approaches will be taken. One will be to trace the sequence of circumstances
which led to the present emphasis on problems of economic administration
and the training of administrators in implementing industrial development pro-
grammes. The other will be to examine the functions of economic administrators
in order to see if some distinguishing characteristics may be found which would
warrant the specialized study and training of economic administrators.

The empharis on the uniqueness and novelty of the concept of economic
administrator is not inte:ided to imply that public officials have never performed
this role in the past. Many officials today are economic administrators in fact, if
not in name. The task we have set ourselves is to determine whether these
officials who have grown up with their jobs have not, in fact, acquired, at least
in part, a specialized set of functions which warrant special attention in the
training of the large numbers of new economic administrators that are required
by the accelerated industrialization plans upon which developing countries are
now embarking.

As the developing countries attempted to accelerate the pace of economic
development after the Second World War, they universally arrived at the opinion
that, in order to break the vicious circle of poverty in which they were engulfed,
positive government action was required to initiate a process of self-sustaining
growth. At first, it was thought that lack of capital was the major obstacle to

Professor of Economics, University of Pittsburgh.
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economic growth and principal emphasis was laid on the problem of obtaining
an adequate supply of external resources to supplement what was generally
a low level of internal savings. However, as the net annual flow of external
capital to developing countries increased from some $2,000 million in 1950
to $6,000 million in 1960.1 it was found that it was not always possible to
utilize these funds as rapidly as had been originally foreseen. The situation was
taken as evidence of a low absorptive capacity of de,,cloping countries to employ
financial capital, resulting from inadequate organization in preparing and
administering projects and thus attaining a high rate of disbursement.

Many governments had had little experience in preparing a multiplicity of
investment projects, especially industrial projects, responsibility for which had
formerly rested largely with the private sector. Nor had countries evolved
techniques to stimulate the private sector which would accelerate their rate of
investment. Even once many of these obstacles had been overcome, it was found
that the investments undertaken were oftcn closely interdependent and that, if
they were substantially to stimulate the volume of private saving and invest-
ment, some form of co-ordination of investments was required. In the early
government development programmes, the organization of industrialization pro-
grammes was largely decentralized, if well-defined programmes existed at all,
and such programmes were prepared independently by a number of ministries
and agencies with little co-ordinAon between them. To deal with these
problems, resulting from insufficient co-ordination betWeen projects and national
development programmes, greater emphasis was subsequently placed on
economic planning.

Most of the developing countries of the world have prepared, or are in the
process of preparing, workable plans for their economic development. As
sophistication in planning increases and earlier errors are corrected, emphasis
is shifting from the preparation of long-term development plans to their
implementation. Country after country has discovered that the fact of preparing
a feasible development plan is no guarantee of its implementation.

This situation has been discussed by A. Waterston of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD):

"Equipped with able civil servants in systems inherited from colonial
times, each administrative machine is nevertheless dominated by general
administrators (referring to India and Pakistan) to a point which prevents
the acquisition and effective utilization of technicians in an era when
increased technical knowledge is essential for faster development.

An organized attempt to plan a country's development introduces
new and unfamiliar entrepreneurial and managerial tasks on an
unprecedented scale. Few countries can cope with the administrative

I International Flow of Long-Term capital and Offithil Donations, 1 9 59-1961 (United Nations
publication, Saks No. : 63.11. D.2 ).
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problems that development planning brings. These problems arc so
complex that in most developing countries the limitation in implementing
plans is not financial resources, but administrative capacity. Large-scale
organization, proc-clures made convincing by years of repetition and
cautiousness give rise to 'red tape' and 'the deadening hand of bureau-
cracy'. Excessive amounts of paperwork, files passing through too many
hands, diffusion of individual responsibility through undue reliance on
committees and failure to delegate authority lead to over-centralization
and delays in decision-making.- 2

Looking back upon the experience of recent years, it may be said that
in many countries the concept of planning has been too much divorced from
the process of implemettation. What has been lacking is some type of feed-
back process which would link the planning and implementation process.

Contemporary experience with planning has demonstrated that technical
planning is not a substitute for political decision-making, but must complement
the latter, and that economists are not substitutes for administrators but are
part of the team of specialists whom the skilful administrator must be able
to direct in obtaining information and assistance in achieving politically
determined goals.

To improve the implementation of their development programmes, many
countries have felt a growing need to improve the quality and structure of their
administrative organization, which in turn requires improvements in the number
and ability ot their administrators. Economic administrators are called upon to
create and administer organizational structures that will implement national
development. The type of structure required, and how men can be trained to
develop such structures and to operate successfully within them, are questions
that will be discussed by other participants.

The present emphasis on administration as a kcy factor in the economic
development process is really a tribute to the quite substantial progress made
by developing countries in resolving many of the problems associated with
accelerated economic development, even if such progress is not always great
enough to satisfy national aspirations. Many economists were concerned at the
end of the Second World War that the economic growth of developing countries
might not be able to keep up with population growth. But the developing
countries have escaped the Malthusian population trap. Their national product
grew at a rate of over 4 per cent in the nineteen-fifties, while their population
growth in the same period was only between 2 and 3 per cent, so that their
per wpila income has been rising, although there has been considerable variation
in the performance of individual countries.

2 Albert Waterston, "Administrative Obstacles to Planning", Eton° »MI Leabioamerionia
Vol. I, No. 3 ( July 1964), p. 348. Mr. Waterston gives many practical illustrations of the
problems discussed in this paper.
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As the pace of industrial development quickens, so the role of the
industrial economic administrator becomes more important. The overwhelming
majority of national economic plans and programmes give high priority to
industrial development and recognize that a wide variety of measures must be
undertaken to stimulate industrial development. These vary from the creation of
a general economic and institutional framework conducive to the undertaking
of private investment to the direct participation of government in industry.

The wide range of activities embraced by government industrial economic
programmes requires administrators with a wide range of skills. The economic
administrator must convert the broad political and economic goals of the nation
into practical plans and programmes and see that these plans and programmes
are carried out. In one sense, the economic administrator is a bridge (although
not the only one) between technical planners and political leadership.

The role of the economic administrator embraces a basic action cycle
common to all types and levels of administration. It consists of collecting the
information needed to analyse complex economic, engineering and social prob-
lems, setting objectives, choosing between various alternative courses of action
and devising a basic programme or strategy, taking the decisions necessary to
implement this strategy, comparing the results with the objectives and taking
corrective action where necessary. Such corrective action may require the revision
of objectives, a change of strategy, or the appropriation of more resources to the
fulfilment of the task, or a combination of all three steps. This basic cycle of
administration has been called by many names. I prefer to call it the basic
administrative "feed-back cycle", to emphasize its kinship to the "feed-back
principle" that has revolutionized engineering and given rise to the so-called
"computer age". The application of the feed-back principle to many disciplines
is one of the outstanding intellectual developments of our age.

Many aspects of the role of the economic administrator have a parallel in
that of the business executive in a large firm, with the important exception that
the basic goals of the economic administrator are more complex. While the
business executive's job is to maximize the profits of his firm, the economic
administrator's task is to maximize the economic product accruing to the nation.
The economic administrator must not only maximize the economic product of
a particular programme or enterprise, he must also be aware of the effect of his
decisions on national goals.

The economic administrator is fortunate in that he may employ
quantitative methods in dealing with his problems to a greater extent than
other public officials, and this allows him to take advantage of the major
developments that have occurred in business management in the last forty years
which, in advanced countries, have been called "the revolution in management".

The economic administrator must accomplish most of his goals in
collaboration with a wide group of technicians specialized in industrial
technology, economics, law, accounting and other fields. This means that he
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must have a sufficiently broad background in these fields to communicate with
these specialists effectively, as well as to take advantage of their advice.

Lastly, the economic administrator must create an organization in which
decision-making is effectively decentralized, so that a high level of efficiency
may be achieved and so that his own energies and capabilities are not the
measure of the organization's potential. The idea of decentralized decision-
making, which is essential to efficient administration, is often wrongly thought
to conflict with the political principle of the concentration of power in a few
hands to produce political strength. I will not comment on the validity of this
principle. However, I would like to point out that the principle of decentralized
decision-making does not mean loss of effective control. On the contrary, in a
large and complex organization it is the only means available to maintain
centralized control without much loss of efficiency. Good administration re-
quires that centralized control be maintained, otherwise different elements of
the organization may work at cross purposes. An important role of the economic
administrator is to devise a system wherein decentralized decisions may be made
and centralized control maintained. It is interesting to note that, this view has
gained currency at approximately the same time in the greatest capitalistic and
socialistic organizations of the world. Administrative science appears as a willing
slave ready to serve any master.

Returning to the original question, whether the functions of economic
administrators are sufficiently different from those of traditional administrators
to warrant specialized siady and training, the considerations presented above, I
believe, indicate that the major difference between economic administrators and
other types of public administrators is largely qualitative rather than one of
basic function or mode of operation. The functions of all administrators are
basically built around what I have called here the "feedback cycle". Qualitatively,
however, the economic administrator represents an identifiable and unique type
of public official. The special qualities that distinguish him are: (a) the wide
range of problems with which he must deal ; (b) the high degree of initiative
he must exercise; (c) the large number of different types of specialists whose
services he must employ and direct; (d) the extensive application of quantitative
methods in his work, so that he must be well versed in techniques of modern
management in the broad sense (implicit in the French word, "direction"), which
often cannot be applied in other areas of public administration. As noted
earlier, there is a parallel between the functions of the economic administrator
and those of the business executive, the .economic administrator employing
many of the administrative methods developed in the operation of private
industrial enterprises. While other government administrators may collectively
possess one or the other of the qualitative attributes of the economic
administrator, these attributes describe a unique type of administrator who is
usually easier to identify in practice than in theory. In an effort to make the
concept of economic administrator more precise, some insight might be gained
by examining a part of the vast literature that exists on the subject of the func-
tion and development of the business executive. It is, perhaps, comforting to
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see that the same vagueness shrouds the concept of the business executive and
that of the economic administrator. I think this vagueness exists for substantially
the same reasons as "diredion" consists of performing and co-ordinating a wide
variety of functions simultaneously and in an almost intuitive manner, although
the tasks performed are not separable in practice. Were it possible to separate
the varied tasks and distribute them among specialists, the results would in all
likelihood be not greater efficiency but disorder. It is this structural aspect of'
his duties that makes a precise delineation of the concept of the economic
administrator difficult.

Having seen the difficulty of precisely defining the concept of an economic
administrator, we shall turn to the still more difficult problem of training
officials in economic administration. It is legitimate to ask whether any formal
type of training is required. Most administrators learn their jobs through
practice, observation and experience; and may this not be sufficient? Two
considerations would indicate that it is not. One is that the number of economic
administrators required may be so great that the time-honoured method of train-
ing just described will not produce enough qualified administrators to meet
the demand.. The other is that the administrator's present organization may
not provide the proper training because of its own inadequacies. The role of'
the administrator is often to bring about the necessary organizational changes
so that efficient techniques of administration may be employed. Thus in many
instances measures are needed to supplement existing methods of training.
The idea of the possibility of training economic administrators must itself be
examined. Since the skill of the economic administrator lies not merely in the
possession of a collection of specific techniques, but also in the ability to use
them, it is possible that administrators, like artistic virtuosi, may be born, not
made, and perhaps one should speak of the development of economic
administrators rather than of their training. This approach would accept the view
that the individual must have a certain native ability which cannot be implanted
by formal methods but which, once found, can be nurtured. Again, returning
to the experience obtained in the training of business executives, because this
is one of the few similar areas that have been the subject if any considerable
study, it has been found that executives are largely born, not made. As a result,
executive development programmes in industry, in countries where they exist,
consist largely of evaluation of individual performance and selection of
competent individuals. The training of the business executive consists largely in
giving the individual a varied and well-rounded work experience so that he may
be able to comprehend the over-all problem of the firm and learn to deal with
the various specialists.

This development concept of training economic administrators, if accepted,
has important implications for the type of programmes employed. It means, in
the first place, that the recruitment of potentially suitable individuals is essential
and, secondly, that proper incentives must Fe provided for the recruitment of
such individuals. If the salaries of civil servants in many countries are compared
with alternative employment opportunities, it will be realized how formidable
an obstacle this question of original recruitment may be. In addition, the idea
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that administrators are developed, not trained, means that systems of evaluating
potential administrators must be devised and that such officials must be selected
on the basis of merit. While this too may appear as an obvious principle of
good administration, when it is realized how many countries lack a civil service
system based on merit, it will again be seen how difficult it may be to assemble
even the initial cadre from which a country's future administrators will be drawn.

Consideration must be given to training all levels of economic
administrators. High-level administrators are often convinced thc.t it may be
useful to introduce a training programme for their subordinates. But when
these subordinates, having completed the training programme, return to their
old jobs, they find that there is little opportunity to apply the new ideas and
techniques they have learned either because there is little appreciation for the
value of these new methods or because the organization is not adapted to apply-
ing them. The individual who has received the training becomes frustrated, often
to the extent of leaving government service, so that the result is often a loss
rather than a gain in efficiency.

High-level officials and administrators must be convinced of the value
and implications of the training they are arranging for their subordinates. They
must be prepared to accept, in fact, preferably direct, the changes that training
will bring about in their organization. If this simple point is not recognized, the
time and money spent on training will have been wasted.

The junior administrator will have acquired most of his training before
entering government service. The problem in this case is lately one of general
education and the provision of the proper incentives to attract bright young men
to a career of government service. Steps must be taken to ensure that
universities and schools provide good training in the fundamentals of economics,
accounting, science and other basic subjects. The availability of this type of
training is important for the promotion of industrialization programmes, not
only in providing an adequate supply of economic administrators to government
but also in providing private industry with the 'proper supply of managers and
executives, which will greatly improve the results obtained by government
industrialization programmes.

In many parts of the world, advanced education is still largely focused
on the liberal arts and traditional professions. In these amas, students may
not have many opportunities to obtain the skills of the modern administrator.
Training programmes must make up for shortcomings in the general education
of administrators .until the deficiencies in the general educational system are
remedied.

The training of middle- and high-level administrators presents special
problems. These individuals have already acquired much varied experience. Their
need is to keep abreast of new techniques and to receive intellectual stimulation
to seek fresh approaches to their work. They are also those who can least
afford to be absent from their posts for long periods of time. The types of
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training adapted to these levels may be seminars, short courses, and inspection
trips abroad.

The training of the high-level administrator is the most difficult of all.
Perhaps it is even incorrect to speak of "training" high-level administrators.
These are men who generally because of their ability have risen to the top of
their professions. The need here is largely that the high-level administrator
should achieve a proper appreciation of the type of training provided for his
subordinates and an awareness of the organizational measures necessary for
the full utilization of this type of training.

The final thought that I wish to leave with you is that the basic ked-
back cycle, which is at the heart of the administrative process, is as fundamental
to the training process as it is to the administrative process.

The training of economic administrators to administer economic develop-
ment programmes has few precedents. New techniques and approaches must be
developed which will be effective in each national environment. Mistakes will be
made but they need not be repeated time and again. The administration of
training programmes can benefit as much from scientific management as
industrial programmes themselves.

To summarize briefly, the concept of an industrial economic administrator
can be valuable in showing that plans calling for rapid industrialization require
a type of government official who possesses a wide range of experience and
skills. The economic administrator must at one and the same time possess
all the initiative of the private business executive and the breadth of vision
of the government official. He must be able to blend administrative efficiency
in technical operations with bureaucratic principles of responsibility and political
control. In short, his task is to apply the principles that have produced a
"revolution" in industrial management methods to bring about a "revolution"
in governmental administrative methods. It is recognized that, to achieve rapid
economic development ;n a stagnant economcy, far reaching changes are needed
in the social, economic and political structure of a country. It would be strange,
indeed, if these basic structural changes did not also require structural changes
in government administration. Rapid development requires new methods of
administration and a new generation of administrators who will be able to cope
with the complex problems of an industrial society. The development of this
new generation of administrators presents a challenge which few countries can
afford to ignore.



IMPROVING THE TRAINING OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING ADMINISTRATORS

by Vidosav Tritkovit*

A. General background for discussion

Development planning is increasingly becoming the concern of many
developing countries. The fact that countries with different political and socio-
econoMic systems not only show interest in economic and social development
programmes but also prepare and put into operation comprehensive medium-
term plans, as in a number of Asian and African countries, testifies to the role
attached to economic planning. This stems from the belief that social and
economic development planning, as a method and instrument for overcoming
stagnation, backwardness and poverty, provides policy-makers with a consistent
and realistic evaluation of all major structural changes in the economy and other
social activities needed if substantial increases in all relevant components relating
to individual and social welfare are to be achieved, thereby bringing the time
horizon of these goals as close as possible.

No doubt, economic and social development planning is a very complex
task. It has to draw upon advanced knowledge and experience in many human
activities, from economics and other social sciences to technical sciences, from
applied technological research to fundamental research, opening new vistas for
quantitative and qualitative changes in economic growth processes. It has to
rely on experience and knowledge of efficient methods of organizing and inte-
grating various social activities on local, regional and nation-wide levels. Above
all, there are differences in the emphasis laid on specific aims and goals which
reflect the peculiarities of the institutional frameworks in various countries within
which the socio-economic development is shaped. Yet the economic aspects
predominate. Planning cannot be exclusively an exercise in the evaluation of
alternative policies based on value judgements and qualitative considerations;
possible alternative paths of development have to be specified in terms of ex-
pected targets with quantitative dimensions and optimum decisions. The alter-
natives have to be based on economic calculations of total costs and benefits

Deputy Director, Yugoslav Institute of Economic Research, Belgrade.
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accruing to the population as a whole and its major sect rs from the standpoint
of geographical or occupational distribution. Viewed from that angle, plonning
in its broadest sense formulation and structural balancing of desired pattern
of economic growth and social advancement coupled with a system and
methods for its implementation, becomes the most objective testing ground
for the validity of both theoretical approaches and methods of quantitative
economic analysis, applied in projections of structural interdependence of
growing economies.

The volume of literature on economic planning in developing countries
is increasing. There are published documents on medium-term plans of social
and economic development for countries with different sodo-economic systems
and also for the different phases through which the development process in a
single country has already passed. Numerous economic publications of United
Nations agencies, such as the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), the
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), the Economic
Commission for Latin America (ECLA), the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO) and others represent valuable sources of informa-
tion. They deal with national planning projects and results and problems
encountered in various areas of economic and social development projects.

It is only natural that the accumulation of experience and knowledge in
this area should have led to a more systematic and comprehensive presentation
of the questions and problems encountered in planning as well as of the
procedures and methods likely to resolve them. A recently published study of
a group of experts, 1 based on experience gained and techniques used in
planning economic development in different countries, is the most comprehensive
available review of major questions to be resolved in the process of plan
formulation and implementation, both in socialist and mixed economies. Among
the studies oriented specifically towards resolving practical methodological
problems involved in individual and over-all economic projections, two other
United Nations studies should be mentioned . 2 All this accumulated literature
on various aspects of development planning is a valuable asset when we turn
to the important question of training properly qualified personnel for respon-
sible jobs in the complex machinery of planning in developing countries.

It might also appear as though existing knowledge regarding methods
and procedures in formulating general development plans, together with the
variety of experience gained in the implementation of desired structural changes
in national economies, formed a self-sufficient and complete body of knowledge
which alone can serve as a basis for training programmes for planning

1 Planning for Economic Development, Report of the Secretary-General transmitting the
study of a Group of Experts (United Nations Publication, New York; 1963).

2 Manual on Economic Development Projects (United Nations publication, Sales No.:
58.II.G.5.). Studies in Long-Term Economic Projections for the World Economy (United Nations
publication, Sales No.: 64.II.C.2.). There exists, of course, a voluminous literature on eco-
nomic model-building and econometric models of national economic growth, which we will
not go into here.
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administrators in developing countries. The author's opinion, however, is that
additional efforts should be made to meet the actual requirements in ability and
capacity of trained personnel to cope efficiently with the complex problems of
social and economic development planning.

B. Complexity of the function of planning administrators in developing
economies as a basis for discussing training policy

Once the importance of the role of economic planning in developing
economies is recognized, the next logical step is to devise the most appropriate
system for training administrators and other personnel. As in any other training
activity, it is necessary to analyze the efficiency of persons who have completed
the training course in dealing with the tasks assigned to them and to feed back
into the training system information on their performance, thereby providing
a mechanism of continuous improvement in the composition and duration of
training programmes.

It should be strongly _emphasized that the ability and acquired qualifica-
tions of analysts and decision-making administrators engaged directly in solving
development planning problems are of key importance. Unless the responsible
authorities concern themselves seriously with this issue, much of the nation's
effort, in terms of human and material resources, may be doomed to failure
and the available potentialities for increasing welfare may be considerably
reduced. It has to be borne in mind that the performance of former trainees
depends primarily on the type and structure of the training system selected. The
closer that system corresponds to the variety of problem-solving situations with
which former trainees will be faced, the better performance (on the average) can
be expected.

No one would dispute the thoroughness and severity of the training
courses required before a person may engage, say, as an engineer in construc-
tion work. Although planners are not expected to work on over-all economic
projections or projections of economic sectors or branches with the precision of
a construction engineer, the reduction of errors in development planning is of
paramount importance. Planning errors are not immediately apparent. Because
of the complexity of interrelated economic flows, as well as the presence of
external forces outside the planners' control, such errors may be greatly under-
estimated. Yet their magnitude and significance may greatly exceed the results
of a miscalculation by a construction engineer. On the other hand, the nature
of the problems with which economic and social planners have to deal must
entail a definite margin of error. The more distant the planning time-horizon,
the more likely it is to entail a large margin of error, and the narrower the
subject matter of long-term planning, the larger the margin of error is likely
to be. The further advancement of economics as a science will contribute to the
improvement of the methodology and strategy of planning and thus to a reduc-
tion of losses attributable to the presently insufficiently developed areas of
theoredcal and applied economics. Nevertheless, failures due to economic mis-
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calculations represent a waste of national resources, and developing countries
should give first priority to reducing such miscalculations to a minimum.

The urgency of this problem has been recognized. In dealing with
standards of investment projects originating in developing countries, the authors
of the Manual felt it necessary to point out that "substantial losses are constantly
being registered both in the public and in the private sectors because the best
available method of attaining a given production target is not selected or
because a plan is embarked upon which should never have passed beyond the
study phase.... Such shortcomings may be due largely to the fact that what
constitutes a good investment project study is not always clearly understood, and
to the shortage of trained personnel qualified to organize, direct or inspire the
required studies". 3 Although the training courses organized for economists
and engineers on the subjects treated in the Manual, which appeared in 1958,
have helped diminish errors in particular project evaluations in countries where
some of the planners have received special training, this statement is still valid
for those situations where courses are lacking or incompletely organized. More-
over, it serves as a warning that responsible planning administrators whose work
on the evaluation of competing alternatives in macro-economic planning is
extremely subtie and delicate, should be given correspondingly thorough
training.

In connexion with the efficient design and organization of the training
system for planning administrators, one salient feature requires definition. It
has already been mentioned that the quality of performance of former trainees
depends basically on the quality of the training system itself. Yet there is a
wide difference between an educational and training system in well-established
areas of human activities, stich as the technical sciences, and the system of
comprehensive social and economic planning. Planning as a science is so recent
a development that we may freely talk of an area in which pioneering efforts
are required and well-balanced methods have still to be worked out. The
establishment of adequate training systems and facilities in economic and social
planning is so important that it should be borne in mind in all discussions on
this subject.

In technical sciences, the demand for new subjects to be taught at
graduate or postgraduate levels, and the need for new types of laboratory and
experimental work, stem from requirements imposed by the introduction of
new technologies or the advancement of existing ones. But these extensions and
novelties in high-level teaching and training programmes are only additions
to the already well-established pattern. Even more technical subjects, such as
methods of quantitative economic research based on achievements in the fields
of statistics and econometrics, cannot be properly taught without due attention
to institutional differences among individual countries ; such differences may
greatly influence and even completely rule out their unqualified application.

3 Manual on Economic Development Projects (United Nations publication, Sales No.:
58.II.G.5), p. xiii.
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Planning methods and procedures and, consequently, the whole structure
of training systems are greatly influenced by the major characteristics of the
respective socio-economic systems of the countries concerned. However, this
institutional framework is not unchangeable. The highly centralized mechanism
of economic planning in socialist countries has a definite and very explicit
impact on the ways and means of resolving the problems facing economic and
social planners. On the other hand, the decentralization of the decision-making
process and the transfer of decision-making power in relevant matters to working
collectives, together with the appropriate exploitation of market mechanisms,
constitute a somewhat different type of planning methods which develop and
improve as necessary experience is gained. Nor should the introduction of the
market mechanism in a socialist economy be regarded as a simple duplication
of research methods which are successfully applied in private enterprise
economies. In developing mixed economies with various degrees of public
ownership, in different sectors of the economy, and at various development
stages and organizational patterns of economic and social life, there is a variety
of environments demanding specific approaches and strategies for development
planning. Yet problems of economic development have many features which are
common to all developing countries, whatever their institutional characteristics.
It is necessary first to concentrate on them. A brief review of the essentials
of comprehensive planning provides a logical basis for an answer to the subtler
question of how to improve the efficiency of a training system.

One further point should be mentioned. Different time-horizons for plan-
ing may have different effects on the approaches to socio-economic planning.
It is widely recognized that long-term economic development plans provide the
necessary framework within which more detailed medium-term projections and
selections of priority projects and processes of growth in particular sectors can
be worked out. However, few attempts have been made in this direction so far,
and the experience with both the methodological aspects of designing such plans
and their implementation is far from being sufficient to warrant generalized
condusions. Hence it is important to emphasize practical work on these projects
in developing countries in addition to independent research work, which h2s
already begun and has resulted in an extremely interesting methodological study
under United Nations auspices.4

In summarizing the essential steps in planning procedures and in dis-
cussing some of the problems which more sharply delineate the required
educational profile of planning personnel, we shall draw mainly on medium-term
planning problems an area much more familiar both because a number of
countries have attempted this type of planning and because the results have
been made known through various published documents.

Planning procedures may conveniently be grouped under the four follow-
ing headings: (a) evaluation and critical appraisal of the results of past develop-
ments and structural -changes accomplished in relation to the degree of utiliza-
tion of human, material and other available potential; (b) formulation of basic

4 See footnote 2 above.
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economic development policies which would lead to an accelerated national
income growth as well as of policies reflecting the main goals of concomitant
social development; (c) application of general socio-economic guidelines to con-
sistently interrelated, i.e., structurally balanced rates of growth of major sectors
and sub-sectors of the economy and social service activities ; (d) selection of
measures and instruments for implementing a selected pattern of socio-economic
development, and finally (e) organization ofa network of institutions and provi-
sion of the necessary organizational and legal framework to carry out various
socio-economic functions.

The search for adequate approaches in resolving the questions and
problems encountered at each of the above stages imposes high quantitative
and qualitative demands on the education and experience of the planning
administrators concerned. It is the responsibility of such personnel to work out
detailed economic analyses and provide a sound and firm basis for final
decisions whenever the anticipated outcome of alternative approaches is dearly
discernible on economic grounds and when they lend themselves easily to prior-
ity ranking. Often the lack of persuasive argument or, more specifically, of
measurement and evaluation of complex effects, on a nation-wide level, of invest-
ment in alternative key projects, in terms of rise of national income, employ-
ment, over-all economic productivity, etc., leads to wrong policy decisions and,
consequently, to the inefficient utilization of available potential.

The role of responsible planning administrators in providing economically
sound and coherent arguments that should serve as a basis for the adoption
of key decisions concerning structural changes in the national economy is
particularly significant and has far-reaching consequences. If the primary objective
of developing countries is to bring about structural changes that would permit
the optimum utilization of their available resources and, in truth, this seems
to be the natural preference of the population of those countries the basic
methodological procedure must differ from the one most often referred to in
literature on growth problems of economically advanced countries. Selecting
the most adequate pattern of economic development and, more particularly, the
pattern of industrial production and orientation which would peimit the most
rapid economic growth, is the most crucial issue. Methodological approaches
for projections of possible growth rates of the economy as a whole, and its
main sectors, are subject to change. This change makes the tasks to be per-
formed by planning administrators and expert analysts more complex. The
parameters, such as capital coefficients or technological coefficients in input-
output tables, cease to be reliable factors in estimating the future interdepend-
encies among sectors in a growing national economy. In this case, planners
have to study the macro-economic effects of various alternative key economic
projects, and this often requires the comprehensive elaboration of the advantages
in relation to foreign markets. Moreover, dose and well-organized co-operation
is necessary among technical experts and scientific research workers in the
relevant area of technoloty. They should supply information not only on the
best size, location, etc., of the projects, but also on the trends in expected
technological development and in educational and training policy ; the latter
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is indispensable in providing the required qualified personnel structure, ranging
from skilled technicians to purely scientific research workers.

Only in so complex a way can macro-calculations of costs and benefits
create a reliable basis for the selection of priorities, and provide guidelines for
the synchronization of organizational and other measures, short of which the
selected sectors or industries cannot become a real moving force in an
accelerated over-all economic growth. Consequently, the formulation ofan inter-
nally consistent plan, aimed at the optimum utilization of resources, demands
much more complex and co-ordinated work by specialists in different areas
than is usually supposed. As pointed 9ut elsewhere, 5 the general macro-
economic model, with fixed parameters based on past experience, is no more
than a starting point in, a process of successive approximations and more
detailed elaboration and balancing, which eventually converges towards that
pattern of a country's industrialization which appears most desirable.

Nor can developing countries which plan their economies afford to neglect
the selection of the most efficient production pattern on which the national
economy is to develop, in the context of conditions under which long-run advan-
tages may be secured. Planners must be the first to appraise and check the
advantages of established policies in the light of the results achieved, the
accumulation of new data on the country's national resources, and an analysis
of modern productivity and technology trends and achievements in economically
more developed countries. At a recent international conference devoted to
studies of "needs for scientific research and technology in relation to economic
growth", 6 strollk arguments were advanced in favour of the organization of
scientific research both at the level of so-called applied technologies and of
fundamental research. The reasoning here is that fundamental technological
research fosters the development of a healthy scientific community with first-
class scientific personnel, and that without such personnel, developing countries
are doomed to long-run dependence on technically more advanced countries
and to the need to import know-how from abroad.

For the sake of illustration, we might point further to some other areas
in which complex analytical approaches are called for: (a) policies for the
development of social services, which must be viewed from a dual perspective,
since such services are both the cause and the consequence of economic growth;
(b) methodological problems resulting from the inability of market prices ade-
quately to reflect the social viability of alternative development projects a
phenomenon encountered particularly in less-developed economies ; (c) diffi-
culties in forecasting supply and demand relationships in individual markets and
in the estimation of future price levels and rations in cases where the whole
economy is exposed to substantial structural changes (for even where historical

5 V. TriCkoviC and B. Kubovid, National and Regional Planning in Yugarlaria, Federal
Bureau of Economic Planning, Department of Economic Research and Methodology of Plan-
ning, Belgrade, 1961.

6 Paris, 28 September to 1 October 1964, arranged by the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development.
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statistical data exist, they can be of little use, because the estimation, of new
parameters income elasticities, domestic prices and substitution price elasticities
etc. cannot be satsifactorily determined merely through sampling, no matter
how well designed and organized); (d) evaluation of measures and instruments
of economic policy aimed at influencing decision-making at micro-levels in
accordance with nation-wide selected patterns of socio-economic development,
particularly in view of the heterogeneity of motivational forces governing the
behaviour of various groups of agents, some of which are characterized by
traditional and deeply-rooted conservatism, coupled with inconsistent or
irrational reactions to market and other stimuli, etc.

C. Some suggestions for the organization and adjustment of education and
training of planning administrators in developing countries

In the foregoing paragraphs, we have tried to emphasize, very briefly,
some important aspects of the planning administrators' role in developing
economies. If these aspects are not fully appreciated, an intellectual framework
is likely to develop within which it will be very hard either to develop an
efficient training system for development planners, or to build a mechanism for
changing and adaptifig existing training systems to the needs imposed by social
and economic development. From the discussion so far, a relevant framework
emerges, the most essential logical component of which might be summarized
as follows: the activity that planning 'administrators have to carry out in de-
veloping economies must not be regarded as routine; on the contrary, it is a
dear example of highly creative work which will be able to produce desired
results if the training system is properly designed and organized. Here, ob-
viously, we are concerned with planners who have been assigned particularly
responsible tasks, either in the capacity of economic analysts working on ana-
lyses and projections of quantitative relationships characteristic of individual
sectors and industries, or in the capacity of chief planners and co-ordinators
of complex studies involving the co-operation of experts in related areas.

In section A of this paper we refer to the increased volume of literature
on planning, which undoubtedly makes a valuable contribution to the existing
body of knowledge on social and ,economic development planning. However,
given the complexity and variety of iituations characterized by specific features,
not only when different countries at similar stages of socio-economic develop-
ment are compared, but also when various successive phases of development
in the same country are considered, we cannot speak of a body of knowledge
which forms a self-sufficient basis for training. Planning, under such a variety
of conditions, is obviously still in its initial stages, and the experience of in-
dividual countries will add much to a more objective appreciation of the
efficiency of various planning methods and techniques, as well as of organi-
zational and institutional features characterizing different approaches to the
ultimate goal of rapid economic and social development.
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The known techniques employed in collecting statistical information on
the derivation of various behavioural parameters (measurement of responsiveness
of economic agents to changes in market conditions, supply of credit or other
financial policy instruments) in economically more advanced economies may be
quite inappropriate if applied under different conditions in developing
economies. For example, the solution of the most vital issues of developing
economies, such as increasing the savings ratio of the economy, requires new
approaches based upon well thought-out and co-ordinated policy measures and
institutional adjustment. In this sense, responsible planning administrators of
developing economies, through their carefully elaborated studies and projections,
must function creatively in making the appropriate national development policy
decisions and contributing to the theory and practice of development planning,
which extends beyond national frontiers. 7

It is now not difficult to envisage the educational and training background
which planning administrators must possess in order to meet the requirements
referred to above. It appears almost as a condition sine qua non that training
should be considered a process of study in which all subsequent stages lead to
higher degrees of specialization in social and economic development planning.
Selected graduates in economics and other related subjects would benefit from
exhaustive and well balanced courses at the post-graduate level. We cannot pre-
sently deal with details of organization and curricula this subject has to be
treated separately and we shall merely emphasize some features of these
courses that are relevant to the subject under discussion.

(a) Courses are most appropriately organized within the framework
of a two-year curriculum set up on a trimester basis. The teaching may extend
over the first four terms while the last two terms are left for writing master
degree theses in selected areas of development planning.

(b) Postgraduate schools may be located in such a way as to serve
the needs of highly qualified planning administrators in several countries, i.e.,
they may be organized as regional international schools, thus making it easier
to overcome language problems.

(c) Particular attention should be given to the selection of candidates.
Entrance examinations in subjects such as general economics, mathematics and
statistics are prerequisites for attaining high teaching standards. Wide

7 In the Manual on Economic Development Projects (United Nations publication, Sales
No.64.II.G.5) p. xiv, the authors have drawn attention to what they have rightly considered
important attributes of a good planner of industrial development projects. 'This manual",
they say, "presents certain standards, thethies, cases, examples and explanations of the method
of preparing projects, but the most important part of a study will always be the contribution
of those who carry it out. This is true not only because the subject is too vast and complex
to permit of precise and invariable standards, but also because it is impossible to foresee
all the local circumstances which might affect a particular project; some flexibility is essential
in applying the general standards laid down in the manual. The preparation and presentation
of a project must of necessity be the personal creative work of its authors, rather than a
routine application of formulae and theories'.
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discrepancies in candidates' educational backgrounds, particularly in the more
technical subjects, are bound to reduce the quality of teaching. When this
happens, instead of a smaller number of former trainees able to develop into
first-class planning administrators and expert analysts for development pro-
gramming in various social and economic actii, les, we have a larger number
of planning administrators who, as a rule, cannot efficiently cope with the variety
of problems that occur in their practical work.

This brings us to the final question under discussion, the answer to
which seems to stem logically from the argument developed so far. The pro-
gramme of postgraduate teaching will basically determine the skill and ability
of former trainees. The adequacy of the whole system of training applied can
best be gauged by the success of the socio-economic development programmes
resulting from the work of former trainees in their respective countries. This, in
turn, implies the need for setting up study groups to deal with the implemen-
tation of structural changes and other essential targets fixed in national develop-
ment programmes. Highly qualified personnel are required to carry out compre-
hensive analyses of the plan implementation. We see the particular complexity
of their task in analyzing the issue related to:

(a) the efficiency or correctness of particular methods and techniques
for finding required structural parameters ;

(b) the reliability of statistical data in the light of possible alternative
procedures or collecting and estimating;

(c) the adequacy and consistency of methods and techniques applied
in evaluating priority sectors and areas of socio-economic development;

(d) the proper selection and synchronization of implementation
measures and organizational forms ;

(e) the presence of exogenous, unforeseen factors and the degree of
their favourable impact upon the country's development;

(f) other causes of deviations from basic development targets and
anticipated policy measures.

Each of the procedures, techniques and measures mentioned under (a) to
(f) contribute to the final results of planned socio-economic development. We
are obviously interested in evaluating their efficiency which, in fact, is an in-
direct way of assessing both the performance of the high-level planning adminis-
trators concerned and the quality of the training they obtained before being
assigned to responsible jobs. But individual factors mentioned under (a) to (j)
may enter into a variety of combinations, thus giving a picture of the final
outcome of planned development over the period under review. Therefore it is
often difficult to discern precisely the contribution of each factor. Errors made
in estimating basic statistical data, in balancing structural interdependencies
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among major economic sectors or in arriving at economically unjustified
industrial investment decisions, may coincide with unforeseen high outputs in
the agricultural sector (due to very favourable weather conditiong). An unplan-
ned development of this kind, by increasing domestic purchasing power as well
as by easing the foreign exchange problem and increasing the import capacity
of the economy, may contribute considerably to over-all economic efficiency. It
thus offsets economic miscalculations or misallocations in the programme of
socio-economic development. If, on the other hand, agricultural output is low
because of unfavourable weather conditions, as is frequently the case in develop-
ing economies, too large a proportion of deviations from planned or anticipated
socio-economic development targets may be ascribed to exogenous,
uncontrolled factors. This again implies underestimation of actual errors.

The evaluation of the adequacy of methods and techniques employed
in drafting development plans, as well as of the efficiency of measures and
organizational forms resorted to in implementing desired structural changes,
requires highly qualified economists working under congenial research-oriented
conditions and not employed in routine jobs. The results of their studies in
individual developing countries should be a source of extremely valuable infor-
mation for the continuous correction and adjustment of training programmes
designed for high-level planning administrators.

Obviously the study of the interrelationships among the various factors
which have produced a definite pattern of socio-economic changes and the
measurement of the efficiency of each of them taken separately is a task which
cannot be successfully carried out unless a sufficiently long period has elapsed.
That is why this type of research should be part of a more complex research
activity on problems of socio-economic development planning. In our opinion,
the introduction of an efficient feedback system in the training of planning
administrators for highly responsible jobs requires the establishment of research
sections or groups within the country's basic planning administration organiza-
tion. Research work can then he organized in all areas pertaining to the advance-
ment of planning strategy and methodology, such as (a) building an integrated
system of statistical information to meet demands for projections and structural
balances in planning; (b) working out models for over-all and sectoral
projections of economic growth that would best fit the instituticinal and other
characteristics of a growing national economy; (c) carrying out more elaborate
studies that estimate structural parameters needed for various projections (of
consumer demand, export-import demand) and many others.

Planning administrators are in danger of being so much involved in
routine work that very few comprehensive studies on the topics referred to can
be successfully carried out. In fact, unless a separate unit is established in which
research is organized on an independent basis, it would appear difficult to
combat that danger. On the other hand, a research unit cannot produce desir-
able results without close co-operation with other planners. Such co-operation
will undoubtedly induce interest in research and study as an indispensable
method of resolving complex problems encountered in planning. Finally, such
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an organizational pattern seems to be most conducive to the transformation of
the basic administrative planning body into a planning research institute proper

an organization which would be able to turn out alternative draft plans based
on the results of carefully planned and worked out studies in relevant areas.

To speed up this transformation we assume that little doubt of its
desirability exists a research unit should engage intensively in training top-
level administrative personnel as well as research workers for planning. We
believe that those who have studied the relevancy of various methodological
approaches with successful results are most competent to influence the training
of qualified planning personnel. This provides the most direct and efficient
means of checking the performance of former trainees and feeding it back to
correct and improve training programmes and the training system os a whole.

In co-operation with universities and with some foreign aid for the teach-
ing staff, the research departments of the planning bodies may organize two-year
postgraduate courses of the type that we have already described. In a few years,
and depending on the success with which fundamental research in matters of
economic planning has developed, research departments may develop into in-
dependent scientific research institutes, with their staff engaged both in research
and teaching. 8

These institutes may also become regional international research and
training centres which could then offer valuable assistance in establishing
research groups within national planning bodies as well as local training courses
for technical planning personnel. As international training and research centres,
they should organize advanced level seminars for planning administrators and
research workers who have accumulated experience in planning. In these semi-
nars, new techniques and approaches Or amendments to the existing ones
should be presented. In addition, scientific research conferences on planning
could disseminate the latest developments in the theory and practice of planning.

We may conclude by stressing once again that properly organized research
on problems related to socio-economic development planning in the countries
concerned is of key importance for building an efficient feedback mechanism
in the training system for high-level planning administrators.

8 A similar development has taken place in the Yugoslav:Institute of EconomicResearch. The Institute originated from the Department for Economic Research and Methodo-logy of Planning established within the Federal Planning Bureau. A small research staffengages in various projects dealing with questions of planning methodology or medium-term plan projections (e.g. simplified general model of medium-term economic plan; pro-jections of consumer demand); it also produced a first tentative projection of the country'slong-term economic development. In the course of four years, the department expanded somuch that it was possible to develop an independent research institute. Since its establish-ment some two years ago, the Institute has undertaken, in addition to research on develop-ment planning problems, a two-year course in economic analysis and planning leading to anM.A. A year later two additional .:.ourses were added on econometrics and mathematicalstatistics. All students, including foreign ones, are admitted on a selective basis. Teaching
staff and assistance are provided by the Institute's research staff. Foreign teachers participate,particularly for the more technical subjects, but they are being gradually replaced by nationals.
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by P. Bore

A. Level and duration

The answers to the three questions we have to consider will depend on
the dedsion we take on one basic issue: what importance do we attach to
training for industrialization, and what efforts are we prepared to make?

Faced with the present situation, which is virtually a blank page, some
of us think that it would be an important step forward to send a few specialists
to Europe or the United States for training. Others, on the contrary, may feel
that the effort should, from the outset, be as intensive as certain conditions
which we shall consider later allow, and they therefore propose the
simultaneous establishment of long, specialized programmes in Europe: lonj
more comprehensive programmes in the developing countries and short pro-
grammes in many different places. Similarly, they would establish not one level,
but several, so that the industrialization approach may speedily penetrate the
country's decision-making 'centres.

It may be appropriate to recall, in this connexion, Jean Monnet's observa-
tion that modernization is not a material state, but a state of mind. The level
of industrial development of our respective countries will thus influence our
attitudes; but can a definite correlation be established between the level of
development and training needs? There is some doubt on this score. Indeed, it
is perhaps in those countries where industry has only just begun to develop,
where the private sector still lacks resources and where there is virtually no
industry save that constituted by a few foreign companies, that the State must
play its role in the most direct manner by intervening, and hence must possess
ample cadres of industrial economic administrators.

Consequently,.the first question to be taken up at this meeting should, in
my opinion, be a very general one, namely : what importance should be

Director, Institut international de recherche et de formation en vue du développe-
ment harmonise.
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attributed to the training of industrial economic administrators, and what efforts
should be made in this field? Is it preferable to proceed cautiously, by stages, or
should large-scale training be undertaken? What is the relation between a
country's present level of industrialization and its need for such administrators?

A second stage in the study of the problem would then be to try to
assess quantitatively the needs to be met and the available resources in
personnel suitable for training. We might envisage a double-entry table for each
country as follows:

Personnel to be trained 1 Personnel available

Body
Top priority + .3 yean + 6 yean

T A T A T A

Ministry of Planning
Ministry of Industry
Public enterprises
Development bank and

finance corporations
Ministry of Power
Ministry of Transport
Regional bodies
Ministry of Finance
Tax Department
Customs Department
Domestic price control
Development companies

The number of personnel to be trained would be inserted in column T, and
the number of personnel available for such training in column A. The list of
bodies to be provided with such personnel will vary greatly according to the
extent to which training of this nature is considered useful for their admini-
strators and thus, basically, according to whether the industrialization process
is conceived as spontaneous, government-oriented or government-induced.

Once the needs that have to be satisfied have been ascertained, it will
be necessary to determine the level of training to be provided. This can be done
on the basis of a description of the levels of responsibility involved. Similarly,
the duration of the training programme may be deduced from the amount of
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new knowledge which the administrator must acquire in order to play his
allotted role in industrialization policy. A comparison of the training require-
ments column and the availability column will then lead to a review of training
policy. If an insufficient number of highly trained individuals is available, it will
be necessary to compromize as regards the level of training required for
admission to the institutes. It may be found, for example, that the number of
individuals qualified for such training is very limited and that they cannot be
released from their current duties for a long period. In this case, a short train-
ing programme will be selected.

We shall return to these questions later; for the present, we may simply
recognize that we possess very little information concerning the extent and
nature of the needs to be satisfied and the personnel resources available. We
may perhaps decide that a study of these questions would be useful. Pending'
the possible collection of these data, I should like to furnish some related
information: it will be necessary to train 400,000 engineers i le developing
countries during the next fifteen years. If a ratio between the number of
engineers and the number of industrial economic administrators were available,
it would be possible to deduce total needs; for example, if the ratio were 5 to
100 this would give a figure of 2,000. It should be possible to calculate such
a ratio from the statistics of countries which have a dynamic industrial policy;
international comparisons in this regard would be most interesting.

If we agree on this balancing method, it might be advisable at this stage
to return to the basic problem and consider what may happen if having
recognized that industrialization is an absolute necessity, that factories are not
established spontaneously (except in countries which were industrialized long
ago) and that someone must prepare the ground, provide the seed, and protect
it during its early years we are unable to find an adequate solution.

(a) Effects as regards projects

The lack of viable projects will persist. Consequently, financial
absorption capacity will not increase and funds will be diverted to less
productive, less multiplicative and less urgent uses. As a result of inefficient
techniques and despite the lack of satisfactory projects, much time and money
will continue to be wasted in improperly oriented research.

(ii) Similarly, detailed study and comparison of projects, and examina-
tion of their execution and financing will be carried out as before in a cursory
fashion, without variants, without prior exploration of the difficulties that will
be encountered in implementation, and without taking adequate steps to ensure
that the projects play a positive role in the harmonious development of agri-
culture, urban life, vocational training and the general level of living of the
community.

(iii) The correct method of obtaining sound projects is not to entrust
their planning to a single bureau, but to educate the offices of ministries and
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other bodies in economic matters. This cannot be done 'without adequate
numbers of specialized personnel..

(iv) The selection of projects will always be challenged and will be
difficult to impose if it is entrusted t D a small group of administrators whose
evaluation methods are not understood by the project formulators. The latter
will not have much difficulty in overcoming opposition, as a rule, by relying
on department heads who themselves know nothing of the principles of correct
evaluation.

(v) For the execution of projects, the Government cannot place itself
entirely in the hands of foreign or local engineering and public works lirnts; it
must be in a position to supervise the latter's work, but it will not be able
to do this if it lacks specialized personnel.

(vi) The Government's role in the implementation of medium-scale
projects and the establishment of small industries is even more essential, and
cannot be performed by others.

(b) Effects as regards industrial policy

Furthermore, as regards industrial pOlicy generally, the requirement is to
provide basic training for a large number of officials. It will be necessary for
the Government:

(i) To abandon its legalistic and formalistic approach and adopt instead
a dynamic attitude towards industriali: ttion.

(ii) To know the indirect effects of all measures it takes relating to
industry: wages, prices, custom duties, credit terms, taxes, corporation law,
etc.

(iii) To acquire a language that will permit a constructive dialogue with
private entrepreneurs.

(iv) In certain sectors, or when private initiative is lacking, to fill the
gap by playing the role of entrepreneur itself, either alone or jointly with private
busines s.

It will thus be seen that many administrators at different levels must be
reached by the industrialization programmes. On the basis of the information
which you have, you will therefore have to assess the situation in your respective
countries and give your views regarding the urgency of the need to spread a
new attitude towards industrialization and new industrialization methods
throughout government and business circles. I am inclined to believe that there
are still many countries where industrialization methods as such have never
been disseminated or taught, where totally erroneous ideas are held regarding
the requirements for rapid development of industries, and where investment
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capacity is unwisely employed. I therefore feel that the level of training should
be fixed at the minimum commensurate with the need to reach the largest
possible number of decision-makers.

There is naturally a greater need for industrial administrathrs in countries
conscious of the need for more precise and dynamic planning. It is not enough
to make projections and draw up plans; what is necessary above all is to discuss
them and explain them. In the area of industrial planning, contacts between the
administration and public and private enterprises take a great deal of time.
They cannot otherwise be successful, however, and here again I would refer
to Jean Monnet, the formulator of the first French plans, who believes that
the essential point is to explain things to people, since people know how to
do, and do in fact accomplish, things which have been made dear to them..
To ensure that all partidpate, it is necessary to persuade people to work to-
gether and to do for themselves the things they know how to do better than
anyone else.

In the area of industrial policy and in the preparation of projects there
would seem to be many simple things which people could do if they were
explained to them. For this reason we might favour, initially, a relatively low
level and programmes of short duration. However, the satisfaction of present
needs should not conceal the requirement that future needs be satisfied also;
consequently, long training programmes for a smaller number of individuals,
covering the most difficult areas of the mathematics of industrial planning, will
also be necessary, whether they are conducted locally or in an industrialized
country, a point we shall discuss later.

Here I should mention a related matter: after the estimation of needs
and of potential resources in trained economists, there is a third consideration
which should not be overlooked, namely, the number of instructors who can
be recruited for the training programmes. It might be desirable for the Working
Party to look into that problem.

Lastly, I should like to complete my exposition by drawing attention to
three areas of current concern, three partly new fields where the need for
administrators of the type under consideration is most acute. I refer to the
development of small industries, the reconversion of foreign trade, arid regional
integration.

Small industries are neglected in a department concerned with projects
when they are in competition with large-scale industry. This is natural and in
some ways justified. However, the :ole of small industries in industrial develop-
ment cannot be measured in terms of their modest gross product. They consti-
tute a breeding ground for indigenous entrepreneurs ; they foster the propensity
to save and mobilize investment capacity; they utilize limited resources; they
make decentralization and rational territorial development possible, and the
labour costs involved are not as high as those for large industries. One of the
causes of the present retardation of industrial development is doubtless the fact
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that for some years small industries have been lagging behind large industries.
Any accentuation of this situation would have serious consequences.

The reconversion of the foreign trade of the developing countries means
gradually replacing their exports of raw materials by exports of manufactures.
In order to do this, they must be able to produce at internationally competitive
prices and to conquer foreign markets. These are difficult tasks, which cannot
be accomplished if the number of economists available is barely adequate to
handle current, immediately viable projects involving import-substitution
industries. This point was of course the subject of one of the basic recommen-
dations of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.

In conclusion, let us consider the problem of regional integration. Latin
America, Central America, Africa, and the Far East are the regions having the
greatest interest in a solution to this problem, which some consider essential
for rapid and sustained development. While the regional institutions which
are being established need industrial economists, studies are at present delayed
by the fact that the countries concerned lack the personnel capable of under-
taking essential branch and product studies. Since these, again, are long-term
studies, this will continue to be a neglected area if the shortage of economists
persists. These are three additional arguments in favour of approaching the
problem of level, duration and location from the broadest and boldest stand-
point possible.

We may now consider these general points in more detail by examining
successively the two levels of training proposed in the Working Party's
preliminary document. First let us consider the higher level administrator, who
is called upon to take very important decisions covering a broad field. The
existing institutes such as CETREDE (Brazil), the Latin American Institute for
Economic and Social Planning (Chile), and IRFED, or. Institut international de
recherches et de formation en vne di developpement harmonist (International Research
and Training Institute for Harmonious Development) (Paris), have generally
opted for six-, eight- or ten-month programmes and have made possession of
a university diploma a requirement for admission. However, the Department of
Social Studies of the Uoiversity of Leeds, which offers a one-year course, does
not insist upon a diploma, but requires that candidates should possess sound
professional experience. It would seem, therefore, that one year of study is the
necessary minimum, although opinions may vary as to the need for a diploma.

A university diploma may be deemed useful from two standpoints :

(a) As proof that the candidate possesses a certain intellectual ability
and is capable of mastering a complex field and analyzing the problems in-
volved; here the type of diploma is almost irrelevant.

(b) As proof that the candidate possesses certain basic knowledge which
he could not acquire in an accelerated course: for example, political economy,
mathematics or industrial technology. We shall return to this point later. It
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should be noted, however, that the value of a diploma cannot be appreciated
iii abstracto; it will depend, to a considerable extent, on the authority which
grants the diploma. This may be the reason why some training institutes attach
so little importance to such documents. Moreover, certain institutes may tend
to attach more importance to the candidate's experience and present position
than to his diplomas. The psychological profile of the administrator we have
in mind is not that of the teacher or the research worker: an understanding
of human beings, an intuitive grasp of business strategy and a desire to get
things done rapidly and correctly are perhaps more essential to his efficiency
than intellectual qualities stricto scum.

We could therefore have a most useful debate on the question of diplomas
and the psychological profile of the individual destined by the administration
for these industrial duties, for the subject is not a simple one. For example,
what would be the reaction to the suggestion that diploma qualifications should
be supplemented by psychological tests? And in that case, what aptitudes should
be tested?

I should now like to nun to the subject of mathematics, political economy
and industrial technology. Mathematics and political economy are basic sciences
which, we feel, usually makes them unsuitable subjects for intensive training.
However, engineers, geographers and town-planners whose secondary education
has provided an introduction to political economy are capable of learning the
rudiments of the subject in one year. Similarly, the duties of government
officials in economic departments give them an understanding of economic
matters which may well make up for their lack of formal knowledge.

We believe, therefore, that mathematics constitutes the most difficult
problem. I hope that the discussion which is to take place will provide an
opportunity for us to learn from the experience of others in this sphere. In
my view, there would be no great disadvantage in keeping at quite a low mathe-
matical level the courses we have to provide, but the subject demands a certain
attitude of mind, and an aptitude for mathematical operations, which are not
developed overnight. The training of the engineer-economist definitely calls
for a major effort on the part of those accustomed only to pure mathematics ;
and those not versed in mathematical calculation will find this effort too much
for them. This is clearly a field for which teaching methods will have to be
devised and teaching materials designed. I hope that the Working Party will be
able to provide much needed information on this point. These considerations
also apply, of course, to intensive instruction in economics for engineers.

I should like to comment at this point on the usefulness of the case
study method in political economy. I have no knowledge of this type of teach-
ing myself but it seems to me that for experienced men whose minds have
become unreceptive to abstract theorizing as is often the case the case
study method is entirely appropriate. Does this not represent a gap and a
problem and might not the courses given in business training institutes be a
useful beginning? The inadequate mathematical background of these economic
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technicians will usually restrict them to the mathematical Itandard of inter-
mediate level business and management training colleges. Is this standard high
enough? That is a question which we shall have to discuss.

Finally, let us consider what preliminary knowledge of industry the
candidates should have. What is needed is a knowledge of industrial science
and technology. By this I mean a knowledge of the production processes, pro-
duct marketing methods and basic techniques ofvarious industries.

The cement industry and clothing manufacture, the sugar industry and
the assembly of electrical equipment, for instance, differ not only in their endproduct and in the raw materials used but also in the relative importance of
their factors of production, technical input, financial problems, labour, etc. Inotherwords, there are certainly as many differences between industries as betweenthe different types of agriculture. It will have been noticed, I am sure, how
much agronomists resent agricultural planning carried out by anyone but them-
selves. The Ministry of Rural Affairs is their domain ; how many engineers are
there in the Ministry of Industry? It seems that rural cirdes have always been
able to persuade us that they are a separate kingdom and that only those born
or brought up in it can perceive, interpret and act in that kingdom. Nothing
similar exists in industry, where we have long seen and still see the private
financier become manager and the public finance expert take part in the direc-
tion and transformation of the industrial sector. Moreover, while there exists
a discipline known as rural economics or husbandry, its counterpart, "industrial
economics", has not yet been evolved; it is generally considered a branch of
general economics. We cannot enlarge at this stage, however, on the question
of the desirability of stimulating the establishment of this science, various ele-
ments of which can be recognized in input-output analysis, the theory of
industrial complexes, studies of industrial growth, the theory of industrial in-
vestment, the theory of industry location, etc.

The first question to decide is whether only engineers are qualified to
study industrial questions. I am inclined to believe that this is not so, although
I would endo the view that these are specifically industrial problems. The
fact that we constantly handle industrial objects does not give us any more than
a superficial knowledge of them and I have noticed that such everyday articles
as a box of matches or a bicycle evokes in most students' minds only a hazy
idea of how they were manufactured or even marketed. What then could they
be expected to know of machinery and plant manufacture and the basic
industries? On the other hand, an engineer may, at the end of his studies, be
completely ignorant of the mentality of the investor and the industrialist. Conse-
quently, one common feature of the training to be given to both must un-
doubtedly be the sociology of the world of industry, but in order to learn
industrial economics the geographer or economics graduate has to make a
special effort. With this proviso, I would favour admitting them to the courseswe are planning.

More detailed consideration'of the proposed duration of this longer course
necessarily involves an examination of the pedagogic problems which are, I
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understand, to be dealt with in later discussions. The students are required
to assimilate rapidly information in very different fields taxation, law, economic
mathematics, statistics, social questions, etc. For the best of them, this may
represent an introduction to a fuller training in one of these subjects and the
mastery of a synthetic approach which enables them to see all the implications
of industrial development for the economic, social and political life of the
country as a whole. Do they, in fact, gain the ability, in the words of the pre-
liminary document, "to analyze complex industrial engineering, socio-economic
and political situations" in order to make rational decisions? They may, but
only after their theoretical knowledge has been broadened by experience.

Consequently, courses intended to bridge the gap between instruction and
practice appear to be an unavoidable necessity; the average duration of eight
months which has been agreed on accordingly needs to be increased by four
to six months in order to take account of this fact. For the less talented, on
the other hand, such training in synthetic method is clearly doomed to failure.
This brings us back to the problem of the enrolment standards and critera.
Should there not be an entrance examination in all <ases? The difficulty of
organizing this, in many cases, is well known. Would it not be to the advantage
of the bodies which grant scholarships to co-operate with the training institutes
in finding a solution to this problem? We believe that this idea merits
consideration.

Once the principle of a long uaining period for high-level personnel has
been accepted, some consideration must be given to the fact that officials hold-
ing posts of great responsibility cannot be released by their departments to
take the courses. Moreover, if, as has been stated, an industrialization policy
involves a great many decision-makers, an in-service introduction to industrial
development must be given to as many people as possible. This could take
a variety of forms : one-week training schemes, intensive courses, evening
courses, etc.

The industrial development training centre should serve as a source of
stimulation for industry as a whole. It should not confine itself to one type of
teaching but should give all the instruction required to meet the needs of
industry; it should thus serve as a meeting-point for government and private
business.

This brings us to the question of admitting representatives of private
enterprise: big business, the economic press, employers' associations. It is
clearly useful to them to gain an insight into how the State views their busi-
ness and would like it to develop and it is equally useful for the State to have
contacts between people from both sectors forged in the classroom. For such
candidates, enrolment requirements will be the same as for government officials.
Should it perhaps be laid down as a principle that, if possible, each class of
students should include a certain proportion of representatives of private enter-
prise? We' feel that it should.
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One of the advantages of long courses is that they can be combined with
other instruction in economic development; in other words, industrialization
can be taught as a specialized subject within a broad course with options. In
this way, depending on the institute ,..oncerned, industrial economists can be
brought into contact with and do the same work as social development
personnel, general planning economists, specialists in physical planning, etc.
This applies to the Latin American institute referred to earlier (CETREDE) and
to IRFED, and it greatly facilitates interdisciplinary study. A further advantage
of a long course is that a certificate can be gained; this is important to many
students (but of no importance to others).

We now turn to the second type of training, which provides instruction
only in the preparation and execution of projects. In principle, this is intended
for government officials who do not have to be university graduates. It should
be pointed out, however, that the Social Sciences Institute at The Hague (which
gives courses on the preparation of industrial development programmes) accepts
only persons who have a thorough knowledge of economic planning or possess
degrees in applied science (engineering) or business management. This higher
standard is probably attributable to the fact that, unlike other programmes, part
of the course is devoted to over-all economic planning, and that it leasts four
months, whereas the Economic Development Institute course and the Institute
for Economic Development and Planning course at Dakar last three months
and that of the Indian Institute of Management at Calcutta only two months.
There are no entry requirements for these courses.

Even if the courses are limited to project evaluation, we think it would be
ill-advised to decide on a duration of less than three months if the students are
to be given a sufficient number of projects to discuss. A project must be
assigned for study roughly two weeks before it is discussed, and the minimum
number of projects is governed by the necessity to study various types of pro-
jects in different fields.

B. Location of training institutes

The foregoing remarks would tend to indicate that project evaluation
courses should preferably be given locally. The small number of teachtrs
required and the relatively short period of training should permit the use of
mobile classes.

In the case of longer training courses, however, several conflicting factors
have to be taken into account. On the one hand, care must be taken, wherever
possible, to avoid sending engineers or economists to industrial countries where
they might be tempted to stay. It is well known that this is a major risk and
that Latin America, India and other countries have already suffered substantial
losses in this way. On the other hand, training must of necessity be given in an
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industrial atmosphere. Even where flourishing industries already exist in a
developing country, they usually do not constitute a homogeneous whole. There
is a predominance of mining industries, in which training is least necessary.
Moreover, employment relationships within firms are not always what they
should be if the industry is to have a beneficial social influence. Some factories
have a remarkably high level of organization and excellent production factors,
but others leave much to be desired in this respect; in short, the possible
choices for visits and studies are certainly more limited than in industrial
countries. Lastly, there is naturally more difficulty in recruiting teachers. How-
ever, this is a drawback which I feel might be overcome within a few years.
Indeed, many countries already have highly qualified teachers of economics. All
that is needed is that they should be able to take refresher courses in Europe
or the United States in this to them new subject of industrial economics
and industrialization policies.

My conclusion is that most long-term courses will have to be established
in Europe, the United States or Japan for some years to come. However, these
centres should gradually be converted into higher-level training centres, devot-
ing much of their time to research into industrialization methods and strategies.
AL this level, they would be doing work comparable with current research on
such difficult problems as the location of industry and the achievement of
balanced growth. Their initial function should gradually be taken over by
countries which already have a fairly diversified, relatively strong and sound
industry.

C. Summary

The choice between different policies regarding standards of entry, dura-
tion and location of courses will depend on whether it is felt that only a limited
effort should be made, involving the training of a few specialists; or that a large-
scale effort should be made, with the aim of reaching, by various means, the
largest possible number of higher-level personnel in the developing countries.

The author believes that a large-scale effort should be made, because it
would produce results quickly. On this basis, a quantitative estimate should
be made of:

((1) the need for training;
(b) the number of persons capable of taking such training;
(c ) the resources in teaching staff.

It is recommended :

(a) that a long course of training (six to ten months), covering both
industrialization policy and methods, and methods of preparing and evaluating
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projects, should be established within the framework of over-all planning; for
some years to come, such courses can be organized only in a small number
of countries which have a powerful and diversified industrial infrastructure ;

(b) that a short course be established, to be given in developing
countries, on the preparation and evaluation of industrial projects.



NATURE, MERITS AND CONTENT OF ACADEMIC AND IN-SERVICE
TYPES OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR INDUSTRIAL

ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATORS

by David Carney *

A. Training needs of economic administrators

Although this paper does not deal directly with matters of definition and
function of economic administrators, it is nevertheless true that some notions
concerning these matters underlie any discussion of the nature, merits and
content of training programmes for this category of administrators. However
these matters of definition and function are resolved, there are certain basic
issues .on which, it seems, general agreement may exist or ought to exist before
the devising of suitable training programmes for this category of administrators
can meaningfully and usefully be discussed.

First, regardless of the area in which they operate, administrators are
supposed to deal with certain common tasks; for the art of administration is
essentially the same everywhere and presumes the exercise of certain basic
functions : general organization, short- and long-term planning, decision-making,
motivation of a given pattern of operations towards the accepted goals, evalua-
tion of performance by comparison with given goals, and expansion of actiVities
to achieve stated goals more efficiently, or to serve new goals.

Secondly, their areas of activity, rather than their functions, constitute the
point of difference between one administrator and another. Consequently, we
might say that there is no such thing as an economic administrator or an
industrial administrator, but only administrators working in industry, in educa-
tion, in science, in medicine, in 'government, and so on.

Thirdly, there must therefore be a certain basic training common to all
administrators, regardless of their area of activity, this being merely a matter
of orientation of their training and the exercise of their day-to-day functions. In
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effect, an administrator should be capable of devoting his talent to the solution
of administrative problems and the exercise of basic administrative functions in
any field of activity, given the expertise required to provide needed information
and to translate his decisions into meaningful action in the area in which his
talents arc employed for the time being.

These three basic characteristics uniform nature of the essentials of the
administrative function and, therefore, uniform nature of the basic training
required, together with a need for flexibility in the application of the training
acquired so as to facilitate operation in a wide variety of fields and under a
diversity of conditions constitute and define the role of an administrator,
determine the scope and degree of maturity of his experience, and provide the
broad outline of an approach to his training requirements.

In discussing and outlining ivaining programmes for administrators one
may be reminded of a point of view which is sometimes expressed in the state-
ment that a good administrator is born and not made. The implication of this
statement seems clearly to be that formal training is not necessarily required
to produce a good administrator. This may be true. However, this should not
be taken to mean that training is of no use whatsoever. On the contrary, basic
training of administrators may provide the background against which a candidate
with a natural talent for administration will more easily discern and take hold of
his opportunities. Such opportunities may very well include, not only suitable
job openings, but also post-training facilities for putting his talent to work in a
variety of practical fields, and for broadening the area of his experience.

As to basic training, it may be said that it is the function of academic
training programmes to provide this type of training, which should be common
to all types of administrators. The content of such training, which is offered
at universities and similar institutions of higher education, consists of courses
in systems of administration, organization theory, personnel administration and
techniques of financial administration. The benefit derived from training courses
of this type is that they help to mould the administrative mind so as to enable
it to perceive the broad similarities and differences in the various techniques
of administration, and to detect the areas in which problems are often likely
to arise. There does not seem to be any substitute for this type of training, and
it is essential for all administrators at a very early stage in their career.

Subsequent to this basic academic training, which may be followed by
further training, but of a specialized nature, at appropriate institutions, the
period of practical orientation in an employment situation begins, in which the
administrative function is exercised and the problems peculiar to specialized
fields are investigated. Here it becomes a matter of choice based on the job
inclination of the candidate. This is the stage at which the distinction between
administrators on the basis of their fields of activity, rather than of the
administrative function, which is broadly similar in all fields, becomes relevant;
so that we have economic (business and 4ndustrial) administrators, medical
administrators, etc. There are, of course, several fields of specialization open to
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the practitioner of the science and art of administration, but we are especially
concerned with the field of economics, broadly including business, finance and
industry.

A variety of institutions ofier specialized courses for this type of admin-
istrator, but it is best, at the outset, to concentrate on the type and content
of courses rather than on the institutions. For once the appropriate type of
courses is determined, it becomes only a matter of choice among the various
institutions offering such courses.

A distinction is often made, or suggested, between higher-level and
middle-level economic administrators, depending on the type of responsibility
exercised. The second might be termed a technician, making decisions lower
down in the administrative hierarchy; the first operates at or near the top of the
hierarchy and takes decisions of a broad policy nature, without undue concern
for detail. This distinction is a rough and ready one and perhaps should not be
stressed unduly. For it is not really easy to demarcate middle- from higher-
level managers or administrators, and it becomes difficult to know how far
down the hierarchy to proceed before reaching the lown limit of middle-level
management. Indeed, the term "middle-level management" (or "middle manage-
ment", for short) is frequently so elastic in conception and use, from country
to country, as to de& precise definition. It might be better to view the situation
as follows: the administrator at the highest level is the pivot around which
rotate, as extensions of his personality, specialized staff of various kinds in
related economic fields, through whom certain administrative decisions are taken
and administrative functions exercised. For once we pass from the distinction
between higher-level and lower-level economic administrators to consider what
class of administrative functions they exercise, we find that in reality we are
dealing with nothing more than high executive functions on the one hand, and
staff functions on the other. On this plane of discussion we are dealing with
the exercise of complementary administrative functions rather than with the
hierarchy ot the administrative machinery as such, which latter is what would
come readily to mind when the terms "higher-level" and "middle-level" are
employed.

Pursuing this line of approach, therefore, we may think in terms of
general administrators and staff or technical administrators. Taking the latter
first, it is perhaps necessary to add that the administrative function which they
exercise is more in the nature of a collective responsibility, based on consulta-
tion and hammering out of collective administrative decisions through a process
of reconciliation of different specialized points of view. Thi5 is a logical
extension of the staff function, for it makes clear that the reconciliation of
specialized points of view in the decision-making process need not be performed
by the general administrator or chief executive, but could be achieved by the
specialists themselves meeting together, either with or without the chief
executive. In the latter case, they would communicate their collective decisions
to him. Some such procedure is increasingly made necessary and is, in fact,
adopted as a result of the growing complexity of modern business and
industrial administration.
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Granted all this, various areas of specialization are open to the technical
administrator, but we may select four major areas commonly found in modern
business and industrial enterprises : (a) economic, (b) legal, (c) engineering and
(d) public relations. The precise nature and content of the training programme
for these four types of administrators may now be examined.

(a ) Economic. The different subjects included in this area are the following:

(i) Economic geography ;
(ii) Cost accounting ;
(iii) Benefit-cost analysis ;
(iv) Accounting prices ;
(v) Taxation, tariff and investment problems;
(vi) Industrial management;
(vii) Advertising and marketing;
(viii) Labour relations ;
(ix) Employee welfare;
(x) Communications ;
(xi) Incentive systems workers (financial and in kind), managers

(bonuses, etc:), enterprises (tax schedules, depreciation allowances,
etc.).

(b) Legal. Here the main interest lies in those branches of law affecting
business or industry in regard to:

(i) Taxation;
(ii) Commerce;
(iii) Contract;
(iv) Tort;
(v) Corporate activity;
(vi) Labour and social security.

(c ) Engineering. The various branches of industrial engineering (chemical,
electrical, etc.).

(d) Public relations. The interest of the specialist in this area would centre
on subjects such as:

(i) Government and business ;
(ii) Business and the community (social cost of doing business

community services, assistance to education, community improve-
ment, etc.);

(iii) Industrial psychology;
(iv) Social psychology;
(v) Sociology;
(vi) Public relations: propaganda and advertising, mass communications

and persuasion, public opinion and reaction surveys.
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The specialists in these areas often have their administrative functions recognized
by the creation of posts such as vice-president or other auxiliary managerial
posts, in which they assume responsibility for decisions in their respective fields
of specialization.

After being oriented through previous training in one or the other of the
branches of specialization within their respective fields, these technical admin-
istrators may need further training to familiarize them with other branches
of specialization in their fields which they had not previously covered; or brief
periods of exposure to fields of specialization covered by their colleagues, in
order to promote a cross-fertiiization of ideas and a general awareness of those
other aspects. Short courses of up to a year, in order to acquire additional
substantive knowledge in their fields, or brief colloquies examining the inter-
relation of the various specialized aspects of the administrative function and
providing an over-all view of these various aspects, would meet this need for
further training.

At this point, it becomes largely indifferent whether such spedalized
courses and colloquies are termed "academic" or "in-service" training. Very often
they have an intensively practical orientation, or they may be conducted by
universities or specialized institutes. For an administrator already in the job, it
makes very little difference what they are called. The end result is what matters:
they represent a broadening of his knowledge or an enlargement of his
experience.

The general administrator may need to be kept abreast in certain relevant
subjects, including those he may have studied in an eariier academic training
course of the type specified above. However, his greatest need would seem
to lie in the following areas :

(a) Policies and international relations (in order to gain an understanding
of the domestic and international political forces which influence government
decisions that may affect the dimate of business at home and abroad );

(b) Recent developments in:

(i) Organization and management (including staff functions, depart-
mentalization of operations, and decentralization of decision-
making);

(ii) Organization planning;

(iii) Consultation process (including various committee devices which
bring in staff personnel, i.e. technical administrators as wel! as
consultants, at the highest level of decision-making);

(iv) Communication process (including data processing and its effect
on the decision-making process and the degree of involvement of
various principles therein).
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Here again, it is not of great importance who organizes these courses
or what they are called. Nor is the relative homogeneity or non-homogeneity
of the groups handled in itself an advantage or disadvantage. For non-homogen-
eity in any institution has the merit of providing a variety of experiences which
can be very fruitful to the participants, while at the same time presenting a
challenge to the teaching staff to accommodate the training to the various levels
and backgrounds of the trainees, expecially the general administrators. In any
case, considering the diversity of administrative and employment experiences
in btwiness and industry, administrators, including even technical administrators,
are probably among the last group of people among whom homogeneity in any
particular respect should be expected or sought.

Having thus broadly and briefly specified the nature of the training needs
of administrators working in the economic field and exercising different kinds
of responsibility, we should now turn to consider the various programmes and
facilities which may be devised to meet these needs. We shall first discuss the
general organization of these programmes, then pass on to consider those which
may be organized at the national and regional levels and, finally, those
which may be organized at the international level. At the end of the paper
we shall discuss the role to be played by documentation centres.

B. General organization of training programmes

It may be generally agreed that training programmes organized for
administrators in business and industry in the developing countries must be
broadly conceived to include such personnel from both public and private busi-
ness and industrial enterprises, thus prcviding for the diversity of economic and
enterprise systems which may exist in those countries. This requirement is,
perhaps, readily satisfied at universities but not at government-sponsored
regional institutes, which may be committed to training only candidates in the
public service, or in the public sector of the economy. Since the problems of
industrial development and management, like those of economic development
generally, are not confined to the public sector, and since many developing
countries also count in large measure on private enterprise and investment
for the development of their economies, it follows that countries with a private
sector should be able to propose suitable candidates from that sector for train-
ing at institutions operating at the national or regional level. This consideration
is also one to which the national and regional training institutes established
by agencies of the United Nations may wish to give some thought.

C. Training programmes at national and regional levels

We may distinguish between "pre-service" and "in-service" training. The
former covers training prior to the start of employment, including basic academic
training, which is best given at academic institutions, in the nature of the ad-
ministrative function, organization theory, personnel management and techniques
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of financial administration, as well as specialized training in substantive fields.
"In-service" training covers training acquired after the start of employment, that
is, on the job. However, "in-service" training is not by any means excluded
from the range of services so be rendered by academic institutions, although
other types of institutional arrangements are likely to figure more prominently
in this second stage of training.

In this connexion, we may refer to specialized courses in business admin-
istration and industrial management which are also suitable for inclusion in the
curricula of university institutions. In addition, there are specialized courses
in industrial development, project preparation and analysis, which may be organ-ized by national economic development institutes, or on a regional or sub-
regional basis by such national institutes, or by specially created regional or
sub-regional institutes at the request of countries in a given geographical area.
The aim of such courses would be to bring knowledge of current events and'
developments in the respective fields up to date. They would be in the nature
of refresher courses lasting up to, say, three months and take the form of semi-
nars, lecture-discussions, work assignments and laboratory (workshop ) sessions,
depending on the interests of the trainees and their current work expezience.

Observation tours for six or twelve weeks in neighbouring or distant
countries facing similar adminilltrative problems constitute another type of in-
service training. This type of tours has long been sponsored by the United
States Agency for International Development, which may be regarded as having
set the pattern. Here the participants follow closely a set of problems in the
area of the tour and write papers on various aspects of these problems en-
countered during the tour. Such papers, where appropriate, might be sent on a
confidential or resticted basis to interested governments and development
institutions in the ccuntries or region from which the participants were selected,in order to augment their collections of case studies and documents on
comparative experiences.

These programmes are adaptable equally to technical and general
administrators, depending on how they are organized, the level at which they
are conducted, the level of personnel encountered and interviewed during tours,
as well as the periods for which they are organized. In general, shorter periods
of, say, up to six weeks would be suitable for general administrators and longer
periods (up to twelve weeks) for technical administrators. These periods bear
a general correspondence both to the length of time during which each group
can stay away from their desk jobs (considering also that possibilities of tempor-
ary substitution among general administrators tend to be fewer than among
technical administrators, because of the greater over-all responsibilities of the
former), and to the degree of detail which they are normally expected to handle
in their daily work and which they would therefore normally be expected toobserve and study.

Institutions which may suitably organize such programmes are universities,
development banks, development agencies, national and regional training institu-
tions, or some or all of these in collaboration.
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D. Training programmes at the international level

The preceding types of programmes are best organized for related groups
of countries in an area by national or regional (or sub-regional) institutions,
where enlargement and exchange of experiences at this level is the objective in
view. However, at the international level, a greater degree of "country mix" may
be allowed, for industrial development and administrative problems are very
similar in all developing countries. Therefore, at the highest level of adminis-
tration, that of the non-technical general administrator, there could be much
profit in bringing together administrators from developing countries in different
parts of the world under international (as distinct from regional) auspices.

Training programmes at the international level for general administrators
may be so organized by international or bilateral agencies, and the shorter the
period the better for all concerned. Such programmes, which would probably
not extend beyond a week or so, may best take the form of general seminars, a
"think tank" or "brains trust", in which the major objective is not only to share
experiences and information but to devise fresh approaches to, and points of
view on, common problems. Similar arrangements might conceivably be made
for technical administrators, although for reasons of convenience and other
factors, including the very short period of time (possibly reckoned in terms of
days) which may be involved, it is easier to envisage this type of arrangement
for the general administrator.

Suitable candidate organizations for this type of programme are the
Industrial Development Centre of the United Nations, the Economic Develop-
ment Institute in Washington and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the International Monetary Fund. However, regional organiza-
tions such as the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
may usefully collaborate with such international organs.

E. Reflections on the nature and merits of existing local training prOgrammes

At this point one may pause, appropriately, to make a few observations
on the nature and merits of existing local training programmes kr adminis-
trators in developing countries, but with special reference to the African situa-
tion. The discussion, so far, has proceeded on the assumption that some such
training programmes exist. And, indeed, the elements of such training
programmes do exist in many African countries, but in general they can hardly
be said to be systematically organized in order consdously to serve the needs
of administrators in the business and industrial fields.

First, let us consider the basic training programme. Universities in several
African countries provide courses in economics and commerce and, more recent-
ly, a few are beginning to introduce courses in business administration. The
problem with these courses is not that they continue to bear the imprint of the
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colonial Powers (which is only to be expected), but that there is still a long
way to go before the techniques acquired can be applied usefully to the local
environment. For, at the level of basic training, the techniques of business
administration and management (to the extent that they are taught at all) are
likely to be useful in business, locally as in the metropolitan country. But, until
local buSiness and industry have developed sufficiently to become a well-
established part of the local economy, the lack of a local background against
which the principles and techniques could more easily come alive, even prior
to the entry of prospective candidates into the administrative field, will continue
to limit the success of the basic training courses.

Most of the courses of this type are at present very rudimentary, even as
carbon copies of those abroad, and the need here would seem to be twofold:
firstly, to extend their scope and, secondly, to develop interest and research
into the organization and administration of local business, finance and industry
in order t. make these courses really come alive. The nature and content of
such courses is fairly clear, but their relationship to the local economy has yet
to be established; indeed, there is no effective substitute for this contextual
relation, even by the device of study abroad in an environment that amply

',documents the content of the courses. For training abroad, both of the "pre-
service" and of the "in-service" type, conveys maximum benefit only if the trainee
already has a background in his home country against which to assimilate it.

It is in this connexion that local universities and other relevant training
institutions for administrators in business and industry need the active assist-
ance and encouragement of both government and private business institutions,
so that they may obtain a knowledge of, and be able to research into the organ-
ization, administration, functioning and problems of such institutions. For it is
only against such background knowledge and research results that the science
and art of administration has developed in other countries. In this respect, the
experience of other countries can be a guide to, but hardly an effective
substitute for, experience of the administrator's environment. Otherwise, the
sharing of the types of experience which regional and international training
programmes aim to provide in the administrative field is bound to be limited
and more likely to be negative rather than positive in content and contribution.

Specialized institutions concerned with the training of administrators are
only now beginning to appear in some African countries, the most common
being the institute of public administration or its equivalent. But these are
mostly concerned with the training of administrators in government rather than
in business and industry, the emphasis being mostly on public (that is, govern-
ment) administration rather than on administration, including the administration
of business and industrial enterprises. There is little doubt that collaboration
between government and business could lead to the designing of the appropriate
institutions and courses required for this purpose. It is not, however, the aim
of this paper to tackle this aspect of the matter. What the courses should cover
is fairly clear from the discussion in the earlier parts of this paper.
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Nevertheless, some consideration may need to be given to the possibility
of including provision for in-service training of administrators in the business
and industrial field in the existing programmes of economic development and
economic planning institutes. This proposal has special reference to the planning
institutes established by the regional economic commissions of the United
Nations. It should be possible to do this with the greatest economy because of
the obvious connexion between ti.e training of such administrators and economic
development, which already is the main concern of such institutes. They are
eminently suitable for organizing short courses of training at the regional level,
of the types that have 'already been discussed. The problem of admitting candi-
dates from the private sector could in this case be easily resolved by requiring
only the sponsorship of the government of the member country concerned.

F. Role of documentation centres

Documentation centres in training institutions are necessarily a
fundamental part of the training programmes at such institutions. They
constitute the backbone of the teaching and research conducted by the staff. It
follmvs, therefore, that training programmes designed for administrators in the
business and industrial field should give special attention to the building up of
an adequate supply of teaching and research material. This is normally an ex-
pensive proposition for any institution and therefore makes necessary the adop-
tion of a system of exchange of documents between institutions operating in the
same or similar fields of training, in order to keep costs down.

This system is of great benefit to the institutions that adopt it, but it
tends to work to maximum advantage where there is also a clearing house for
compiling, annotating and keeping all members of the exchange system informed
of the latest developments and contributions in the field. In this connexion, the
Industrial Development Centre of the United Nations can play a very important
part as a clearing house for documentation centres, as well as a recipient
member of the exchange system, especially if the proposal is adopted that the
training programme of the planning institutes of the regional economic
commissions should include the training of administrators in the business and
industrial fields.

Such a clearing house can certainly become the quickest means of achiev-
ing a cross-fertilization of ideas among the institutes concerned and the enrich-
ment of their training programmes. The Industrial Development Centre would
compile bibliographies, case studies, etc., as part of its normal work, but there
should not be too much difficulty in extending this role to serve the needs of
economic planning as well.

The need for co-ordination would bring the Industrial Development
Centre into close collaboration with existing centres for economic development,
such as that of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
and universities in many parts of the world. At the present time, the African
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Institute for Economic Development and Planning at Dakar uses the device
of summer courses and seminars for university students and teachers in African
universities and research institutions as a means of promoting close relations,
discussions, interchange of ideas, and the dissemination of its teaching and
research materials to such institutions. The proposal which has been made
here in regard to the United Nations Industrial Development Centre, if adopted,
would merely be a means of complementing arid co-ordinating this kind of
effort at the international level.



UNITED NATIONS TRAINING PROGRAMME IN
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING FOR

AFRICAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

by the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development

The United Nations training programme in industrial planning for African
government officials was held in Cairo from 15 February to 11 May 1965. The
programme was organized by the United Nations African Institute for Economic
Development and Planning (IDEP) in Dakar, Senegal, in co-operation with the
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), situated in *Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
and the Centre for Industrial Development at United Nations Headquarters in
New York. The Government of the United Arab Republic, through the Institute
of National Planning, Cairo, provided host facilities for the programme.

The programme was attended by eighteen participants, from fourteen
African countries. The participants (see appendix A) were all norninees of their
Governments and mid-career officials from ministries of planning or industry
or other government organizations concerned with the formulation and
implementation of industrialization programmes. Ail but two, who had been
in government service for about a year after completion of their studies abroad,
had been in government service for periods of from four to eighteen years. They
varied in age from twenty-five to forty-four years ; a large proportion were
between twenty-nine and thirty-five.

The programme was financed by IDEP; and the United Nations Bureau
of Technical Assistance Operations provided fellowships for thirteen participants.
The programme was inaugurated on 15 February 1965, by Mr. Labib Shokeir,
Minister of State for Planning of the Government of the United Arab Republic.
The occasion was attended by Mr. Abdel-Rahman, Commissioner for Industrial
Development, United Nations; Mr. Mogens Boserup, Director, African Institute
for Economic Development and Planning ; ambassadors from some of the African
countries to the United Arab Republic and senior officials of the United Nations
Secretariat as well as of the Government of the United Arab Republic.

Lecturers from fourteen countries took part in the course for periods of
between three and thirty days. Specialists and experts from the United Arab
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Republic lectured and held seminars on different aspects of industrial develop-
ment. Specialized embassy personnel stationed in Cairo also lectured and offered
the participants the benefit of their experience. Such specialized agencies of the
United Nations as the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
the International Labour Organisation, the Food and Agriculture Organizatioo
and UNESCO contributed substantially to the course.

A. Objectives of the training programmes

During the past two decades, most of the developing countries have
embarked on economic development programmes to sustain increased rates
of growth. In this task, government officials have been called upon to undertake
complex and specialized tasks of planning for and implementing industrializ:..zion
programmes. The Commissioner for Industrial Development referred to this
problem in his statement at the time of the inauguration of the programme
as follows:

...The role of the _itate is very important in the developing countries. It
provides a horizon in terms of development goals and creates an atmos-
phere in which industries can be established and operated. The roles
of government and of economic administrators, therefore, become more
meaningful in aiding the process of industrial development. The economic
administrators in the developing countries are already playing a vital
role not only in initiating various industrial development projects, but
also in influencing policies on foreign exchange, raw materials, licensing,
etc...

In brief, government officials are required to act as "public sector entrepreneurs"
in promoting and accelerating economic and industrial development programmes.
This requires an awareness of the industrialization ;irocess as well as a know-
ledge of the inter-disciplinary techniques involved in the industrialization process.
These techniques are so varied ranging from economic planning to problems
ef engineering and technology that they can only with difficulty be studied
in combination, save on the job, through a series of assignments. This is of
course a time-consuming process. A partial remedy lies in the ad hoc training
of officials, aimed at supplementing their knowledge of industrialization
processes and the various basic disciplines related thereto. This was the object
of the Cairo programme.

The purpose of the programme, briefly, was to provide an economic
background for technicians and a technical background for economists. It was
not intended to be an academic programme in which a certaiti number of basic
disciplines and techniques are taught. The programme was designed to give the
trainees an idea of the process of industrial development from the planning
to the implementation stages. Emphasis was placed on project-level planning,
the study of technical and economic aspects of selected industries, policy
measures to promote industrial development, and regional planning.
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This paper attempts to evaluate the problems and experiences of this
course for the benefit of similar courses organized elsewhere. Although training
programmes have tc be adapted to the particular situation and type of trainee,
it is hoped that this experience will be valuable to those who conduct courses
in industrial planning generally and in Africa in particular.

The Cairo programme might be considered in many ways as an
experiment. In the first place, it was the first comprehensive and specialized
training programme to be conducted in industrial development. Secondly, owing
to the slender budget available, it had not been possible to interview or select
participants; and since no specific specialization was required to qualify for the
course, the backgrounds of the participants ranged from law to engineering.
Thirdly, the course was bilingual and brought together individuals from both
English- and French-speaking countries; and finally, the positions held by
participants ranged from chiefs of planning units to managers of industrial
establishments. Thus the Cairo programme covered a diversity of elements for
which a central theme had to be evolved. This proved a challenging task, and
it is believed that a common and acceptable programme was developed as the
course got under way.

B. Review of action in connexion with the training programme

The general programme of the course was first discussed in May 1964
in Cairo, at the time of the meeting between the Executive Secretary of the
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the Commissione: for Industrial
Development and the Acting Director of the Institute of National Planning of
the United Arab Republic. A brief outline of the course was developed at that
time. It was left to the director of the course, who was appointed in December
1964, to fill in the details. His draft was further reviewed in Cairo in January
1965 by Mr. Boserup, Dircctor of IDEP, Mr. Guuri, Director of the course,
and Mr. Abu Ismail, Co-Director. The final outline appears in appendix B
below.

Efforts were made to review this outline with the participants at the
beginning of the programme with a view to ascertaining their interests. The
discussions that followed indicated the degree of their interest in various a:vas
and the level of instruction which would have to be ;ollowed during the course.
Towards the middle of the course, the programme of work was reviewed. These
discussions greatly helped the director to orient the course to suit the require-
ments of the participants. As a result, two subjects were added: regional de-
velopment and foreign aid.

It was interesting to fiLd that so much needed to be communicated and
that the literature, although unsatisfactory in selected areas, was considerable.
Further, the countries' experiences in industrial planning offered unique
examples. In effect, twelve weeks may not have been sufficient to do full justice
to such a course. On the other hand, this was the maximum period for officials
to be away from their jobs.
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The treatment of subjects and the time devoted to them, as the following
table indicates, emphasized problems of implementiog industrial development
plans raore than problems of formulatioth

Tebk I

ANALYSIS OF LECTURES GIVEN AT THE COURSE

Title of town' outline Lecturer

Number of
lecture-
teminar
hourr a

1. Survey of industrial
growth in Africa

2. Planning foi economic
and industrial
development in
Africa

3. Project level planning
and implumentation

Mr. P.Bernard (France)
Mr. Yusef Abu IsmIal

(United Arab Republic)

Mr. P.Bernard (France)
Mr. Ahmed Hosny

(United Arab Republic)
Mr. Kurt Sack (German

Democratic Republic)
Mr. H.Linsel (German

Democratic Republic)
Mr. Abdel Qayum (India)
Mr. A.F.Ewing (United

Nations Secretariat)
Mr. N.Prasad (United

Nations Secretariat)
Mr. S.Okita (Japan )
Mr. I.H.Abdel-Rahman

(United Nations
Secretariat)

Mr. M.A.Azam (ILO) b

Mr. B.Lehbert (IBRD) c
Mr. L.Cresson (ILO)
Mr. Molt. Sakr (United

Arab Republic)
Mr. J.Westoby ( FAO ) d
Mr. P.Vakomies (FAO)
Mr. Samir Taher (United

Arab Republic)
Mr. Ahmed Shaker (United

Arab Republic)
Mr. E.Kleinmann ( France)

1 2

36

5 3
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4. Regional planning
and industrial
development

5. Instruments for
promoting and
guiding industrial
development and
inter-regional co-
operation

6. Financing of industrial
development

7. External aid to
developing
countries

8. Country papers by
participants

Mr. G.S. Gouri (United
Nations Secretariat)

Mr. H.Sharaf (United
Arab Republic)

Mr. A.R.Abdel Meguid
(United Arab Republic)

Mr. P.Saraceno (Italy)
Mr. V.A.Marsan (Italy)

Mr. K.G.V.Krishna (India)
Mr. N.D.Ganjei (United

Nations Secretariat)
Mr. P.Saraceno (Italy)
Mr. A.F.Ewing (United
Nations Secretariat)

Mr. N.D.Ganjei (United
Nations Secretariat)

Mr. P.Saraceno (Italy)

Mr. W.J. van der Oord
(United Nations
Secretariat)

Mr. K.Levick (United
States of America)

Mr. A.Biziaev (Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics)

Mr. L.W.Kangas (United
States of America)

Mr. H.Tantawi (United
Arab Republic)

Mr. A. El Kettani (Morocco)
Mr. M.Yaiche (Tunisia)
Mr. H.R.Monday (Gambia)
Mr. Y.Guichard (Guinea)
Mr. D.Dankaro (Nigeria)
Mr. S.Kricla (Ghana)
Mr. W.M.Philippos (Ethiopia)

22

30

14

8

1 7

The difference between lectures and seminars was one of time rather than method.
In fact, the entire session was undertaken on a seminar basis. The lecture unit was one
hour and fifteen minutes and the seminar unit was two hours and fifteen minutes. Guest
lecturers generally delivered their lectures during the seminar period.

h International Labour Organisation.
c International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
d United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization.
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Considerable time was devoted to problems of translating macro-economic
aggregates into meaningful projects and to problems relating to the establish-
ment of industries. Some attention was given to policies and institutions
necessary to promote industries in the African countries. Finally, efforts were
made to review sources of external aid and in particular the mechanics of aid
administration for giving and receiving aid.

No daims are made here that this is the most satisfactory approach to
take for courses in industrial planning in the developing countries. But consider-
ing the level cand interest of the participants and the facilities available in the
United Arab Republic, this approach was generally considered by the
participants themselves as worth while. Some of them even suggested that the
course should be repeated.

The characteristic feature of the Cairo programme was the emphasis on
plant visits. Various views were expressed at the beginning of the course as to
when such visits should be made and how much time should be devoted to
them. The question was whether plant visits should be deferred until project-
level planning had been discussed or whether they should begin from the first
week. It was decided to undertake a broad programme of visits from the start,
and this proved to be a great advantage, since it gave the participants the proper
perspective; it made them realize more clearly that the end product of their
efforts was the factory itself. Secondly, being practitioners themselves, the
participants began to ask questions about location, size, financing, and their
place in the plan, etc., which made_it possible to deal with these questions both
from a practical point of view anti in the over-all context of economic develop-
ment. Thirdly, the discussions with plant managers focused the participants'
attention on the technical and economic characteristics of specific industries,
leading to an examination of the possibility of establishing similar techniques
in their respective countries.

After some experiment, it was found that plant isits could best be under-
taken in three stages. Before the visit to the plant, the manager would give a
general review of the deelopment of the particular industry in the United Arab
Republic, to be followed by another brief talk in the plant itself on what the
participants were going to see. Following the visit, there would be discussion
in the classroom with officials of the industrial establishment concerned with
production, finance and administration. It was not possible to follow this pattern
in the case of all plants, but wherever it was followed, the visit yielded satis-
factory results.

This point should be kept in mind in organizing future courses. In
deciding on the location of the training programme, due attention should be
given to the industrial base in that country and the willingness of the industrial
establishments to spare time for the programme. In this connexion, it should
be recorded here that the industrial establishments in the United Arab Republic
provided full support for the programme. It was always fascinating to see the
industries in action; the visits produced an awareness both of opportunities and
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of problems. There is no substitute iOr this kind of experience and it should
form an integral part of any industrial development cours(.

Another feature of the course was attendance at and participation in the
international meeting on the pulp and paper industry held in Cairo in March
1965. This meeting was organized by FAO and ECA, and was attended by
technicians and managers of the paper industry from various parts of the world.
The participants attended the relevant meetings and the experts attending the
meeting gave special lectures to the participants of the course. This was followed
by an interesting discussion on the problems of establishing pulp and paper
industries in Africa, their size and location, inter-regional co-operati )n, etc.
Detailed studies were also made of iron and steel, cement and Mc making
industries.

Lastly, several participants presented papers to the group. These helped
the group to appreciate the special problems facing the African countries, and
the discussions reflected, in effect, a summary of the course as it affected the
problems of those countries.

While efforts were made to communicate information through various
means to the participants, this took much time, and very little time was left
for additional reading.

Table 2

ANALYSIS OF TIME SPENT ON DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES

No. of hohrt

1. Lectures and seminars 192.1
2. Plant visits (actual time spent) 661'
3. Attendance at international meetings 1 I

4. Review of outline, progress of course and
administtative matters 1 0

Total : 279

a including discussions on plant visits.
1) Not including travel time, some of the plants being locted outside Cairo.

Whenever the participants were not visiting plants or attending dasses,
they were visiting historical sites. While this was interesting and beneficial, the
pace of the work could be felt towards the end of the course. Perhaps some
mid-term break and a proper spacing of holidays might be considered useful.
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C. Lecturers

One of the main features of the course was the participation in it of
eminent and experienced persons from all over the world, who brought to it
a variety of experiences. Some headed the planning agencies of their countries,
some were managers of industrial establishments, both large and small, foreign
aid administrators and senior United Nations Secretariat officials. Most of the
lecturers were practitioners themselves and contributed substantially to the pro-
cess of the industrial development in their countries. A list of lecturers is given
in appendix C.

nide 3

CLASSIFICATION OF LECTURES

Item of the outline
Regular
lecturer,

Coeur
lecturer( a

1.

2.

Survey of industrial growth in Africa

Planning for economic and industrial

2

development in Africa 2 8

3. Project-level planning and
implementation 3 7

4. Regional planning 2 1

5. Policy for the promotion of
industrial development 2 2

6. Financing of industrial development 2

7. External aid 4

a Guest lecturers delivered three lectures, on the average, to the course.

As the above table indicates, each item of the outline was covered by two
regular lecturers who stayed in Cairo for from two to four weeks. Most of the
guest lecturers dealt with problems of planning and project-level planning. which
are highly topical subjects of interest.

It is interesting to note that the number of lecturers was large in relation
to the total number of participants. This is inevitable in a course of industrial
planning and cLvelopment. First, the range of subjects is wide and involves
substantial specialization. No single individual would be able to cover all
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subjects; each subject relates to a specialized field and needs to be treated in
all its theoretical and practical aspects. It was found, moreover, that two
lecturers could divide the daily workload comfortably. And finally, the general
idea of the training programme was to gather a vatiety of experiences and men
of proved merit so as to enlarge the contacts of the participants with the rest
of the world. But this approach presented its own problems, the main one
being that, for some lecturers, Cairo was the closest they came to Africa. The
lecturers were fully aware of this fact and therefore encouraged the participants
to state their views during the discussion periods. This was not the same, how-
ever, as discussing specific African problems with African participants. Fortu-
nately, the course had the benefit of the services of a professor of economics
at University College, Nairobi, of ECA officials and of some lecturers who had
spent considerable time in Africa. The value of a course, whether it is held in
Africa or other continents, can be considerably increased if there is a balance
between local lecturers, to jiscuss local and regional problems, and lecturers
from iii(fuNnialited c()ontries.

D. Languages

The character'stic feiture of all mcetings and training programmes in
Africa is the use of two languages. English and French. The Cairo course, which
was conducted in those two languages, required elaborate simultaneous inter-
pretation and translation facilities. Such services are generally expensive and
also scarce, and their benefits accrue only when the size of the operation is
large. For the Cairo course, which was modest in terms of number of
participants, yet of long duration, the overheads proved high. Fortunately, the
UNESCO office in Cairo and the offices of the Arab League loaned some of
their equipment, and it was possible to hire local simultaneous interpreters
and translators, who served the course very efficiently.

The important consideration in arranging similar courses elsewhere in
Africa is to ascertain whether appropriate interpretation and translation services
are available. The location of the 1965 course in Cairo was advantag.:us from
the point of view of costs. These services were available in Cairo at about one-
third of the cost entailed, hadThey had to be imported from abroad.

E. Documentation

The documentation distributed to the participants was considerable. While
useful from the point of view of the course, it presented some transportation
problems for the participants. The budget of future programmes should allow
for the shipping of documentation first to the place of the training programme
Ind then to the countries of participants. It is interesting to note here that
the Economic Development Institute provided each participant with a small
library which, if acquired on the market, would cost SUS 2,000.

The documentation distributed du:ing the programme consisted of basic
documents, background documents and !,ummaries of lectures delivered at Ihe
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course. The basic document, as understood here, consisted of selected articles
or a book presenting the problem under discussion in simple terms and also
reviewing all up-to-date literature. The background documents were generally
reproduced at the Institute of National Planning; they consisted of selected
articles from a number of journals and books. Documentation to be used at
similar courses in the future should be carefully prepared and reviewed in ad-
vance, to ensure that adequate supplies are available when the course begins.

There was great variation in the notes on the lectures delivered at the
course, from short-hand notes to elaborate essays. The lack of uniformity in
this respect was mainly due to the fact that preparations for the course were not
made early enough and that some lecturers were pressed into service at short
notice. Such arrangements should be more carefully planned in the future. Some
lecturers, however, felt that to supply the participants with notes well in advance
would limit their interest in the lectures themselves. Notes should preferably
follow the lecture, primarily to provide references and as a reminder of the
points made by the lecturer.

F. Some general considerations

The office of the director of die programme, consisting of two secretaries
only, was found to be too small to handle the organization and conduct a
three-months' course. It had to sustain both the substantive and the adminis-
trative sides of the course, co-ordinating activities from arrivals ot lecturers
to supplies of documentation to participants. The work was facilitated, however,
by the whole-hearted co-operation of the staff of the National Planning Institute
and the staff of the UNTAB (United Nations Technical Assistance Board)
resident representative's office, who spared no efforts to assist the director in
every way.

Future courses may not be able to count on similar facilities. In order
to assist the director and free him from all his administrative charges, consider-
ation should be given to the appointment of a deputy-director and, possibly, an
administrative assistant in the director's office.

To be effective and useful, training programmes should not be one-time
affairs. They have to be nursed, fed and multiplied if their benefits are to spread.
The peculiar features of these programmes are that they are both capital-
intensive and labour-intensive. On the other hand, it is difficult to measure
their output and they thus evade any quantitative assessment. But such assess-
ment may not be necessary v... all if a need for such training programmes can
be establisl-A. In the African context, the need not only exists but it is para-
mount. The African continent has many young countries Whose governnients
are making vigorous efforts to build an industrial base. In this task, training
programmes of this type, which put a premium on practice rather than precept,
have a definite place. Consideration should be given to organizing training pro-
grammes in industrial development, provided the resources permit, in each
region of Africa, rathet than one in a given year or every few years.

l r.-
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Cowin-J. a

Dahomey

Ethiopia

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea

Guinea

Liberia

I.ibya

Morocco

APPENDIX A

List of participants attending the course

Name and title

Ferdinand Megnigbete
Charge d'etudes a la
Direction des Etudes et
du Plan

Wolde-Mariam Philippos
Counterpart to Bilateral
Industrial Planning Expert
Office of the Planning Board

Horace R.Monday
Deputy Financial Section
Secretary
Ministry of Finance

Samuel Ph.K.Kanda
Assistant Projects Officer
Ministry of Industries

Yves L.R.Guichard
Economist. Junior Officer
Ministére du Developpement
économique

Ismael Ghussein b
Commercial attache
Guinean Embassy

John E.Scott
Senior officer. Division of
African Domestic Trade
Department of Commerce and
Industry

Aly Taghough
Head. Industrial Planning
Section
Ministry of Planning and
Development

Abdallah El Kettani
Chef de Bureau. Service du
Credit. Sous-Secretariat
d'Etat aux Finances

Address

Ministere des Finances. des
Affaires Economiques et du Plan
Direction des Etudes et du Plan
Porto-Novo
Dahomey

Office of Planning Board
P.O.Box 1037
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

Ministry of Finance
Bathurst
Gambia

Ministry of Industries
P.O.Box No. M.39
Accra
Ghana

Ministere du Developpement
economique
Conakry
Guinea

Guinean Embassy
46 Mohamed Mazhar Street
Zamelek. Cairo
United Arab Republic

Department of Commerce and
Industry
Division of African Domestii.
Trade. Monrovia
Liberia

Economic and Social Affairs
Division. Min;stry of
Planning and Development
P.O.Box 600. Tripoli
Libya

Sous-Secretariat d'Etac aux
Finances
Service du Credit
Rabat
Morocco

a In alphabetical order.
b Attended the course by special arrangement.
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Country

Niger

Nigeria

Tanzania

Tunisia

United Arab
Republic

United Arab
Republic

United Arab
Republic

Name and title

Souleymane Danladi
Chef-, Bureau du Commerce
exterieur, Ministere des
Finances et des Affaires
economiques

David Dankaro
Senior Assistant Secretary
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry

Isiah S.A.Mwaipaja
Assistant Manager
Nlwananchi Ocean Products Ltd.

Mohamed Vaiche
Ingénieur de Travaux statistiques
et des Etudes economiques
Service des Statistiques

Hussein Abdel Harnid Hussein
Chief Engineer. Erection Dept.
Egyptian Iron and Steel Co.

Ahmed Ezzat Abdel Gayed
Projects Sub-Manager
Misrayon Co.

Mustapha Kamal Abdel Samad
Deputy.Director of Planning
Dept., Egyptian General
Organization for Technil
I ndustries

United Arab Hosny Tantawi
Republic Manager of Food Industries Dept.

Zambia Nedson B.Nyoni
Executive Officer
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry

127
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Address

Bureau du Commerce extérieur
Ministere des Finances et des
Affaires économiques
N;amey
Niger

Federal Ministry of Industry
Lagos
Nigeria

Mwananchi Ocean Products Ltd.
P.O.Box 2775
Dar es Salaam
l'anzania

Secretariat d'Etat au / fan et
l'Economie Nationale

Service des Statistiques
P.O.Box 65
Tunis
Tunisia

Egyptian Iron and Steel Co.
P.O.Box Helwan
Cliro
United Arab Republic

Misrayon Co.
Kafr el Dawar
United Arab Republic

Egyptian General Organization
for Technical Industries
28 Talaat Harb Street
Cairo
United Arab Republic

General Organization for
Industrialization
6 Khalil Agha Street
Garden City, Cairo
United Arab Republic

Ministry of Commerce and
Industry
P.O.Box 1968
Lusaka
Zambia
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APPENDIX B

Outline of the course on industrial planning

15 February 11 May 1965

. s, TO' f11. grOleth ill Alrit a

A general survey of industrial development in Africa.
Patterns of industrial development.
Structure of industry, size and types of industries.

Sugixited doadnientr

United Nations World Feonona, Shrl I) ( Clrp"rc1,
1961

ECA (Economic Commission Growth 6/ Adurtn /v Atii,a, 1962
for Africa)

ECA Riport 6,1 tb( .E.CA Industrial Co-orirnatiov Miniorzt

United Nations

United Nations

Ministry of Co-operation,
France

PrPt: and Problem of Induarialization Pr the Under-
dertbpil (Wat7cr,1956

Path mr of Pau( trial Grou th (Statirti-tal data) 1938-1961

ctudirs in plavra,,g iv the Frendi-speakire couvtries in
Afrira

2. Planning fon econ,,rvic and industrial dez.doprnent in Afrkez

Resource endowment; infrastructure development; size of markets; level of skills; institutional
framework; savings and investment ; industrial development and economic growth.

Planning to overcome economic backwardness; rationale and objectives ot planning; formula
tion of plants; relation of industrial sectoral plan to national plans; formulation ot tar,:,ct
import substitution; export potential; public sector and private sector allocation of industry
projects; regional development and location of industries.

Suggerted dominentr

ECA Percpcaires for Indiatrialization in Afria

Bryce M. Industrial rkirlopinent

Tinhergen J. Derign for Derr;nprnent

Lokanathan A.S.

ECAFE

OECD

Elenantr of a l'rograrnme for Industrial Dercloprruvt
OECD, Paris, 1962

rr,norni, Shrtt 1. 01 Asia and the Far Fo.: ..1 11:71ited
Nations publication, Sales No.: 62.11.F.11

Trainingfrograre in &on,. Wic 111 elopPreV, Pari 5, 1961
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OECD Methods of Industrial Development, Paris1960

Bryce M. Ind/atrial Development, New York, 1960

United Nations Planning for Economic Development Report of the Secretary-
General transmitting the say of a Groupof &pew ( United
Nations publication, Sales No.: 64.II.B.3)

United Nations

ECA FE

ECA FE

ECAFE

Report of the United Nations Seminar on bidustrial Aognim-
ming (são Paulo, March 1963) ( United Nations pub-
lication, Sales No.: 64.11. B. 8 )

Programming Thehniques for Economic Development, 1960

Problems of Long-Terns Economic Projections, 1963

Formulating Industrial Development Programmes, 1961

.3. Project-level planning

(el ) Formulation and appraisal of industrial projects :

Sequence of project develop ment ;

Technical and economic elements of the project;

Preparatiun of the project :

Technical feasibility investigations;
Market studies;
Physical resource flow plan ;
Financial flows;

Project costs, investment and rates of return, commercial considerations:

Over-all plan considerations ;
Phasing of the project, preparation of designs, bids, controls, etc.

(h) InstituVonal framework and problems of project implementation :

Common problems of implementation and management in newly developing countries;

Organizational arrangements for implementation of projects in the public sector,
control of ministries, autonomous organizations, licensing procedures for procuring
raw materials and equipment ;

Techniques for better implementation: budgeting, cost controls, measurement of
goals and achievements in common units, scheduling network analysis ;

Progress reporting combined with corrective action;

Approaches to better implementation; plant utilization, inventories, productivity
of men and machines, incentive environment, government action.

Suggested document

Economic Commission for
Latin America (ECLA)

Bryce M.

Manual on Economic Development Project, New York,
1958

Industrial Development (part 2), New York, 1960
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United Nations Project evaluation papers submitted to the S:io
Paulo symposium

Weaver, Bauman and Henigan Com aal Profitability Ertimationr. Chemical Engineer;
Handbooh, New York, 1961

United Natiuns Training for Industrialization (E/ 3901 )

4. Financing o f indourial developme nt

Public and direct financing. Direct financing of industrial enterprises in the public sector ;
need for financial autormmy of public enterprises; price policies of public enterprises as a
factor in financing.

Mixed enterprises: rationale of mixed enterprises, financial structure and management.

Private enterprises : methods of fi nancing ; external and internal financing; "self- financing as
an important source of private investment in industry; government policies as regards rates
of profit in private enterprises ; differential taxation of distributed and non-distributed profits
as an incentive to self-financing.

Joint ventures with foreign capital a2, a source of financing: economic and political aspects
of joint ventures ; question of n investment climate and formulation of an international
investment code.

Equipment credits as a source of financing: conditions of supply of such credits by capital-
exporting countries; national insurance schemes of equipment credits as part of export pro-
motion measures by supplying countries; international re-insurance of such credits a.s a means
of promotion of industrialization of developing countries.

Suggated doannents

United Nations

United Nations

United Nations

United Nations

United Nations

United Nations

Me Coital Development Need; of the Lai Deivloped
Countries, Sales No.: 62.1 l.D.3

The Pronwtion of the International Flow of Alvah' Capital,
E/3905

Fbanuing of Industrial Development &ogress Report and
Proposal; for Programme of Work, E/C.5/32

ibid., Review of Activities : E/ C.5/58

ibid., The Provision of Credits for the Financing of Imports
of Machinery and Equipment into Dolloping Countria,
E/C.5/26

Eiport Credits for the Financing of Capital Goods Require-
ments of Developing Countries, E/C.5 /64

United Nations II"orting Capital Requirements of Indurfrial Enterprires,
E/C.5/57

5. Instruments for promoting mul guiding industrial development and tnkr-regional co-operati:m

Fiscal ecalcessions ;
Tra.ie policies and incentives ;
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(;overnment control and assistance licensing, raw material allocation, transport, etc.;
Exchange rates ;
Wor k of ECA missions East, West, Central and North Africa.

ShKgef led di)to PPi eP,If

L:nited Nations Henning lOr Rom mic Development

ECA FE Implementatimi NI Plane (1955, Seminar paper )

United Nations Selected papers of the United Nations Trade ;mild
Developnwnt Conference, Geneva, 1964

ECA Reports of the Industrial Co-ordination Missions

ECLA Poniklitiej of Integrated bukutrial Development in Central
Ameriew

6. Regional plemaim; iisd indartrial developmevt

Role of regional planning;
Criteria of allocating industries;
Planning for industry complexes;
Experience of Aswan and Southern Italy.

Sag:cm:fled Jewett:eats

OECD Regional Manning, Paris, 1962

SVIMEZ (Association for the
Industrial Developnv.nt of
Southern Italy)

I.egislation for the Di.velopment of Southern Italy

United Arab Republic Conference papers on Aswan Regional Planning

7. Role ol evernal aid

Capital needs ;
Sour ce ()laid :
Administrative aspects of giving and receiving aid.

,c141; CC doaimeelis

Special Fund

IBRD

United Nations

United Nations

Formulating Regnests for the Specfid Mod

API:Flaw to WW1'

International Note of Long-Term Capital and Official
Donations, /9604962 (United Nations Publication ,

Salt:6 No.: 65.II.D.1)

The Etpanded Pmgramme of Technical /Whom lor
Economic Development of Under-developed l:ountries: an
slplanatory bootlet, 1961
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Nam,'

APPENDIX C

list of lecturers

Mr. LII.AbdelRahnun Commissioner fOr Industrial
Development
United Nations Headquarters

Mr. A.R.Abdel Meguid Director
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Mr. A.F.Ewing
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Professor of Economics
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Expert in handicrafts and
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Fundamental Education
Centre (ASFEC)
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Counsellor for Economic
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United Nations
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United Nations Headquarters
(Economic and Social Affairs
Department)
Centre for Industrial Development
Room No, 2920-A
New York

Aswan Governorate
Aswan, United Arab Republic

Cairo University
Cairo, United Arab Republic

Sirs El Layyen
Menoufleh, United Arab Republic

233 Boulevard Saint Germain
Paris 7e, France

USSR Embassy
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Zamalek, Cairo
United Arab Republic

8 Sb. Ahmed Amin
Dokki, Cairo
United Arab Republic

P.O.Box 3001
Addis Ababa
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United Nations Headquarters,
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Room No. 2325-1
New York

United Nations Headquarters,
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Zamalek, Cairo
United Arab Republic
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Agency for International
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APPENDIX D

Selected list of publications and documents

L Publications and documents distributed to the participants

) Survey of industrial growth in Africa

Economic Survey of Africa since 1950, United Nations, New York, 1959
Industrial Growth in Africa, United Nations, New York, 19 63
African "Umber Trends and Prospects, ECA Doc. E/CN.14 /318
Development of tbe Iron ant.' Steel Inclushy in Africa, ECA Doc. E/ CN.14 /1NR /27
Basic Chemicals and Fertilizem ECA Doc. E/ CN.14 /INR /7 3
TC.Iiiles in West Africa, ECA Doc. E/CN.14/INR/73
Cement Industry in West Africa, ECA Doc, E/CN.14/INR/7 5
Development of Food Was tries in West Africa, ECA Doc. E/CN.14 /INR/76
Soil Fertility and Fertilizers in nil Africa, ECA Doc. E/CN.14 /INR /70
Building Materials Industry in Africa, ECA Doc. HOU /WP/4 and Add. 1

(b) Planning for economic and indnstrial development in Africa

nrld Economic Survey /963, Part I, United Nations, New York, 1964
nrld Economic Survey 1963, Part II, United Nations, New York, 1964
World Economic Survey/96/, United Nations, New York, 1962
Economic- Survey of Asia and the Far East 196/. ECAFE, Bangkok, 1962
Planning for Economic Development. United Nations, New York, 1963
Programming Techniques for Economic Development, liCAFE, Bangkok, 1960
Formulating Industrial Dive/opulent Nogranones, ECAFE, Bangkok, 1961
Prohlemr of Long-Term Economic ProjectMas ECAFE, New York, 19 63
Report of the Silo Paulo Seminar on Industrial Programming, United Nations, New York,

1964
Impact of Planning on Et-commie Growth in Joan, Japan Economic Research Centre,

1965
Problems and Prospects of Italian ECM/Mk DettinIMICM, Ministry of the Budget, Rome.

1963
Prospectit'es for Industrialization in Africa, A.F.Ewing and S.J.Patel

(c) Project-level planniq and problems of project implemomnion

Industrial Development, Murray D. Bryce, McGraw-Hill, 1960
Feasibility Studies, Economic and Technical Soundness Analysis, Capitol Projects, Department ofState, Agency for International Development, Washington, 196 3
Benefit-Cost Evaluations as Applied to AID Financed nter or Related Land Projects, Depart-

ment of State, Agency for International Development, Washington. 19 63
Proceedings of the Conference on Pulp and Paper in Africa and the Middle East, ECA, Cairo,March 1965
Industrial Standardization in Developing Cowries, United Nations, New York, 1964
Establishment of Industrial Estates in Under-Developed Countries, United Nations, New York,1961
Training of National Technicil Personnel for Accelerated Industrialization of

Developing Countries, E/ 3901 and Addenda 1 and 2
Statement by &endive Secretary on Twining and Economic Development, ECA, Nairoki,February 1965

(d) Financing of industrial development

The Capital Development Needs of the Less-Developed Countries, United Nations,
New York, 1962
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(g )

Financing Econ)mic Development,.United Nations, E/3905 and Add.1
Activities of the Centre for Industrial Development, United Nations. E/C.5/64

Instrwnents for promoting and guiding industrial development and inter-regional co-operation

Possibilities of Integrated Industrial Development in Centa Anterior, United Nations, New
York, 1964

ECA Report of the mt African halm/dal Co-ordination Missicm, E/CN.14 /246
E CA Report of the Ind/atrial a-ordination MissiOn to East and Central Africa, E/ CNA 4 /247
ECA Report of the Indurtrial Co-ordination Mirsion to Algeria, Libya, Morocco a nd Tunisia,

E/CN.14/248
ECA Statement by the Exemtim Semtary on Economic Co-ordination, E/CN.14 /273
E CA Report j the Conference on Industrial Co-ordination ia West Africa, E / CN.14 /324

Regional planning and industrial development

Elements of Regional Harming, A.R. Abdel Meguid
Aswan A Midti-Dimenrional Approach to Regional Development
Regional Harming of Asurm Organizational Strucmre
Regional Planning of Amin Technical Data on the High Dam
Aswan Regional Development An Integrated Programme and Prioritks

External aid

Report on nchnical Co-operation, ECA, E/ CNA 4 / 3 i
Air/ to Business (Oversaw Investment), Department of State, Agency for International

Development, Washington, 1964
Unikd Nations Special haul, Project Gradeline, No.1 , SF/PGL/1
Ford Foundation Programme in the United Arab Republic, Ford Foundation, New York
US Economic Assistance to United Arab Republic, US AID Mission, Cairo
Japan and the Developing Nations, Foreign Affitirs Association of Japan, 1965

(h) Documents publhhed by the Institute of National Planning, Cairo

Memo.No.386: Growth pattern of the manufacturing sector in Egypt (1950-1970),
by F.R.Fahmy

Memo.No.452: The development of the United Arab Republic's foreign exchange
policy, by I.H.E1-Issawy

Memo.No.454: The place of agriculture in economic development, by R.N.Poduval
Memo.No.477: Accounting for use of resources and funds, by K.Bahr
Memo.No.479: Economic development of Burundi, by K.A.Blakey
Memo.No.480: General considerations on educational planning, by A.Zaky
Memo.No.48I: Needs and problems of education in Africa, by M.Dartigue
Memo.No.494: Role of semi-State enterprises in the national economy, by

H.Linsel and K.Sack
Memo.No.505: The system of planning in a socialist economy, by Z.Federowicz
Memo.No.517: Some remarks on the problem of pricing in the socialist economy,

by Z.Federowicz
Memo.No.521: Organization of the monetary turnover and settlements in the

socialist economy, by Z.Federowicz
Memo.No.525: Some notes on the nationalized industries of the United Arab

Republic and their pricing policies, by E.E.Watkin
Memo.No.527: Cost plus and full cost pricing techniques in a public enterprise,

by E.E.Watkin
Memo.No.530: An introduction to the problems of decision-making in enterprises,

by E.E.Watkin
Memo.No.548: Planning of industrial development in the United Arab Republic,

by F.R.Fahmy
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II. Background papers

1. The process of e,:onomic planning, by M.F. Millikan.
2. Questionnaire on industrial planning and development (prepared by the United Nations

Secretariat).
3. The Centre for Industrial Studies.
4. A self-test in project preparation.
5. 14 various tables.
6. Questionnaire for industrial projects, IBRD.
7. Financial evaluation of capital projects.
8. Elements of financial analysis.
9. How to read a financial report.

10. Study of the market.
11. How to evaluate new capital investments, by J.G. McLean.
12. Industrial complexes: definition, classification and justification.
13. Kenya development plan for the period 1 July 1964 to 30 June 1970.
14. Pre-investment data for food processing industry, by N.H. Ishler.15. The East-African common services organization.
16. Pre-investment data on the aluminium industry.
17. The Inter-American Development Bank and industrial development in Latin America.18. Location factors for the chemical industries in developing countries, by L.I-1. Nordenson.19. Studies in economics of industry.
20. The ABC's of the critical path method, by F.K. Levy, G.L. Thompson and J.D. Wiest.21. Interpretation of PERT.
22. Project scheduling and control.

a
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APPENDIX E

List of industrial establishments visited by the participants

P1a111 orfadory Location

Eastern Tobacco Company Gizeh (Cairo)
Stella Beer Factory Gizeh (Cairo)
"Kaha" Factory (preserves) Medinet el Tahlir
Torah Factories of Portland Cement Torah
"Beida" Dyers Company (textiles) Kafr el Dawar
Transport and Engineering Company, "Nisr" Tyre Factory Alexandria
National Paper Factory Alexandria
"Edflna" Canning Factory Alexandria
Egyptian Copper Works Alexandria
"Misr" Company for Spinning and Weaving Mehalla el Kobra
The Iron and Steel Company Helwan (Cairo)
High Dam Complex Aswan
"KIMA Ferdlizers Company Aswan
Aswan Darn and Electric Power Station Aswan
Suez Petroleum Refinery Company Suez
El Nasr Factory for Fertilizers Suez
"Timsah" Company (ship building) Ismailia
Canaltex Company (flooring and insulating

material manufacturing) Ismailia
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THE EXPERIENCE OF SVIMEZ (ASSOCIATION FOR THE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SOOTHERN ITALY) IN THE TRAINING OF

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATORS

by Pasquale Saraceno *

SVIMEZ was formed on 2 December 1946: Its objectives are laid down
in article 2 of its statute, as follows :

The association is concerned with promoting, in the spirit of an effective
national solidarity and with a unitary approach, detailed studies on the
economic conditions in southern Italy, with a view to proposing specific
programmes of action and projects intended to create and develop in
the southern regions and in the major islands the industrial activities
which best meet the ascertained requirements....

SVIMEZ is a private, non-profit association. It obtains its funds from
annual payments made by some ninety industrial and service enterprises, banks
and public and private institutions. Since 1958, SVIMEZ has received contri-
butions from the Italian State.

SVIMEZ began operations in the period following the Second World War,
This is reflected in the direction of its work. After a passage of over twenty
years, the problem of southern Italy once again came into prominence. But
whereas in the pak that problem had attracted the attention of individual ex-
perts and in some cases had become the object of government intervention, it
had been tieated in terms of special provisions for particularly favoured zones
and regions. Now, for the first time, it was studied as a part of the economic
growth of the country as a whole.

In this context, two things were required for a correct formulation of
development policy: first, to widen and deepen knowledge of the real problems
of southern Italy; secondly, to integrate the results of international economic
thinking with reference to the development of backward countries. SVIMEZ has
helped to meet these two requirements by its research and documentation,

Vice-President, Assodazione per lo Sviluppo dell'Industria nel Mezzogiorno.
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From the bce,inning, SVIMEZ has carried out research in five different
fields: economic policy, industrial economy, agrarian economy, jurisprudence
and statistical analysis. The results of this research have provided the basis
and motivation for the principal choices and decisions made in economic policy
in Italy during the past twenty years. Brief mention should be made of the
participation of SVIMEZ in the preparatory studies leading to the establish-
nient of the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno; of its positive contribution to the elabora-
tion of the development scheme lot employment and income in Italy for the
ten years 1955-1964 (Vanoni scheme); of its examination of problems
connected with the location of industries, with particular reference to the
industrial development zones; of the important co-operation furnished in more
recent years to the National Commission for Economic Planning.

The urgency of the need to launch an economic policy directed towards
overcoming regional inequalities made it particularly important for Italy, which
was emerging fipm twenty years of cultural isolation, to acquaint itself with
the more significant contribution which world economic thinking had made
to the study of the problems of development. To this end, SVIMEZ has for
more than, ten years published a monthly paper on the problems of developing
countries. The most relevant essays and articles from international publications
on this subject are thus made available in Italian. It should be added that this
material, which is of a specialized nature, is to be found only in publications with
a limited circulation which SVIMEZ, because of its activity, receives regularly.

A. The Centre for Economic Development Studies

In the nineteen-fifties, various measures were taken to remedy regional
inequalities in Italy. The results have been progressively taking shape. A correct
evaluation of these results is particularly important both for a continuation of
the development policy of our country and for the utilization of the experience
gained in other economic, social and political contexts, such as those of the
developing countries. It was felt that the experience of SVIMEZ, both in regard
to policy for southern Italy and in regard to theoretical studies, might form an
interesting basis for the training of those intending to 'examine the problem of
development on a theoretical and a practical level. It was therefore decided to
establish a Centre for Economic Development Studies. This was started in 1958
and has received support from the Ford Foundation and the Italian Govern-
ment, as well as from SVIMEZ. The Centre's activity follows two main and
closely allied lines, namely, research and training.

Various research studies on development problems have been completed.
The most important of these have been published in a collection by SVIMEZ.
Among them we may cite the following: "Private initiative and public action
in economic development planning" by P.Saraceno, "The multiplying effects
of the investments of the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno" by F.Pilleton, "Structural
aspects of Italian industries" by L.Bruni, "The demographic dynamic of Italian
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regions forecasts up to 1981" by Livi Baeci, and 'Productivity and pricesin the development process Italy's experience between 1950 to 1957" by
C.Segre.

Training is along two lines: training and specialization courses for Italians
in particular and individual or collective assistance for investigators and experts
from developing countries. Eight courses have been held so far ; these were
attended by 272 students, of whom twenty-six were foreigners. SVIMEZ pro-
vides scholarships for most of those who attend the courses, which are free. It
should be emphasized that the majority of the Italian students come from
various regions of the south. It is also interesting - as proof that this initiative
meets the real needs discovered in the major centres of decision on develop-
ment policies that the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno and the Institute for Assist-
ance in the Development of Southern Italy (IASM) have decided to increase
their study scholarships. At the end of each course, in order to effect the
necessary integration of theoretical teaching, the students make a study trip,
visiting some particularly interesting centres with the object of evaluating what
has been done in various sectors.

In the first phase (1958-1963), the trend and content of the courses
were conditioned by the need to acquire knowledge of the mechanism of the
development of the Italian economy, with particular emphasis upon the questionof regional inequalities and the evaluation of the aid given and of the
institutional provisions made to overcome these inequalities.

As shown in more detail in appendix A, the course was divided into
three parts. The first group of lectures concerned the theory of economic
development and aimed at providing the basic knowledge considered indispen-sable Ibr a thorough examination of the other subjects in the course and, more
generally, for a good understanding of the mechanisms and strategies of
economic development. The second group concerned problems of development
policy, taking account of the important experience gained in many countries
in this field. .Finally, the third group attacked Italy's economic development
problems. During the course, students were assigned brief research projects
on subjects of particular interest within the framework of those contained in
the programme of lectures..

From 1964, however, some important innovations were introduced in the
progri mme. For the level of development reached in southern Italy after fifteen
years of policy directed towards the south had made it more urgent than ever
to provide supervisory personnel capable of efficiently implementing the measures
already initiated rather than of creating .new ones. Moreoier, there also nowexist a number of postgraduate training schemes in Italy, dealing with theoreti-
cal problems of development. In regard to these, it can truly be said that the
SVIMEZ programme has been an example and an invitation to follow suit. In
this second phase, therefore, SVIMEZ has conducted courses bearing more
directly on problems of single industrial, agricultural, commercial and financial
production units (see appendix B).
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The special feature of the new courses, apart from the fact that new
subjects of instruction are introduced (problems of labour, management, organ-
ization, planning and financing, and the market for single production units) is
the participation of managers from institutions and public and private enter-
prises, as well as of university professors.

Naturally, in addition to instruction regarding units of production, a
certain number of lectures have been retained on economic theory and the
experience gained from Italy's economic development. Such a combination of
theoretical and practical instruction is considered indispensable for intelligent
managerial functioning.

In addition to training young graduates embarking on their first jobs,
SVIMEZ from 1965 decided to hold refresher courses for those already
employed in organizations and businesses. To the aforementioned programme
there were therefore added short courses for such personnel lasting from four
to seven weeks (see appendix C). Because of their duration, these courses do
not take students away from their normal activities for too long a time. They
also concentrate the instruction on specific subjects of the economics of produc-
tion. A further follow-up activity that SVIMEZ has in mind will make it possible
to maintain contact with students and assist them in progressively integrating
their knowledge.

Parallel with training courses for Italian students, in 1960 the Centre
for Economic Development Studies started a system under which foreign
researd:ers and experts could spend a study period at the Centre to examine
the .!xperiences gained in southern Italy in the fields of economic, industrial,
and agricultural development. Scholarships are offered to foreign students to
enable them to study with SVIMEZ.

There have also been two phases in the assistance to foreigners. In the
first, which ran from 1960 to 1963, the following opportunities were offered:

(a) to undertake special research in Italy on problems of economic
development policy;

(b) to take part in SVIMEZ training courses ;

(c) to study the operations and achievements of Italian institutions deal-
ing with economic development, espedally in southern Italy.

In these"ways, officials of ministries and public administrations have been assist-
ed, as well as experts and researchers coming from various countries, especially
those in process of development who are interested in spedfic problems.

Among the investigations carried out at the Centre by foreign experts, the
following are of special interest:
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(a) "Development policies for Southern Italy", by H.B.Chenery. This
is the elaboration of an inter-regional development model and provides an
interesting analysis of the results achieved in southern Italy through assistance
policies over the past ten years; it can also be utilized to assess alternative
policies of economic development.

(b) "Econometric model of Italian post-war development", by G.Ackley.
Here the results are given of re$earch directed towards interpreting the causes
of the development of the Italiad economy during the nineteen-fifties by means
of an econometric model, partially divided into various sectors. The rapid and
constant increase in income during the period under review is "explained" by
the model on the basis of the equally rapid and constant development of the
"autonomous" components of the effective demand which the author singles
out under the headings of public expenditure, net exports, fixed investments
in agriculture, in building and, in part, in transport and communications.

Prior to 1964, ninety-six experts had been assisted by the Centre in
examining the Italian development experience. All these were guests of the
Centre for periods ranging from two to ten weeks.

In 1964, a new type of assistance was offered with the organization of
courses for groups of foreign experts and researchers having interests
in common and speaking the same language. Such courses illustrate the
problems that Italy faces in the development of the south.

Consideration is also given to the importance of Italy's experience in
working out policies for the rebirth of its depressed areas for countries which
today must plan for similar assistance. Through these courses, therefore, which
deal with problems and cases of development processes actually under way,
SVIMEZ intends tO make an original contribution for those who are engaged
in promoting development in their own country and who have already had
the necessary ,.theuretical and practical training in the numerous institutions
now engaged in this work in various European and extra-European countries.
Students are selected through direct agreement with international organizations
and institutions such as the United Nations, the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Organization of American States,
and the Institut international de recherches et de formation en vue du dew:-
loppement harmonise (HOED).

It should further be mentioned that, in addition to lectures, there are
small group discussions (from six to seven people in a group), seminars, and
round table discussions at which the problems dealt with in the lectures are
further examined. These are entrusted to members of SVIMEZ, who contribute
their own research experience, and to managerial cadres from thc public bodies
and institutions working for the development of southern Italy, who thus have
their practical experience to contribute.

Of the four courses so far held, the first two one in French and the
other in Spanish took as their subject development experience in Italy, with

k.
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particular reference to southern Italy (see appendix D). The other two, both
in Spanish, dealt with more specific subjects: agrarian reform carried out in
Italy and Italian industrial development policy (see appendix E). Thanks to
this new activity, it has been possible to effect an increase in efficiency. This
is expressed in the rise in the number of persons assisted. Between January
1964 and May 1965, there were 114 of these, of whom eighty-seven took part
in ad hoc cou rs es.

The students attending the ibur courses may be divided by their countries
of origin as follows Algeria, 5; Argentina, 7; Bolivia, 3; Brazil, 6; Cameroons,
1; Chile, 2; Colombia, 5; Congo, 6; Costa Rica, 1; Ecuador, 2; Ethiopia, 1;
France, 2; Guinea, 1; Haiti, 1; India, 1; Indonesia, 2; Ivory Coast, 1; Mada-
gascar, 1; Mexico, 5; Moruco, 2; Nigeria, 1; Pakistan, 2; Paraguay, 1; Peru,
9; Portugal, 2; Senegal, 1; Somalia, 1; Spain, 12; Turkey, 2; United States, 1.

B. Conclusion

The training programmes undertaken by SVIMEZ over the past seven
years, through a process of natural maturing, may be said to have led to the
following results. On the one hand, there has been a development and trans-
formation which can be seen in our country resulting from spontaneous
processes and from sectoral and inter-sectoral assistance to this end. On the
other hand, SVIMEZ has accumulated an important volume of information
which can help to clarify the problems raised by the processes of development
and transformation. In other words, it appeared the natural thing to do to make
use of this double set of facts and experiences in training young people who
are called upon to interest themselves in the problems of Italian development
and the development of other countries.

At first it was thought that the training programmes undertaken by
SVIMEZ should be concerned principally with the collation of the Italian ex-
perience, within the frame of economic theory, and of research conducted on
this subject. It was thought that such collation could serve two funcdons. It
could provide the data for the evaluation and interpretation of the processes
and the assistance already undertaken. It could also enrich the results progres-
sively achieved by economic thinking on development. These considerations
gave shape to the first courses for' Italian students and assistance to foreign
research workers and experts.

Subsequently, when the development of Italy, and of southern Italy in
particular, had reached a more advanced phase, marked by a multiplidty of
initiatives in many sectors, if not of a real developm'ent mechanism, the con-
siderations which had previously orientated EVIMEZ in the formulation of its
training programmes gave way to other ideas which were felt to be more urgent.

On the one hand, as the primary phase of setting the development of the
backward areas of the country in motion was over, and as considerable produc-
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five capital had already been built up in southern Italy, another problem of
prime importance emerged. This was to ensure that the operations under way
could proceed efficiently and expand steadily. This led to the decision to
orientate the SVIMEZ courses for Italian students towards training and re-
fresher courses for managerial and intermediate cadres of the production units
and administrative organs and institutions upon whom, at varying levels, rested
the responsibility for carrying out and developing production activities.

On the other hand, the enrichment and maturity of the Italian develop-
ment experience, Logether with the variety of assistance and solutions worked
out for this purpose, counselled a change in the direction of the assistance
provided to foreign research workers and experts. It was, in fact, thought to be
of the greatest interest to make a comparison between the Italian experience
and the various economic, social, and institutional conditions in developing
countries which could find in that experience points of reference bearing upon
the objectives of the decisions they wete required to take.

The new orientation given to the courses for Italian students and the
assistance provided to foreign research workers has been made possible through
the fact that in Italy and other countries there are now bodies which have taken
the initiative in furnishing the necessary theoretical bases for the study of
problems of economic development. For Italy, it is especially satisfying that such
initiatives may be considered as having been prompted by the example given by
SVIMEZ since 1958, the year when its training programmes were launched.
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APPENDIX A

Training and specialization course on problems relating to the theory and policy
of economic development (1958)

il. Elements of the theory and history of economic development

1. Theoretical principles:

(a) Introductory;
(b) Theory of the firm ;
(c ) Prices and market structures ;
(d) Theory of international trade;
(e ) Economic equilibrium and input-output analysis ;
( f ) National accounting;
(c,)) Macro-economic analysis and theory of employment ;
,h) Macro-dynamic models;
( i ) Keynesian theory and policy;
(j ) Linear programming;
(k) Theory of economic policy.

2. Introduction to the study of economic development :

(a ) History of the theories of economic development;
(b) History.of world economic development.

B. Under-developed economier and development planning

C Economic development policy

Problems of programming;
Relations between agriculture and other activities;
Financing of industrial development ;
The theory of public enterprise;
Land reform and the development of backward countries;
Economic relations between under-developed and other countries;
International capital movements and financing of foreign trade ;

Input-output analysis and its application;
Programming techniques with special reference to the construction of demand
schedules.

D. Italian economic development

I. Outline of Italian economic development.

2. Italian economic problems:

(a ) Income, consumption and investment ;

(b) Employment, unemployment and labour force;
(c) Labour productivity;
(d) Structure and problems of agriculture;
(c) Structure and problems of industry and tertiary activities;
( f ) Money, credit and public finance;
(g) Italy's economic relations with other countries;
(h) The south.
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3. Italian economic policy:

(a ) Post-war economic policy up to 1954 ;
(b) The "Vanoni plan" and pi esent development prospects.

4. Research papers:

Thestudents, in addition to attending the lessons, carried out a series of investigations
under the guidance of the staff of SVIMEZ and the Centre. The following subjects
were dealt with:

Literature on southern Italy and the backward areas;

Original accumulation in under-developed countries;

State-controlled industry in Italy, with special reference to the development of the
south ;

Italian post-war economic policy ;

Price formation in a planned economy;

The technique of linear programming;

The industrial holdings of the Italian State;

Development planning in Brazil, with special reference to trade with Italy and its
prospects;

Sample investigation into the structure and movements of inventories in retail trad-
ing;

An attempt at applying a linear programming model to an automobile factory;

Measures in support of Italian agriculture.

5. Special courses:

A series of thirty-six optional lessons on mathematics and stadsdcs had the purpose
of helping the students fully to understand the subjects dealt with in the course on
economic development and to carry out their own research work. The curriculum was
the following:

(I) Elements of mathematical analysis

(a ) Analytical geometry;
(b) Linear equations ;
(c ) Relative maxima and minima of one-variable functions ;
(c ) Maxima and minima of multi-variable functions.

(ii) Elements of statistical analysis

(a ) Collecting, screening and tabulating of data ;
(b) Series;
(c ) Characteristic values, averages, medians, quartiles, deciles, standard deviation;
(d) Theory of statistical correlation.
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APPENDIX B

Training and spedalization course on problems relating to the theory and policy
of economic development (1965)

Lecture programmes

Regular courses

Economic theory of development

(a ) General economic equilibrium ;

(b) Factors for economy of a welfare economy;

(c ) The Schumpeter theory of development ;

(d) Keynesian critique of the classical theory of employment ;

(c ) Macro-economic models of development ;

( f) input-output analysis;

(g) The position of the State in the economy according to modern formulae of economic
policy;

(h) Economic development as a problem of the advanced and backward economies;

( i ) Problems of the accumulation of capital in developing countries;

(I) The criteria for tne choice of investments.

2. Economics of production in a developing society:

(a ) Industrial production;
(b ) The role of industrialization in development policies;
(c ) Middleman and publicity activity;
(d) Agricultural production;
(e) Role and position of agriculture in economic development;
( f ) Credit activity.

3. Italian economic development:

(a) The Italian economy from 1861 to 1945;
(b) Problems existing at the end of the Second World War;
(c ) Economic policy dudng the phase of reconstruction;
(d) Economic policy choices during the nineteen-fifties: sectional aid policies;
(c) First unitary formula of a development policy: the Vanoni plan;
( f) Economic policy after the Vanoni plan;
(g) Modifications in the Italian economic system in the nineteen-fifties ;

(h) Present problems of the Italian economy;
( ) Studies and research activities in Italy relating to problems of development:

The Matrix of the Italian economy;
Development models of the Italian economy;
Structure and dynamics of the labour force;
Estimates of private consumption in Italy,in the ten years 1960-1970.
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B. Complementary courses

1. Theory of production :

Technical aspect;
Economic aspect.

2. General mathematical analysis:

Decisive factors and linear system;
Functions, limits and derivatives ;
Maxima and minima ;
Analytical geometry.

3. Linear programming:

The direct problem;
The dual problem ;
The simplex method of solution.

4. Economic statistics:

Concept of the average;
Recession and correlation;
Interpellative techniques;
Price indices; methods of calculation used by ISTAT;
Analysis of distribution of income; prices and distribution curve of income;
Analysis of demand; elasticity of demand curve;
Decision in a time /cif uncertainty.

5. National accounting:

National income: conccpts and surveys ;
Examination of the systems of survey of the R.N. adopted in Italy;
Space and time comparison of the R.N.;
Historical evolution of the prindpal aggregates of the Italian national accountancy

(income, consumption, investments);
Utilization of nadonal accounting data in preparing programmes.
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APPENDIX C

The SVIMEZ course on problem's of industrial enterprises

4 October to 19 November 1965

Introduction to the economy of industrial enterprises:

Economic system in which the industrial enterprise works;
Ownership, control and management of the enterprise;
Formation of entcrprise decisions;
Organization of the enterprise.

Labour and wages :

Productivity; Formation of wage rates;
Wage system 3.

Market and prices:

-Price in the various market structures ;
Process of formation of prices by enterprises.

!treatments mu/ plant:

Calculations on the profitability of investment ;
Criteria of choice in plant programming and research into most profitabL size.

Production and cost s:

Organization of the productivity process;
Production costs characteristics and classification;
Fixing costs of products standard costs.

Financing the enterprise:

Sources of finance borrowed capital own capital;
Auto-financing.

Assessing the value of enterprises:

Yearly balance sheet;
Analysis of the enterprise's financial position.

Me commercial enterprise.

Economy of cemmercial activity;
Industry-distribution relationship.

Banking problems :

Development of industrial credit in Italy;
Assessing credit rating for industrial loans;
Problem of guarantees for industrial credit, from the legal aspect.

14'
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APPENDIX D

Course on the experience of industrial development in southern Italy

List of conferences

1. The industrialization problem within the historical framework ofthe question of the south.
2. Agriculture in southern Italy.
3. Southern migrations.
4. Pre-industrialization policy carried out by the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno.
5. Agricultural development policy.
6. Industrialization policy.
7. Siting of new industrial initiatives.
8. Criteria for the creation of incentives.
9. Incentive system for the industrialization of the south.

10. Industrial credit.
11. Technical assistance to industrial enterprises.
12. Industrial zones and consortia.
13. Technical and economic problems of the development of an industrial pole.
14. New technical and economic orientations of the development of an industrial pole.
15. Development of the steel industry by public enterprise.
16. Results achieved and obstacles encountered in the industrialization of southern Italy, and

future lines of development.
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APPENDIX E

Course on the Italian experience in agrarian reform

List of conferences

1. General economic situation and conditions of Dalian agriculture at the time of the promulgation of the
reform laws

Structure of the economic system and labour fore!. Agricultural population and under-
employment. The land-tax and contractual structure. Subsistence economy.

2. AntecederM of reform

The land reclamation and colonization experience between the two wars. The principle
of reform is contained in the Italian Constitution. Special measures prior to the promul-
gation of the reform laws : law for the occupation of uncultivated land, liability of manual
workers to tax, laws relating to small-holders; draft general reform laws; promulgation of
the reform laws.

3. Localization and operative instruments of reform intervention

Total area and nature of the land selected. Powers and organizational structure of the
authorities, responsible for implementing reform legislation.

4. Evropriation of the land

Decision on the amount to be expropriated ; determination of indemnity and its payment;
exemptions from expropriations.

5. Assignment of land

Choice of assignees; decision on the size of the new farms and the division of the ex-propriated land.

6. Assignment contracts

Characteristics of the contracts ; decision on the charges to be borne by the assignees.

7. Financial assistance to the assignees

In the initial phase and in succeeding phases.

8. Co-operatioti

Principles of co-operation under the reform legislation; how such co-operation differs
from the traditional type of co-operation.

9. Co-operative organization in the areas covered by the reform laws

Forms of co-operative organization. Action of the co-operative.

10. Financing action under the reform laws

Financing expropriation. Financing public bodies responsible for implementing reforms
and related legislative provisions. Division of funds amongvarious public bodies. Relation-
ship between the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno and the public bodies administering the
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reform laws. Time relationship between financing and opereive requirements. Other
revenues of public bodies : inherited income, provisional ownership of the land, special
administration, etc. Execution of land reclamation works concessions.

11. nchnical cusistance to assignees

Services of public bodie's administering reform legislation. Criterion for localization of
inter-enterprise services. Farm equipment. Choice of type of farming.

1 2. Costs of reform legislation

Institutional aims of reform: complete renewal of social and economic structures (it
would be wrong to make a comparison in terms of costs between reform transformations
and private transformations). Reflection of the dispersion of expropriated land on reform
costs. Phase displacement between financing and operative requirements and its relative
cost. Incidence on costs of the selection criteria of assignees. Division of costs: infra-
structures, farm works, endowment grants, advances for cultivation. The human factor
in the cost of training. Cost of investments in land reclamation and infrastructures in the
reform zones undertaken under the budgets of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Cassa
per il Mezzogiorno.

13. Effects of reform

Direct effects : transformation of the environmeflt and of the human factor. Increase in
employment and in income. Indirect effects : increase in the level of civilization and modi-
fications in social relationships.

14. Present problems in the area affected by reform legislation.
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PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPING ADEQUATE TRAINING
PROGRAMMES IN THE FIELD OF PROJECT PREPARATION

AND EVALUATION

by L.J.Zimmerman *

A few years ago, the Industrial Development Division of the United
Nations (which expanded into the Centre for Industrial Development), under-
took an inquiry into existing training facilities in the field of industrial pro-
gramming. The aim of the questionnaire, distributed among a great many train-
ing insdtutes, was to find out how many special courses were organized for
training in project preparation and evaluation. The number of special courses
designed for training in project preparation and evaluation was found to be
very limtted indeed.

Because the organizers of the questionnaire (the present writer was among
them) assumed at the time that lack of teaching material, that is, of case studies
of industrial projects in developing countries, was one of the main reasons
for these deficient training facilities, they also asked a few questions about the
availability and possible dissemination of such studies. It was found that at
that time only the Economic Development Institute of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) had a great many case studies
at its disposal and had, therefore, been able to organize special courses in
project evaluation with great success. The director, John H.Adier, dedared the
willingness of the Institute to disseminate all the non-restricted teaching material
at its disposal. Most other institutes stated that very little teaching material was
available.

A few years have elapsed since, and the Catalogue of Social and Economic
Development Training Institutes and Programmes, 1965, prepared by the Train-
ing Division of the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment) Development Centre opens the possibility of reviewing this problem
again. I We find a few newcomers in the field, with special emphasis on project
preparation and selection, for instance, the Centre de perfecdonnement pour

Dean, Netherlands Institute of Sodal Studies.
1 Cf. pp. 22, 24, 37, 40, 44, 50, 84, 95, 113, 134, 138, 190, 205, 213, 214, 226,

238, 252.
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le cveloppement et la cooperation economique et technique, 2 the Indian
Institute of Management, 3 the Netherlands Institute of Social Studies,4 the
Graduate School of Public and International Affairs (University of Pittsburgh), 5

the Asian Institute for Economic Development and Planning,6 and the Centre
for Latin America Monetary Studies training programme for development
agencies. 7

According to the 1965 Catalogue, these insdtutes devote two to six
months to the preparation and evaluation of projects during special courses.
It therefore goes without saying that considerable progress has been made
during the last few years, and I assume that the activities of the Centre for
Industrial Development of the United Nations, together with those of the
Economic Development Institute of the IBRD, have done much to promote
these new developments. However, as soon as we compare the training facilities
available in macro-economic programming with those available in the field of
micro-economic programming, we have to condude that those in the field of
project preparation and evaluation are still inadequate.

The purpose of this paper is to find out why this is the case and to
indicate ways and means to improve the situation. It will be apparent from
what has been said above that this paper will concetraze on the problems
of developing adequate training in the field of project preparation and evalua-
tion and not on the more general problems of training for economic administra-
tors.

First of all, we have to discuss the relationship between macre- and
micro-planning. To do so, the foil owing graphical representation of the planning
process may be useful.

Although the names given to the various stages of planning: general
macro-economic level, macro-economic sector analysis, industrial planning, blue-
printing and contracting, may be subject to criticism, we assume that they indi-
cate clearly the sequence of the planning process. We hope that the graphical
representation also elucidates the relations between planning on the macro- and
micro-levels. First, let me say a few words about planning on the macro-level,
that isitcrely about the first three stages.

The reason why much more attention has beer given so far to training
for macro-economic planning than to micro-economic plonning may be, in part,
that planners have always stated that a development plan is more than the sum
total of a series of projects. Planning means a comprehensive set of consistent
measures leading to specific targets. It therefore starts from aggregates and goes

2 ibid., p. 50.
3 ibid., p. 84.
4 ibid, p. 113.
5 ibid., p. 190 (in existence since 1959).
6 ibid., p. 213.
7 ibid., p. 226.

--T. .
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down into details : from aggregates to sectors, from sectors to industries, from
industries to individual projects. But because most development plans do not
publish micro-details, they are very often by-passed in the theory of planning.8

General
macro-economic
level

Macro-economic
sector'
analysis

Industrial
planning

Micro-economic
industrial
programming

Engineering and
business economics

Contractors

Management

Graphical representation of the planning process

Consumption Investment Export Import

Agriculture Manufacture Transport

Manufacture

Textiles Metal 1---Food processing

Metal

Factory
A

1

Blueprints

I I I

Construction
. I

Finished plants

In the second place, it must be realized that although planning theory
assumes that projects competing for execution always ask for more investment
funds than are available, in reality so few well-prepared projects are available
in planning bureaux that they, are often executed without further discussion.

8 Cf. Jan Tinbergen, Central Planning (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1964),
p. 129, where the number of analyzed projects per sector is given; for "industry% we find
the following data: Poland, 43; Turkey, 40; Burma, 10 ; Chile, 9; and Iran, 1. For other
countries no data are available.
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This holds true especially when only one very big project, for instance, a high
dam or a blast furnace (symbols of national prestige or pet projects of the
military) is under consideration. Therefore priority criteria are very often only
of theoretical, not of practical importance. But in the third place, and this is for
us the most important aspect, it is much easier to teach macro-economic
planning than project preparation and evaluation.

To demonstrate this, let us compare the teaching in both fields. I hope
to demonstrate that it is not so much the lack of teaching materials but the
lack of good teachers that has handicapped training in project evaluation. Avail-
ability of good teachers especially is what gave and still gives the Economic
Development Institute of the IBRD its comparative advantage. We shall come
back to this point later.

On the macro-economic and the sectoral level, planning is so complicated
and has to rely on so much quantitative anaiysis that it is practically impossible
to set up a consistent plan without the aid of mathematical models, which
serve as a control on the consistency of the planner's thinking. We may mention,
as basic techniques underlying these models, the input-output analysis, demand
estimates and population forecasts.

The making of these models requires a thorough knowledge of general
economic theory, and the planner should be well versed in statistical methods
such as national accounting, and have a working knowledge of sample surveys.
It goes without saying that the Making of models also requires a fair know-
ledge of mathematics and of inethods of verification and identification, which
are parts of econometrics. Although a good planner .further needs a feeling
for human and political relations, much common sense and much intuition
(none of which can ever be "taught"), a whole library of publications on the
technical aspects of planning is available and a relatively small team of ade.
quately trained economists, econometricians, and statisticians must be able
to teach the planning techniques. Because all.the topics mentioned above have
during the last ten years found a secure place in economic training in
universities, the supply of teachers for macro-economic planning courses at
this moment is such that it cannot be considered an obstacle to the establish-
ment of new courses. As mentioned above, general textbooks are available and
the development plans of various countries may be used as.case studies. The
quality of the course will naturally depend upon the quality of the teachers,
but this holds true of all postgraduate training.

Let us now look at the requirements for industrial economic advisers.
They come into the picture as our graphical representation of the planning
process indicates once i.he total sum of industrial investments has been
determined by the macro-economic planners 9 and eventually also after a rough
indication of the investmerp in the various branches of industry has been given.

9 There exists of course communication between the macro- and micro-planners
when those decisions are made.
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In a planning unit we normally find the industrial economic advisers in the
project division, where general economists, engineers, business economists,
statisticians and geographers work together. Their task is to prepare and
evaluate projects for individual enterprises, and to determine their size and
location. They therefore need an insight into technology as well as into business
economics, into interindustrial relations as well as into the theory of location,
into market analysis as well as into problems related to the supply of the
various factors of production.

As far as these problems are concerned it is not too difficult to set up
a curriculum for a course in industrial development progrr.mming; and teachers
for this part of such a course will normally be available. Because economists
as well as engineers can be expected to attend a course on industrial program-
ming, the course has to start with a general survey of cost accounting and busi-
ness finance, as well as with a general introduction to technology.

(a) Cost accounting: fixed costs, variable costs, average and marginal costs,
break-even point, size of production and unit cost, optimal size of a firm ;

(h) Business finance: fixed and circulating capital, working capital, how to
finance a new plant, cash-flows, amortization ;

(c) nchnology: what is production from a technical point of view, choice
of techniques (especially related to the size of production); size of pro-
duction and costs (six-tenths rule), skilled and unskilled labour.

During this introductory period, it would also be useful to provide
courses in statistics and mathematics, because they are needed not only in the
classes of business finance, but also for market analysis, and the semi-output
analysis.

The next topic, of paramount importance for industrial programming, is
market analysis covering price and income elasticities, domestic market family
budgets, demand related to the development plan, interindustry demand and
foreign demand. Case studies are needed here, but they are available. I have
the impression that mistakes in market projections haye caused failures of many
industrial projects in developing countries. Exercises in this field are therefore
highly recommended.,.Classes in macro-economic planning and in input-output
analysis are also needed in order to build a bridge between micro- and macro-
planning. '

As a last topic of the general part, we have to mention "preconditions
for industrial development". This topic can be subdivided into the four follow-
ing categories: political; social; physical; economic, which are often grouped
together under the heading of "industrial climate". It must be realized that, as
long as certain minimum preconditions are not fulfilled, industrialization cannot
take place at all. However, the literature on the topic of industrializadon usually
contains only quite vague generalities on this point. It goes without saying that
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political stability is a precondition for industrialization, as are the "propensity
to accept innovations", the availability of skilled labour, etc; but we shall ltm)k
in vain for advice on how to create such a climate where it does not exist.

So far, I have discussed topics that are normally dealt with in develop-
ment institutes, and it is usually assumed that enough literature is available
on those various fields. The great problem seemi to have been the lack of
teaching materials as far as case studies in project preparation and project evalu-
ation are concerned. In any case, in the United Nations questionnaire mentioned
above,"special attention was given to the availability of case study materials, and
the general complaint of the development institutes was that such case materials
were lacking. If we look, however, at the Catalogue of Invesiment Information and
Opportunities published by the Agency for International Development
(Washington, D.C., May 1965), we find that some 1 ,400 original feasibility
studies provide information on the market, total capital required, projected
annual sales, production, finance, economic viability, manpower, location and
other relevant data. The United -Nations Centre for Industrial Development
is also working hard to make available all relevant data needed for pre-invest-
ment studies in various countries.") But although all this is known without
doubt to all 'who are interested in the teaching of industrial programming, only
very few courses have so far been organized in this field and many are the
complaints that teaching material is lacking. And even if much material were
disseminated for teaching purposes, courses in project evaluation would still
be very difficult to organize effectively.

I have some experience in this ,field. For years I have organized courses
in macro-economic planning, and it has always been easy to find lecturers (even
on the most specialized topics) in this field. In project preparation, the situation
is completely different, because only the man who knows the specific project,
that is, the specific process of production, and further knows its specific pro-
blems in developing countries, is able to do this job. And these technical
experts are often very bad lecturers and even more often are simply not willing
(or not allowed) to discuss 'their" case study. The Economic Development
Institute of the 1BRD forms an important exception, because many different
kinds of experts are available within the Bank itself.

In the industrial programming course of the Netherlands Institute of
Social Studies, I have tried to solve this problem in the following way. We
contact a great many firms that have constructed factories in developing
countries and ask them to discuss (not at our institute, incidentally, but in
their factories) problems of market analysis, size of production and unit cost,
size of production and investment, etc. and further to discuss problems related
to the construction of the plant in developing countries, location, infrastructure
and so on. We also provide them with a questionnaire in order to obtain data
needed for writing the final report and evaluating the projects. A group of

10 See Studies in Economics of Industry, I. Cement/ Nitrogenous Fertilizers Based on Natural
Gas (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 63.II.B.3} which contains all that is needed
except data on market analysis.
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course participants then write the final report, and the feasibility of the project
is again discussed in class, now under the guidance of the class leader.

I have not the slightest objection to disseminating this material in the
near future, but I am convinced that, without the introduction of the real techni-
cal expert, this material will never come to life. When individuals from various
parts of the world, many of whom are specially interested in certain kinds of
industries, are brought together in a course, a great variety of cases have to be
discussed, and only technical experts are able to do so adequately. Of course,
other institutional aids can be quite useful in teaching courses on industrial
programming. The itinerant seminars of OECD, the various publications of the
Centre for Industrial Development of the United Nations, as well as the afore-
mentioned materials of the Agency for International Development, serve to
improve the level of training. The forthcoming OECD manual on project pre-
paration will fill a recognized gap in training materials. However, for the time
being these kinds of courses are best organized in industrialized countries (once
again, this is in contrast to courses in macro-economic planning), and the
further dissemination of teaching materials can affect this situation to qnly a
limited extent.
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REVIEW OF METHODS USED IN THE FORMULATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS; IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
FORMULATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES IN

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

by Morris J.Solomon *

A. The decision-making planning-action feed-back cycle

Although the feed-back cycle has been known to man for quite some
time, the second half of the twentieth century may very well be known as the
age of feed-back. Here is a concept and orientation which is fundamental to
advances in a great variety of fields. Its conscious and explicit use promises
to create a revolution in learning and production. Together with some insights
from modern decision theory, it promises to make readily available keys to
good management. For the truth is that effective management has been a pain-
fully rare commodity even in the developed economies.

To simplify matters, let us first talk about the process of making
decisions. The process can be represented in static terms as follows :

Chart I . Process ofdecision-making

Value
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objectives
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* Chief, Operations Research Branch, Statistical Research Division, United States
Department of Commerce.
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The effectiveness of decision-making depends on the soundness of each
item involved. Any link in the chain, if sufficiently defective, can produce poor
decisions. Data are measurements of the past. A value system relates to the
importance attached to alternative achievenumts. A predictive system provides
an operational procedure for projecting data of the past into the future. Criteria
are specific indexes of desirability which one is willing to use to reach decisions.
Decisions on objectives determine what values one will try to attain. Decisions
on instruments determine what policies, organizations or methods one will use
to attain the objectives. Each time a decision is made, a choice is made among
alternatives. The alternatives one considers are based on available data, and
the predictive system and the ingenuity employed in framing alternatives. The
criteria applied to alternatives are based on the set of values, the data and the
predictive system leading to decisions.

An interesting and important consequence of the chain-like nature of
decision-making is that one 'cannot afford to become unduly preoccupied with
one element in the process. A balance of effort is required if the end result
is to be satisfactory. For example, it does not make sense to invest substantial
resources in data collection and processing if these are not to be used in a
predictive system or if the predictive system is to be poorly developed, or if the
data is not to be useful in'a predictive system. We can take any item in chart 1
and make similar statements with respect to any other items. A particularly
troublesome item is the value system. This is so because the source of the
value system is ultimately the political authorities, a group that is relatively
inaccessible. If the process of decision-making is to be consistent and effective,
the values of the political authorities must be integrated in the proces implying
an interaction between specialists and political authorities which is difficult
to achieve. This will be discussed more fully at a later point.

The decision-making process illustrated above is static and can be
regarded as leading to the planning-action cycle illustrated in chart 2.

Chart 2. Planning-action feed-back cycle
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The results achieved over a period of time in any activity will depend
on the way the planning-action cycle is carried out. This planning-action cycle
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is called a feed-back cycle and is of fundamental importance in any activity. A
starting point in the planning-action cycle is a statement of objectives. These
objectives, generally formulated at the top level, are not detailed or in ope-
rational form; they must be translated into more specific time-phased objectives
that can be scheduled and acted on by persons with narrower implementation
responsibilities. Along with objectives and specific operational goals, we have
to determine the instruments that 'will be used to reach these goals. The in-
struments can be policies on personnel, incentives, tariffs, taxes or adminis-
trative procedures. There must be a basic harmony among the objectives that
have been set, the detailed operational goals and the instruments that have
been chosen. This harmony calls for close and uninhibited communication and
interaction among political authorities and technical specialists. The action that
each takes must be appropriate to the objectives, specific goals, and instruments
that have been decided on.

The specific goals must be defined in meaningful and measurable units
and the measurement of results should be defined in the same units, so that
a comparison of the goals and actual results can be readily made, and so that
corrective action can be taken on the basis of this comparison. If we cannot
measure even approximately what we hope to achieve, our goals are faulty or
at least non-operational. But it is not sufficient for goals to be measurable. For
example, one might be able to count the number of latrines that a community
development programme in India was able to have built, but their use and their
effect on actual sanitation may be quite another thing.

Corrective action can take a variety of forms, such as :

(a) Making more detailed measurements;
(b) Pointing out to responsible personnel the shortcomings of their efforts;
(c) Shifting personnel ;
(d) Taking disciplinary action such as rebuke, demotion or removal;
(e) Changing instruments (policies, procedures, incentives);
(f) Bringing more resources to bear on the weak elements;
(g) Revising goals or objectives.

Sometimes measurement of actual results indicates that the goals set
were too modest, in which case the appropriate corrective action would be the
upward revision of goals.- The. time .unit used in scheduled goals should be
sufficiently small so that, even if things go badly, the damage can easily be
repaired or the delay made up. Here again, the effectiveness of the effort has
a chain-like quality. The weakest link determines the strength of the entire
effort. It is not sufficient merely to plan suitable objectives and goals or to plan
and measure results. Only if the processes of planning, measurement and
remedial action are completed can we be sure of an effective system. The
decision-making process and the planning-action cycle are in fact linked in one
system. Chart 3 sketches the relationships of the various elements.

Perhaps it would be well to discuss the whole system, item by item.
Data on the past, when combined with the priorities of the value system and the
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predictive system, yield criteria that can be applied for deciding among alterna-
tive objectives and instruments. In addition to data on the past, one can make
use of cost factors and technological relations. Thus data have a statistical and
technical basis. The measurement of results of the immediate past should create
new relevant data. The collection and processing of data must be highly selective
with reference to the other steps in the cycle.

The value system is the set of priorities held by the decision-maker for
alternative processes. The value system of the political authorities has ultimate
force. It is important that their actual preferences should be faithfully incorpor-
ated in the criteria and that these, in turn, should be reflected in objectives,
specific goals and instruments.

The predictive system in effect tells us how to project past data into the
future. Many such projections are for hypother;---t1 alternatives. The criteria
are indices used for actually making decisions amc g alternatives.

By applying criteria, the decision-maker decides on objectives, su-ch as
raising the income level by a certain percentage annually, reducing the incidence
of disease, or attaining a given literacy rate by a certain time. But to achieve
these objectives in fact, we have to translate them into specific time-phased
goals, such as putting into operation a certain number of plants, increasing
the yield by a certain percentage, initiating a spraying programme, etc.

While objectives are to be regarded as of fundamental importance, even
these are subject to change. For the political authorities may start out with
objectives which they regard as desirable and attainable. As experience is ob-
tained, some objectives that were regarded as desirable may be found to be
interfering with other objectives that are considered more urgens. Thus corrective
action may take the form of subordinating initially desired objectives to other
objectives. The criteria will also lead to decisions on instruments such as tariffs,
industrial promotion, colonization policies, taxes, etc.

It is very easy for the various elements data, value system, predictive
system, criteria, objectives, instruments and goals to be inconsis..ent with
each other. In practice, they can be harmonized only by considerable interaction
between what is initially wanted and what can be obtained. As the planner
learns that values in a dimension are limiting progress in another dimension, he
re-orders the priorities. This re-ordering may come about because of contra-
dictions in values which are highlighted by judgement, mental trial and error
or experience. The possibility of advantageous trade-offs will often force radical
shifts in the value system and objectives.

In taking action, it is important that those actually responsible either
accept responsibility for the specific time-phased goals or that they amend those
goals with approval of the higher authorities. The phenomenon of paper plans
that have no relationship to actual events is a common and damaging cha-
racteristic of development in newly developing countries. The action taken
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should be modified appropriately to correct discrepancies between the goals
that have been set and what is being achieved.

B. The cycle of economic development

Economic development consists of a series of steps which are illustrated
in chart 4. The various steps form a cycle in which all are necessary for the
achievement of economic development.

The resource and demand analysis can be thought of as a reconnaissance
of the economy in which economic assets and liabilities are noted and implica-
tions for action are determined. An important result of such an analysis should
be a flow of prospective projects and groups of projects. The approaches that
Bryce has suggested in his book for generating prospective projects would be
used in a resource and demand analysis.t The resource and demand analysis
has to draw on the fields of economics, geology, agronomy, industrial engineer-
ing, public health, education and other disciplines.

Chart 4. Steps in economic development

Resource
and demand

analysis

Implement
projects

Over - ill
economic
analysis

Schedule
project

implementation

Draw up
tentative

plan

Revised
plan

Test and
modification of
tentative plan

Project
analysis

The over-all economic analysis is a macro-analysis in which aggregates
such as income, savings, investment, foreign exchange and foreign aid are pro-
jected so that the limits of a total plan can be set. In addition to the aggregate,

1 Murray D. Bryce, Industrial Development, A Guide for Accelerating Economic Growth,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960, pp. 19-20.
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estimates are made of sub-aggregates such as components of government
expenditures (health, education, roads) and other investments by area, as well
as sources of taxes and savings. Results from other steps such as project
analysis, project scheduling and project implementation will affect these aggre-
gates and sub-aggregates. A tentative plan is drawn up on the basis of all the
other steps. The test and modification of the tentative plan is a determination
of the consistency and realism of the tentative plan and the modification of
the tentative plan accordingly. Again, one would bring to bear the results of the
other steps towards a modified plan.

Project analysis is the fo..mulation of promising alternatives and the eva-
luation of such alternaf ves in a way which facilitates rational choice by the
decision-makers. Project analysis necessarily uses the macro-plans as a take-
off point. In addition, a ptoject cannot properly be considered without reference
to competing alternatives and therefore the formulation and evaluation of pro-
jects necessarily include consideration of whole sectors. For example, in con-
sidering a rayon plant one must take into account the effects on the cotton
textile industry if there are to be important effects.

In practice, project analysis will take place at several levels of detail. One
might be described as a rough screening process in which many possibilities
are tested and the least promising prospects are eliminated from further con-
sideration. Those projects that are not eliminated are given a more detailed and
costly consideration. In both the screening process and the more detailed con-
sideration of projects, what is required is an integration of economics, engineer-
ing, statistical market analysis and management considerations. It is rare for
one man to have real competence in all these fields. Therefore it is important
that those who plan projects should be able to communicate with persons who
have complementary skills.

While the project is defined as the smallest unit of activity that can be
separately planned, analysed, and administratively implemented, where a project
affects or is affected by other projects, it is often necessary to consider a
complex of projects involving a whole sector.

The planning of projects should include a schedule of implementation.
The schedule of implementation will affect the other steps as will the actual
implementation.

Macro-planning and micro-planning are complementary and mutually
supporting. Macro-planning supplies data for micro-planning and vice versa.

If we wanted to express the cycle of economic development in a more
realistic way which emphasizes the interactions, we would draw it as seen in
the following chart.

Within each step there is need for communication among specialists of
the same discipline and among different disciplines. But, in addition, the
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developments in each step must be communicated and integrated with every
other step on a prompt basis. The problem of communication is especially
difficult because the steps are likely to be performed by different jurisdictions.
Developing effective forms of communication and designing organizations that
will facilitate communication are two urgent and critical tasks.

Chart 5. Interactions among steps in economic development

Resource
and

demand analysis

implement
projects

111
Schedule
project

implementation

Revised
plan

Project
analysis

Over.all
economic
analysis

Draw up
tentative

plan

'rest and
mndification
tentative plan

C. Some common deficiencies in present economic development efforts

There is a tendency for effort to be concentrated in one or at most a
few steps in economic development, particularly in the resource and demand
analysis and the over-all economic analysis. It is common for a new planning
group to spend years on the first steps, the resource and demand analysis and
the over-all economic analysis, with the idea that only once these are "finished
with", can the other steps be undertaken. This notion of precedence gravely
harms the planning process. It overlooks the fact that macro-planning is never
"finished" and that only by taking prompt account of interactions between
macro- and micro-planning can the full cycle be effectively operated.

A by-product of this emphasis is that the planning effort is oriented to-
wards publication rather than action.

The interactions among the steps of economic development are very slow
or non-existent. For example, persons engaged in a resource and demand
analysis are unlikely to communicate or bring into being suitable project analysis
activity that is indicated by their findings. Project analysis activity is more than
likely to be in another "department", which is regarded as inaccessible.
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Reinforcing the above tendencies is an inadequate appreciation of the
resources needed for project planning and implementation. The planning and
implementation of projects requires a relatively large number of trained persons
in the economy as compared to macro-planning.

In any particular step of economic development there is a lack of balance
of effort and inadequate attention to harmonization among the parts of the pro-
cess. For example, data collected is often not really very relevant to the pre-
dictive system or the criteria. The criteria are inconsistent with decisions onobjectives or the value system of the decision-makers. The instruments are
inconsistent with criteria and objectives. The actions are inconsistent with the
decisions on goals. There is a poor relationship between scheduled goals and
measurement and, last but not least, corrective action is very slow in forthcom-
ing. In effect, the performance of the various parts of the decision process
and planning-action cycle is variable, with very poor linkage between the parts.
The poor linkage is marked among different specialists, and among different
levels of authority. Perhaps most marked and decisive is the poor linkage ofthe political authorities to the technicians. In many countries the relations are
extremely hierarchical with little interaction.

The gap between planning and doing is a problem in any society, but
is especially urgent in the newly developing countries. The coupling of planning
with doing is something which deserves special emphasis in designing training
programmes and organizational arrangements.

The process of project analysis and implementation is probably the most
deficient of all steps, and will require the greatest effort to remedy. For one,
the number of skilled participants required is greatest. Pres. ent practice of project
analysis either has no agreed framework or, if there is an agreed framework,
it gives a variety of criteria that are contradictory with no basis of trade-off; 2 orthe basis of aggregating criteria is not sufficiently meaningful to merit the
genuine confidence of technicians or decision-makers, 3 In addition to poor
project formulation and evaluation, there is poor implementation of projects.

D. Implications for the training of economic administrators

If the foregoing analysis of the process of economic development is
correct, then any training programme must be directed towards a balance of
strength among the various elements, with particular attention to providing
suitable linkage among elements. I shall discuss training in terms of personnel
and in terms of techniques. Three levels of personnel have to be trained, and
only if all three are reached can an effective effort be launched. These three
levels are: political authorities, senior technicians and working technicians.

2 Cf. Manual on Economic Development Projects (United Nations publication, Sales No.:58.II.G.5).
3 A good example Is Lineamientos metodolAgicos de la Politica de Selección de Prioridades

irdiatriales del !Owe, Instituto de Fomento Nacional (INFONAC), Oficina de Prograrnacidn,
Managna, Nicaragua, Jan.l965.
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1 . Twining of political autboril'ies

The mere idea of training political authorities may appear strange to
some. We tend to take the attitudes of political authorities as fixed. When we
do so, we misjudge the dynamic potential of ideas and political authorities and
rule out all hope for progress. The political authorities ultimately make the
important decisions. Unless they have some minimum understanding of the
rationale of the system used by the technicians, they cannot adequately discharge
their functions as final decision-makers. They define the goals and, in large part,
the instruments which the technicians work with in their day to day operations.
In many cases, explicit consideration of the objectives and instruments in the
context of actual operations will indicate the 'need for changes in government
policies. Unless the top political levels become familiar with the impact of their
policies in the specific context of project development, they are not likely to
generate or permit the necessary changes. In terms of chart 3, without involve-
ment by the top political authorities, corrective action is likely to be weak, with
inconsistencies tending to persist.

Many of the existing instruments (tariffs, tax policies, industrial promotion
policies, etc.) are barriers that are strongly entrenched in law, tradition and vested
interest. Changes needed for economic development will often run counter
to dearly held values and short-run political currents. Before political authorities
take the difficult decision to make these changes, they have to be convinced
that a strong need exists for such changes. They will not become convinced
without becoming familiar with the specific effects of existing policies. While
they need not become experts in detail, they should have an interest in, an
appredation of, and genuine acceptance of the framework used by the
technicians and exercise their function of ultimate responsibility. One need only
reflect on the nature of the inflationary process to appreciate the importance
of a sufficient understanding by political authorities of the economic forces with
which the technicians will be concerned. The realism and adequacy of the
models used by the technicians become irrelevant unless the political authorities
take them seriously.

In discussing the training of senior technicians, the ability to commu-
nicate with political authorities will be stressed. But communication is a two-
way process. In newly developing countries, the distance between political
authorities and technicians is especially great, with strong hierarchic patterns.
Thus, without absolving the senior technicians of responsibility in the commu-
nication process, there is need for training programmes that will prepare political
authorities for their role in the decision-making and planning-action cycle. The
political authorities, of course, are relatively inaccessible. Just as senior
technicians should be prepared to deal with political authorities, so the political
authorities must learn how to use technicians. Working out realistic and effective
programmes for top political authorities is a challenge of the highest order.
The United Nations is in a unique position tO sponsor such programmes. In
discussing techniques, the specific approach that might be taken will be touched
on, but obviously there is room for considerable experimentation.
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2. Training of senior technicians

The planning and implementation of economic development involves
skills and knowledge in a variety of fields such as engineering, economics,
statistics, agronomy, geology, public finance and accounting. While senior tech-
nicians will be concerned with specialized fields, it is important that they should
be familiar with related fields. In general, we may say that the broadening of
the curricula that is taking place in the technical schools of the United States
is a move in the right direction. For example, an engineer should have some
acquaintance with statistics, economics and accounting, as well as the physical
sciences. Some training in these fields would give him a greater capacity to co-
ordinate different specialists under him and communicate with other specialists
in other organizations.

While the academic training of future senior technicians should be
broadened, it is unrealistic to expect academic training to be sufficient. Because
so much depends on the linkages among the various activities, it would appear
desirable that a seminar for senior technicians be held regularly, oriented
towards specific goals of major activities and remedial action that appears
necessary. An important function of some of themethods that we shall discuss
will be to provide a basis for communication among the various steps of eco-
nomic development and the various elements of the process of decision-making
and the planning-action feed-back cycle.

The separation betWeen planning and doing is a problem in any society.
In countries with relatively little experience in implementation this is a special
problem. An important training procedure would be to have future senior
technicians start with a project in its planning stage and follow it through to
completion, preferably under the direction of an experienced administrator.

There is no better training for a young specialist than to work on an
importent project with a proven and hard-driving,administrator from the very

mibeginning of the project to its completion. 70 tstanding adnistrators can
make excellent use of five or six such young ihen, using them as trouble-
shooters, treating their shortcomings as object lessons. In carrying out such a
programme, it is important that the style of leadership be bold, that is, not
afraid of making mistakes, but quick to acknowledge and correct its mistakes.
This approach to training can yield early dividends and build administrators
who will be conscious of the needed linkages.

If senior technicians are to forge new and better solutions, they will
have to carry on a spirited and intimate dialogue with the decision-maker.
Certain special conditions will have to he fulfilled before a suitable dialogue
can take place. The decision-maker must regard the senior technician as an
instrument to be used to achieve his (the decision maker's) goals. This role
of tool is one which the senior technician must be ready to accept. Ordinarily,
a decision-maker will make known his values, restraints and priorities in a
relatively incomplete and vague manner. An important function of the senior
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technician is to put these values, restraints and priorities into the form of
operational criteria, and in the light of these criteria to translate the objectives
of the decision-maker into detailed, time-phased goals. Before doing this, he
must formulate alternative goals and apply the criteria to these goals. The senior
technician must be free to'explore alternatives which relax restraints that have
been set by the decision-maker. Only when the results have been made avail-
able is the decision-maker in a position to know what his restraints (part of his
value system) are costing.

Freedom to explore the borders of initially forbidden territory is an in-
dispensable condition for fruitful activity by senior technicians. This implies
a certain open-mindedness on the part of the dedsion-maker. Obviously,
decision-makers vary considerably in their receptivity. Some are so set in their
ways and unrealistic in their expectations that there is virtually no hope of
reconciling what is initially stated as wanted, with what can be obtained. But
the inability of the senior technician to communicate can also, and often does,
block co-operation between political authorities and senior technicians. While
effective communication requires that the political authorities should regard the
technicians as tools that are available for their use, senior technicians must pre-
serve their integrity; they must be "true", in the same sense as any tool. The
relationship of senior technicians with political authorities is a sensitive area, but
its importance is such that it deserves careful thought and the highest priority.

3. Training of working techniciaw

Countries vary considerably in availability of technically qualified persons.
To those countries that are in short supply even of technicians with limited
training, it may seem that, with the increased availability of such technicians,
rapid progress would follow. But in many countries well endowed with
technicians progress is far slower than would appear reasonable. What was said
previously about the need for strengthening linkages applies equally to working
technicians, but to enable working technicians to take account of such linkages
it is necessary to provide formal mechanisms to that end.

E. Order and manner of training

There is a strong temptation to start a training effort at the level of work-
ing technicians by sending single individuals for training in a developed country.
The presumed justification is that such individuals will come back to their
countries and introduce the new ways of doing things to their own organization.
As one who has participated in such training efforts, I have become convinced
that this is not a promising approach. Apart from the question of the relevance
of his training to problems in his country, the single individual who has learned
new ways of doing things in another country is easily overwhelmed on his
return. Few self-respecting bureaucrats anywhere will embrace strange ways
introduced by a single subordinate.
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A more promising approach is to introduce new methods from the top
down, each succeeding layer absorbing more detail. When a man's superior
adopts an approach as his own, his subordinates are far more receptive than in
the reverse case.

Because of the importance of communication among participants, it is
desirable that training should be in groups that would actively and professionally
communicate with each other. After an inidal period of formal training, more
informal "learning by doing" activities should be organized in which persons
who work together engage in a real activity in accordance with the framework
that was taught in the formai sessions.

The methods that have been discussed are relevant to. all levels of author-
ity political authorities, senior technicians and working technicians because
these methods can serve as a basis for communication. Any training programme
for a particular group would provide different emphasis and detail. For example.
political authorities would be especially concerned with values, objectives, in-
struments and corrective action, but would have to be aware of all connexions.
Senior technicians would be especially concerned with data, predictive methods,
criteria, measurement and the harmonization of different elements. In training
working technicians, it would be necessary to take objectives and criteria as
given and concentrate on detailed methods of shaping projects and programmes
and carrying out projects.

F. Methods for economic administrators

The problem of methods for economic administrators can be discussed
with reference to an analogy. Let us suppose that we wanted to train a group
of engineers in two years so that they could organize an automobile industry
in a newly developing country. What kind of technology should the engineers
be taught? How much should they learn about fuel cells, turbo-jet engines or
hovercraft? It would be foolhardy to invest much in these fascinating and prom-
ising fields. It would be more prudent to concentrate on the proven elements
of automative technology. Similarly, the techniques taught to economic
administrators should be those whose worth is proven. Even proven techniques
will require considerable adaptation to the conditions of the newly developing
countries. While training programmes will necessarily touch on the more
complex techniques, particular stress should be laid on the limitations, special
requirements and pitfalls of such methods.

For example, some use of input-output analysis, even if in only rudiment-
ary form, is inevitable. It is important for administrators to understand the data
requirements and the dangers of aggregation considerations which argue for
great caution in pushing for immediate reliance on elaborate input-output
models in newly developing countries. Somehow theymust learn to discriminate
between interesting techniques that may be useful ten or twenty years hence
and realistically dependable techniques that they can put to use in their own
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countries in the immediate future. 4 Just as it would be folly for a plant
manager to attempt ro make a fuel-cell-engined car, so it is foolish for
administrators to depend on methods that far exceed their immediate data
capability or other capabilities. The distinction between an interesting research
and development possibility and something that can be put to work right away
is an important one. Where there are techniques which are considered sufficient-
ly promising, it is desirable that a research and development effort be set up
in a way which will not prejudice a going operation. Sometimes such research
and development efforts may have to use actual jobs as pilot studies, but they
should be approached as pilot studies. The resources going into research and
development should be explicitly earmarked. That there should be such efforts
is not to be denied. In fact, it would seem that international agencies have
a special obligation to finance and direct such efforts.

(a) Aggregate planning

The process of drawing up the aggregate plan has been described on a
very simple basis in the two volumes of Programming Techniques for Economic
Development (ECAFE). These two volumes can serve as a text for introducing
the subject to top political authorities and senior technicians. The group of
experts that prepared these two volumes rendered an important service in
providing a basic training document in this area. Were it used as a training
document in a few countries, under close observation, there would doubtless
be a basis for improving it further.

(b) Project analysis

The process of project analysis has not been subject to the same kind
of development. As was said in discussing common deficiencies in present
economic development efforts, there has not been an agreed framework for
project formulation and evaluation.

Proven methods for project analysis exist that are appropriate for profit-
making organizations. Some features of these methods are applicable to any
effort to use resources economically. But it is obvious that they are not ap-
propriate as they stand, if we are interested in analysingprojects from the point
of view of the economy. This is particularly true for the newly developing

4 In the report (Programming Techniques for Economic Development) by the first group of
experts on programming techniques organized by the United Nations Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, 1960, three levels of econometric models ale given
according to countries, with special reference to Asia and the Far East.

5 See The Management of Cotporate Capital, edited by Ezra Solomon, a publication of
the Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, Third Series (Free Press of Glencoe,
Illinois), Eugene L. Grant and W.G. Ireson, Principles of Engineering Economy (Ronald Press
Company, New York, 1960); James B. Weaver, H. Carl Bauman and W.F.Heneghan, "Cost
and Profitability Estimation"; Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fourth Edition, McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1963), section 26.
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countries. The basis for project analysis in newly developing countries has
received considerable attention in the economic journals and wolles of econo-
mists. While these discussions have been thorough and exhaustive, they tend to
be general, fragmented, and non-operational. In 1961, the writes and a Turkish
colleague devised a framework for the formulation and evaluation of projects,
designed to fill important needs in the newly developing countries.6 This sys-
tem specifies three points for a project as a matter of routine: data required;
format of the data, and criteria to be applied.

The formal criteria suggested are crucial for economic growth, but the
system is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the particular social and political
values of the decision-makers. The system is a synthesis of the thinking and
practices of engineers and economists, with special reference to newly developing
countries. With the possible exception of the format for worksheets, all the
features of the system have appeared elsewhere in the relevant literature. The
uniqueness of the system lies in its integration of many previously discussed
elements into a unified and operational system. It has been tested in a variety
of teaching and operating siruations and reflects numerous modifications that
were indicated as desirable. While it cannot be regarded as the last word, in the
judgement of virtually all persons who have worked with the system it re-
presents a very significant improvement over existing systems. Its most decisive
advantage over existing systems is that it combines the many economic dimen-
sions of a project in a way which facilitates decision-making. Apast from inherent
advantages of the system, its influence towards standardization can bring import-
ant benefits. The standardization can improve communication, promote badly
needed teamwork, help overcome narrow and inappropriate professionalism and
facilitate direction, review and training of personnel.

The Organization of American States sponsored a workshop on project
evaluation for Venezuela in the summer of 1964 and another for Central
America :n February and March of 1965. In both workshops, technicians with
responsibilities in the formulation and/or evaluation of projects participated
in a two-week seminar and then proceeded in groups to prepare real projects
under the guidance of instructors.

While the training of working technicians is very successful, it has be-
come painfully obvious that the little contact we have had with the political
authorities and the senior technicians has been insufficient really to install the
proposed system of project analysis. In fact, we may have increased the gulf
between technicians and political authorities. It is clear that it is necessary
first to reach the political authorities, then the senior technicians and lastly the
working technicians.

6 The latest published version :s the text used in the workshop held in Central Ame-
rica in the early part 0(1965: de pro)eaar, an Vilma de formnlaatin y rraluacitin de proyectos
opriiabnenie aplicable a los piths.' cis dal de derarrollo., by Morris J. Solomon and Osman Edin,
Organization of American States, UP/ G, 22/1, 15 January 1965. Original: Spanish.
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G. Pert system of planning and implementation

In any of the steps of economic development, objectives have to be trans-
lated into specific time-phased goals, results measured, the two compared and
remedial action taken. This is particularly true of projects and programmes.

In the last eight years, a formal system for detailed planning, scheduling
and review of action has emerged, which has great promise for newly develop-
ing countries. This is the PERT system (Programme Evaluation and Review
Technique). PERT .complements a project analysis system with some overlap.
In fact, it may be said that no project is formulated until it has been expressed
in ecte PERT form. In the PERT system, a plan for a project (or programme)
may be represented as a netwoik of nodes and arrows.

The symbols are as follows:

0,. Event
Activity

Thus a simple network would be as follows:

where the nodes have theiollowing meaning:

1 = Approval of project ;
2 = Engineering specifications accepted for bid purposes;
3 = Request for bids for machinery mailed out;
4 = Request for bids for plant mailed out ;
5 = All bids received;
6 = All contracts awarded.

In 1 2, the arrow denotes the drawing up of engineering specifi-
cations.

In 2 3, the arrow denotes preparation and mailing out of bid
specifications for machinery.

In 2 4, .he arrow denotes mailing out of bid specifications for
plant.
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In 3 ) 5, the arrow denotes preparation by vendor and mailing of
bids on machinery.

In 4 ) 5, the arrow denotes preparation by vendor and mailing of
bids on plant.

In 5 6, the arrow denotes selection of bids and drawing up of
contracts.

(For details on the use of PERT, the reader is referred to the self-teaching
volumes I, II, and III of PERT Fundamentals, published by the PERT Orienta-
don and Training Centre, Washington, D.C.) 7

Estimates of the time required for each activity give a basis for deter-
mining the path which is critical, that is, the path (of activities) which limits
the completion of the project. A project of any magnitude would ordinarily
be broken down into many activities with many paths. By concentrating on
the path (of activities) that are most limiting, one can often reduce the time
it takes to complete the project. The execution of the project uses as a target
a detailed time and cost schedule. This time and cost schedule (by activity)
forms the basis for control of the execution of the project. Ordinarily each
activity has an expected completion time which is short enough to give early
warning that the project is not meeting its time or cost schedule along with
promising lines of corrective action. Corrective action can take a variety of
forms, as described previously.

When the PERT technique is combined with cost information, an inte-
grated system for project implementation is achieved. The PERT method is an
excellent framework that can supplement the project analysis framework of the
Organization of American States. It provides:

(a) a disciplined basis for detailed planning of a project ;

(b) a dear picture of the scope of a project;

(c) a method of evaluating goals ;

(d) a means of preventing omission of activities that naturally belong
to the project ;

(e) a definition of the responsibilities of the various groups or depart-
ments involved;

(f) an aid in refining the design ofa project;

7 The reader is advised to exkiude from consideration chapters 5 and 6 of volume II.
These two chapters deal with probabilig considerations which are of dubious value.
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(g) an excellent vehicle for training ;

(4) a basis for measuring progress, comparing goals with achieved results
and initiating corrective action.

H. Organizing for economic development

An important instrument of economic development is organization. While
some of the techniques discussed can facilitate the carrying out of ecoriomic
development, the organization of government can help or hinder the effort. By
now it must be apparent that the linkage effects and the harmonization of
different elements is perhaps of overriding importance. In this regard, solutions
that have been successful in analogous situations can be instructive.

First, it is desirable that, wherever practical, the planning and execution
should be united in the same group. Secondly, if the planning function is
specialized, then there should be formal coupling devices. For exampie, at some
point in the planning of a project or programme (even if towards the end), the
person or group responsible for execution should be briefed and the planning
should not be regarded as completed until he or it is willing to undertake the
responsibility for the execution of the planned effort and to meet costs and
schedules. This overlap is absolutely essential. As a minimum, the implement-
ing group should agree to a detailed network of implementation and a schedule
of costs. Preferably, there should be association earlier in the effort.

As the effort is implemented, review and controls should be in terms of
the schedule of costs and should progress with maximum freedom of action for
the implementing organization. The criteria ofsuccess must be meaningful, with
strong incentives for success. Those incentives can be monetary or symbolic,
preferably both. The adoption of a comprehensive and meaningful set of criteria
can furnish a basis for rewarding good performance. Using incentives also im-
pl:es using deterrents. Unless leadership is ready to distinguish between good
performance and poor performance and take corrective action, good performance
cannot be expected.

I. Some specific proposals for action

There is an urgent need for an agreed framework for the formulation,
evaluation and execution of projects. Such a framework, based on a consensus,
should be incorporated in a manual and other training material such as films,
self-teaching course material, and other teaching aids. The purpose of the
Interregional Symposium on Industrial Project Evaluation sponsored by the
United Nations Centre for Industrial Development and held in Prague in Octo-
ber 1965, moved in this direction.
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Following the adoption of such a framework, it is important that an
intensive effort should be made in a few carefully selected countries to develop
training materials and test those materials on actual projects. The political
authorities of these selected countries should be, at the very least, receptive and
accessible. The obstacles should not be so large as to preclude the successful
use of promising approaches. While a crucial test for materials developed will
be their success in the "pilot countries", an effort should be made to put such
training materials in a form that is of general applicability to newly developing
countries. This implies an expanded testing effort after promising materials
have shown their value in a few countries. There should be frequent modifica-
tions in this material to reflect experience. Out of such an effort would come
courses for various levels of economic administrators, including political author-
ities. While a large part of the effort would have to be directed towards project
development, the programme should include all the steps of economic develop-
ment and the full decision-making planning-action cycle. The whole range of
management activities, including the very strategic element of full plant utiliza-
tion, would necessarily be covered.

Parallel with and complementary to work in pilot countries would be an
effort to develop a series of industry studies. Past gforts have been handi-
capped by a failure to adopt a format that is applicable to a great variety of
situations. 8 A recent effort, representing an excellent example that can serve as
a prototype for industry studies, is a study on the flat glass industry prepared by
Lee Charles Nehrt of Indiana University. By referring to the study, and relating
the data to conditions in his own covntry, an engineer or economist can readily
determine the prospects for a sheer-glass plant in his own country. There is
reason to believe that, using the Nehrt study as a prototype, a series of ana-
logous studies could be produced for suitable industries which would be of
value to a large number of newly developing countries. This is dearly a task
for an international agency. The creation of industry studies is an activity that
can be parcelled out to qualified persons or groups, provided there is a suitable
prototype. A central co-ordinating group would be needed.

At a later point, it would be useful to carry out research on the develop-
ment of a computer system to aggregate project variables so that macro-planning
can be made to interact with micro-planning on a prompt and effective basis.
A starting point for such an effort would be a country that has carried out
project development on a comprehensive basis. This task is dearly one which
can be started after some progress has been made with one or two pilot
countries.

8 Two massive attempts to meet this need have been the plant requirement booklets
put out by the United States AID Agency and the small-scale industry serks put out by the
Commission of Small-Scale Industry of India. An important deficiency of this material is that
a particular configuration of a plant Is given with wry little basis for adaptation and choice
according to the particular conditions of the country in question. Recent attempts by the
United Nations to provide such data for these industries are .in a more helpful form,
but suffer from excessive presentation of history, leavingit to the reader to "normalize such
history. Studies in Economics of Industry, Number 1, United Nations, New York, 1963; Progrom-
ming arta and Criteria for the &minims: Isulsony (ST /ECLA/CONF.11 / 1.24 ).
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ANNEX I

Address by Mr. I.H.Abdel-Rahman, United Nations Commissioner for Industrial
Development, to the Inter-regional Working Party on the Training of

Economic Administrators in Industrial Development

On behalf of the United Nations, I have great pleasure in welcoming
all of you to this Inter-regional Working Party organized by the United Nations
in co-operation with the Development Centre of the OECD. We are glad that
we have had the honour and privilege of co-operating fully with OECD in this
project. It is my sincere hope that such technical co-operation with the OECD
and the Development Centre will increase in future, thus pooling out:scarce
resources for the benefit of the developing countries. I am very grateful to
Mr. Kristensen for his personal interest in the meeting and sincerely hope
that he will continue to express similar interest in our future joint activities.
We in the United Nations are happy that the Government of France invited
us to hold our meeting in Paris and that the courtesy and hospitality of Mr.
Kristensen, Mr. Buron and his colleagues in the Development Centre made
this meeting a reality. I wish to extend to the Government and Mr. Kristensen,
Secretary General of the OECD, our heartfelt thanks.

Your deliberations from my point of view will have a "touch of original-
ity" and a "flavour of pioneering", and they will also involve a "bit of a burden"
in formulating positive action.

When I say that your deliberations will have a touch of originality, I
am fully aware that yours is, in many ways, the first meeting to tackle system-
atically the problems of training of public officials in industrial development.
Who would have thought of it in the later fifties and in the early sixties as
something basic that requires systematic national and international action? It
has now been realized that it is an acute problem and a matter of reality.

It is a fact that the State plays a basic role in promoting a.ld accelerating
industrial development. In this task, the Government and other public officials
have to act .as "public-sector entrepreneurs". The incentive of profit, at least
for the formative period, is replaced by the incentive of responsibility. Govern-
ment action or the concerted and co-ordinated action of government officials
make all the difference between a stagnant and inefficient industry and a
throbbing and smooth-running industry. In a positive sense, the Government
becomes an entrepreneur in undertaking risks, investing and running industries.
In another sense, it injects vitality through a series of policy measures. Thus
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the Government and public officials are called upon to shoulder important
responsibilities.

If one were to directly conclude from this that there is a need for the
training of public officials generally, it would amount to an underestimation
of the valuable experience, important responsibilities and enormous courage
displayed by the civil servants and public officials who often work in a diffkult
environment and working conditions. I can claim to have gone through this
process myself and fully appreciate the magnitude of tasks faced in dealing
with industrial development problems. I am sure, however, that you will agreewith me that, if it is possible to look at our own work objectively once in a
while, preferably away from the actual place of work, it will be both instructiveand useful. We have called this process training of industrial economic
administrators largely owing to lack of a better phrase. Whatever may be the
proper terminology, you will agree with me that there is a need for an inter-
national dialogue on this question and hence this meeting.

I noted in some of the papers a query raised as to whether there is such
a species as an industrial and economic administrator. After all, there are
administrators, whether in medical administration or in industrial.administration.
This, again, is a problem of definition and needs clarification and possibly, as
I said earlier, a better expression. On the other hand, a person is an instrument
of activity and probably one should be more concerned with spelling out such
activity. These are rather tempting subjec-s for discussion and I will try to
refrain from entering into discussion on these at this moment. I am sure that
you will have sufficient time to deal with it later.

I mentioned earlier that your work will have a flavour of pioneering. The
translation of a need into a full-fledged programme of work involves an
enormous amount of effort, clarification of idea, and charting courses of action.
I see in your agenda these problems brought up for discussion. I am sure your
recommendations will pioneer the work in training in industrial development
in developing countries.

I can see from the papers submitted to this meeting a number of inter-
esting approaches to the subject. One of them refers to the need for distinction
between the work involved in formulating a plan and the work involved in
implementing it. On the face of it, they are rather closely interconnected. Yet
if one analyses the various activities in an operational sense, interesting conclu-
sions emerge. For example, one of the experts rightly indicates that, from a
training point of view, you can always import expertise in the stages dealing
with the formulation of a plan. On the other hand, the implementation of the
plan has to be based on local talent and skills. This area appears to be more
amenable and even urgent from the point of view of training.

From the quick observation of the material in front of you, I notice that
suggestions are made for the training of different categories of persons, includ-ing politicians. I fully realize that government officials do not work separately
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from the political decision-makers. The effectiveness of their work will depend
on the understanding and support of the final decision-makers. This means
that there is a need for communication with the highest authorities and an
appreciation of the political environment. To understand politicians and influence
them is one question, and to recommend training for the highest decision-
makers is, to my mind, an entirely different question.

I would like to take this opportunity to stress, as I remarked earlier,
that you will have a bit of a burden in formulating positive action. This, to
my mind, is a very important aspect of your work. If your deliberations can
lead to formulating a programme of action, or at least the direction of effort
ruquired in tackling the important question of training, I would consider your
deliberations most rewarding. We know that this is rather too much to ask
within the short period of time of the meeting. On the other hand, I take
encouragement from the fact that we have in you a wealth of experience, an
array of disciplines, a fund of ideas which you can put to concerted use.

I will look forward to your recommendations and programmes of action
to be implemented both by the national Governments and by the international
organization engaged in promoting industrialization in general and industrial
training in particular. We in the Centre for Industrial Development are in the
process of undertaking vastly expanded programmes of work to promote
industrial development in the developing countries, in which training is a vital
part. We have organized four regional symposia in industrial development which
will meet within the next six to eight months in Santiago, Addis Ababa, Kuwait
and Manila. In these, about 100 Governments will participate. I am sure that
they will look with interest on any programme of action that you may evolve
at this meeting.

We in the Centre will also endeavour to implement your recommendations
by organizing special training programmes as we did at Cairo recently. I am
sure that you will have a close look at the experience of that programme, which
is contained in one of the discussion papers submitted to this meeting. We can
assist Governments in formulating 'training programmes based on your
recommendations. We can also provide expert assistance and other assistance
in depth through Special Fund resources. Several institutes of training are al-
ready functioning, aided by the Special Fund. We could arrange technical meet-
ings to clarify issues and prepare the necessary training manuals. I wish to
mention some of these only to provide some background and framework to
your recommendations. The Development Centre also has similar programmes
and your recommendations will spur further action in the area.

I have now a very special and pleasant task before I complete my state-
ment. I would like to take this opportunity to suggest to you Mr. Etienne
Hirsch as chairman of this meeting. He is a distinguished Frenchman and the
OECD Development Centre, as the host organization, has kindly agreed to
provide the services of Mr. Hirsch as our chairman for the working sessions.
I would consider it very lucky that we should have such an eminent man avail-
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able to undertake this rather interesting but hard work. Mr. Hirsch is a
distinguished economist and the man behind the French plans. He was Com-
missioner General for Planning in France and has distinguished himself in many
international jobs. He was the President of Euratom and is now advisor to
several developing countries in planning. It is my sincere hope that he will
accept this arduous job and I also hope that you will accept my nomination
of Mr. Hirsch unanimously.

Lastly, I wish to thank you all for taking the trouble to come and devote
yourselves to this important subject. I wish to extend to our hosts, the French
Government, the Secretary General of the OECD and the staff of the Develop-
ment Centre, our grateful thanks. I am sorry I will not be able to attend all
your meetings, much as I would like to, but you will, I am sure, under Mr.
Hirsch's chairmanship, be able to produce an interesting programme of action.

184
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Organization of the Working Party

The Interregional Working Party on the Training of Economic
Administrators in Industrial Development met in Paris from 2 to 10 September
1965. It was organized by the United Nations Centre for Industrial Develop-
ment and the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations in co-operation with
the Development Centre of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).

The Working Party was attended by representatives of twenty-five
countries, by a small group of expert consultants and by an observer from the
Federal Republic of Germany (see annex III). The United Nations appointed
Mr. G.S.Gouri as the Director of the Working Party and Mr. Francois van
Hoek was appointed Co-Director by the OECD Development Centre.

Twelve discussion papers, pre.pared by the expert consultants, the United
Nations Centre for Industrial Development and the Development Centre of the
OECD, were presented to the Working Party. Participants prepared country
reports on the subject of their choice, giving an account of their country in
so far as it related to a particular item or items of the agenda.

The opening session of the Working Party was presided over by Mr.
Kristensen, Secretary-General of the OECD. Mr. Gruson, on behalf of the
French Government, welcomed the partidpants to France. The United Nations
Commissioner for Industrial Development, Mr. I.H.Abdel-Rahman, after greet-
ing the participants on behalf of the United Nations, described the main
purpose of the meeting and expressed the hope that the Working Party would
be able to draw up suggestions for further action.

On the proposal of Mr. Abdel-Rahman, the Working Party unanimously
elected Mr. Etienne Hirsch, former Commissioner General for Planning in
France, whose services had been made available by the OECD Development
Centre, as Chairman of the Working Party.

The procedure in discussing the various items consisted of the present-
ation of the subjects under a given item by an expert consultant. This initiated
the discussion of a given item illustrated by country experiences as contained in
the country papers submitted to the meeting and other experiences which the
participants and expert consultants had had in their present and previous func-
tions.

After completing the discussion on the various items of the agenda, the
Working Party appointed a drafting committee to prepare a rport of the meet-
ing. The drafting committee consisted of the following persons: Mr. H.Franco
Bravo (Colombia), Mr. A.M.K. Mazari (Pakistan), Mr. T.Mazigh (Tunisia),
Messrs. D.Carney and C.Furtado (expert consultants), the Chairman of the
Working Party and the Director and Co-Director.
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List nf persons attending the meeting of the Inter-regional Working Party

PARTICIPANTS

Argentina Roberto Jorge Tomasini

Co-ordinator del Sector Industria y iLinerta. del Consejo Nacional
de Desarrollo

Hipolito Yrigoyen 250 80 piso

Buenos Aires

Brazil Eusacilio Silva Leal

Cameroon

Secrétaire Exécutif du Groupe Executif de
l'Industrie Mécanique (GEIMEC)

Rua Cel. Moreira Cesar 173
Apto. 1103
Niterói
E. do Rio de Janeiro

Albert Christian N'doung

Chef Adjoint
Service de l'Industrie et du Commerce
Ministére des Affaires économiques et du Plan
Yaounde

Chad Ahmed Valentin N'gakoutou

Directeur du Plan et du Développement
B.P. 286
Fort-Lamy

Chile Eduardo Troncoso Langlois

Programador Global de Industria y Mineria
Oficina de PlanificaciOn Nacional
H utrfanos 863/20 Piso
Santiago

Colombia Hernando Franco Bravo

General Manager
Instituto de Fomento Industrial
Apartado Aereo 4222
Bogota
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El Salt v.hin r Alfredo Amado Herrador

Head if Industrial Promotion Department
Institute of Industrial Development
Avenida Cuscadan 317
San Salvador

bah' K.B. Rao

Officer on Special Duty
Ministry of Industry and Stipp!
"Udyog Bhavan"
Maulana Azad Road
New Delhi

Ira.: llassan Sadjadi

Manager. Te ile and Cement Factories
Director, Cement and Food Industries
Ministry of Economy
Teheran

Ferhang Jalal

Acting Director
Economic Department
Ministry of Industry
Baghdad

brat/ Shrnuel Golomb

If Or IT Cowl

In charge of Manpower Planning and Training
Minisuy of Finance
Jewsalem

Maurice Atche

Ingenieur a l'Administration generale du Plan
B.P. 649
Abidjan

Jordan Hanna Odch

Director
Planning, Research and Finandng Department
Jerrian Development Board
P.O. Box No. 555
Amman

.31,p/arasca r Gaston Ramenason

Ingenieur tlectrotechnicien
B.P. 334;
Tananarive
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Malta Henry A. Frendo

Assistant Secreury
Ministry of Economic Planning and Finance
Valletta

Alit° G. Calderon Martinez

Head of Department oi Industrial Development
Ministry of Industry and Commerce
Av. Cuauhremoc 80
Mexico 7, D.F.

Pakrian A.M.K. Ma.zari

Secretary to Government of West Pakistan Industries
Commerce and Mineral Resources Department
Karachi

Peru Emilio De Althaus

Economic Adviser
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Lima

Philippa( I Augusto C. Espiritu

Director
Philippines Chamber of Industries
National Economic Countil
Padre Faura
Manila

Sierra Leone Sulaiman Jabati

Managing Director
Sierra Leone Produce Marketing Board
P O. Box No. 508
Freetown

Triairia Tewfik Mazigh

Sous-Directeur
Division Industrie et Infrastructure economique
Secretariat d'Etat au Plan et a l'EttITI ,1101: .11!4 MA(

Tunis

Turkel. Semsettin !yigum

Director
Establishment, Planning and Organization
Tirkiye Cimento
Sanayii T.A.S.
Kavaklidere
Ankara
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United Arah
Repshlit

Salah M. El Agan awy

Assistant Ger,eral Manager for Financial Affairs
General Organization for Industrialization
51 Imperator Bahlawi Street
i.okky

,:to

Upper Vol:a Pierre C. Damiba

0%110 des relations avec les Sociétes d'Etat
Ministere de rEconomie nationale
P.P. 372
Ouagadougou

t'r7i piln Tulio Bala) Del Buono

Director in the Industrial Programme Department
C.I.D.E.
Conwriciim 123
Montevideo

OBSERVER

Federal Repahlie Hans A. Havcmann
of Germany

Research Institute for International Technical Co-operatio;
Aachen

EXPERT CONSULTANTS

Paul Bore! (France)

Directeur
Institut international de Recherche et de Formation en vue du Développement harmonise
262 rue Saint Honoré
Park ler

David Carney (Sierra Leone)

Senior Lecturer
African Institute for Economic Development and Plaaning
B.P. 3186
Dakar
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Celso Furtido (Brazil)

Visiting l'rofessor of Economics
Yak University
New Haven
Connecticut (United States of America)

Pasquale Saraceno (Italy)

Vice-President
Associazione per lo Sviluppo delPIndustria rid Mezzogiorno
6 Via di Porta Pinciana
Rome

Morris J. Solomon (United States of America)

Chief
Operations Research Branch
Statistical Research Division
United States Department ot
Bureau of the Census
Washington, D.C., 20233

Richard S. Thorn (United States of America)

Prokssor of Economics
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1521 3

Vidosav Triikovic Yugoslavia)

Deputy Director
Yugoslav Institute of Economic Research
Zmaj Jovina 12
P O.Box 611
Belgrade

L.J. Zimmerman (Netherlands)

Dean
Institute of Social Studies
Molenstraat 27
The Hague

SECRETARIAT

Etienne Hirsch

Chairman, Inter-regional Working Party
Director, Institut de Prevision economique et soeale
Conservatoire national des Arts et Metiers
Paris
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Robert Boron

President of the OECD Development Centre

Abdel-Raliman

Commissioner for Industtial Development
United Nations

S. Gouri

Dileetor. Interregional Working Party
Chief. Management and Training Section
nited Nations entre for Industrial Devdopment

Francois San Hock

(.0-Director. Interregional Working Party
I lead of the Training Division

)ECD Development ( entre

Ernesto Cabrera

United Nations Centre for Industrial Development

Ann du liourcheron ( Mrs.)

OECD Development Centre

V. Rousseau (Miss

Department of Economic and Social Affairs
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